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Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså with Special
Reference to Keral∂ya-cikitså-paddhati

N.P.P. NAMBOOTHIRI

Introduction
Though we are here to preview Netra-cikitså we should

remember that Åyurveda understands body as a whole. So
systemic approach is given due respect along with specific
localized eye treatment.

Importance of Netra
Situated in ªUrdhvå∆ga
Importance of  ªUrdhvå∆ga (in the context of roga-
mårga)
Madhyama roga-mårga.

Sarvendriyåƒå√ nayana√ pradhånam

cak¶u¨ pradhåna√ sarve¶åmindriyåƒå√ vidurbudhå¨/
dharaƒ∂hårayuktånå√ jyoti¶åmiva bhåskara¨//

ó›u‹rata-sa√hit∂

Eye is the most important among sense organs. It is as
important to human being as sunlight is to earth.

Netra rogas:
Våtaja = 10
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Pittaja = 10
Kaphaja = 13
Raktaja = 16
Sannipåtaja = 25

Most of the sannipåtajas are sarakta-Sannipåtaja

Striking note
 Rakta is a palpable presence while enumerating netra

rogas. In case of abhi¶yanda it is having a specific role.

Abhi¶yanda

   pråyeƒa sarve nayanåmayåstu bhavanti
abhi¶yanda-nimittamµulå¨

                                         óSu‹ruta-sa√hitå, Uttaratantra

   This is where the rakta gets the importance.

Abhi¶yanda is played in the pool of rakta so Abhi¶yanda is
very important in understanding, diagnosing and manag-
ing almost all netra rogas.

Cikitså
Bringing  imbalanced do¶as back to normalcy (do¶a- såmya);

in netra context  its  managing  abhi¶yanda, i.e bringing
hormonious balance between u¶ƒa and ‹∂ta  or pitta and kapha
is the  main aim of cikitså

Aim of Åyurveda:

svasthasya svåsthyarak¶aƒam/
åturasya vikårapra‹amana√ ca//
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Aim of Kriyåkalpa:

netraprasådana
netra-roga-‹amanårtha

Såma Lak¶aƒa

ud∂rƒavadana√ netra√ råga-dve¶a-samanvitam/
ghar¶ani¶¢hoda‹µulåsrayuktåm åmånvita√ vidu¨//

óA¶¢å∆gahædaya, Sµutra

In åmavasthå of netra, å‹cyotana, piƒŒ∂, seka, vidalaka are
the procedures to be advised.

Niråmalak¶aƒa

niråmåvasthå mandavedanatå
kaƒŒu¨ samrambhastu prasannata¨/

ó
A¶¢å∆gahædaya, Sµutra

pra‹åntavartmatå cak¶nou
sampaktva√ gadamådi‹et

(Com.)

By looking into the pra‹asta lak¶aƒa of vartma, one can
judge the niråmavasthå.

Treatment Modalities
In total, classical texts explain seven kriyå-kalpas

Å‹cyotana
Seka
PiƒŒi
Vidalaka
A¤jana

Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså . . .: N.P.P. Namboothiri
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Tarpaƒa
Pu¢apåka

Å‹cyotana

sarve¶åmak¶irogåƒåm ådau å‹cyotana√ hita√/
rukthoda kaƒŒµu-ghar¶ani¶¢hoda dåharåga-nibarhaƒa√//

óIbid., 23.1

Indication: All såmåvasthå of netra.

All treatment for eye starts with a‹cyotana if åmåvasthå is
perceived.

Triphala, ya¶¢hi,  utpalaóPittaja
Stanyaóbleeding conditions of eye
Lodhra ka¶åyaóvåtaja and sannipåtaja
Sigrupatra svarasa  in kaphaja
Spha¢ika, karpµura drops  as  prasådana

PiƒŒ∂

yuktabhe¶ajakalkasya piƒŒ∂ ca kavala-måtrayå/
vastrakhaƒŒena sambadhya netre abhi¶yandanå‹in∂//

ó
Bhåvaprakå‹a

netråbhi¶yanda-yogyå så vraƒe¶vapi nibadhyate/
(så.u.)

GuŒµuci Kumår∂ PiƒŒ∂óPittaja abhi¶yanda

Vidalaka

Vidalako bahirlepo netrapak¶mavivarjita¨/
(Sa.U.13.30).

Avyakte¶veva√ guƒameva pak¶maparihåreƒa
ak¶iko‹ålepanam
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óA¶¢. Sµutra 32/2.
Indications and Duration

utpannamåtre taruƒe netraroge vidalaka¨/  |
kåyo dåhopadehå‹ru ‹opha-roganivåraƒa¨//  ||

óCarakasa√hitå, Cikitså. 26.231
tasya måtrå parij¤eyå mughålepa vidhånavat/

 (sa.u.13.30)

DurvådilepaóDurvå, Yava, Sårivå, Gairika, Ghæta in Pain
and Redness

A¤jana

vyaktarµupe¶u do¶e¶u ‹uddhakåyasya kevalå/
netre eva sthite do¶e pråptamanjanamåcaret//

ó›u‹rutasa√hitå, Uttaratantra

Hemanta and ›i‹iraóAfternoon.
Gr∂¶ma and ›aratóMorning
Var¶åónot cloudy and not in early morning
VasantaóAlways
Vilvådi Gulika
Nårikela Rasakriya A¤jana

A¤jana Bheda:

According to Action
1. Lehana
2. Ropaƒa
3. Prasådana
4. Snehana

According to difference in form
1. Gu¢ikåóMahåbala roga
2. RasakriyåóMadhyamabala roga
3. CµurƒaóH∂nabala roga

Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså . . .: N.P.P. Namboothiri
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Examples
  Candanådi a¤jana

Pa‹upatå¤jana
Nakulå¤jana
Timirå¤jana
GaruŒå¤jana
Mukulå¤jana

A¤jana
Disposal rate is minimum, Tissue contact time is more.
Maximum absorptionó
Acts as subconjunctival injections and also permeable there

through sclera and acts on posterior segment disorders.

Tarpaƒa
When to do?
åture ‹ånta rågå‹ru ‹µula-samrambha-dµu¶ake/
nivåte tarpaƒam yojya√ ‹uddhåya µurdhvakåyåya//

When not to do ?

Contra-indication
durdinåtyu¶ƒa‹∂te¶u citåyåsa-bhrame¶u ca/
‹åntopadrave cåk¶ƒo¨ tarpaƒa√ na pra‹asyate//

Absorption is very high as drugs are lipid, soluble penetra-
tion is high irrespective of molecular size.

Drug vehicle and bio availability:
Tissue contact time and bioavailability is highest and

significant therapeutic concentrations are achieved.
Disposal: drug is retained for a prescribed period of twenty

minutes (average)

Pu¢apåka

 Pu¢ena påka¨ pu¢apåka¨
 mædådikapåkadvayena nirmiti ca au¶adha påka/
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Types
Snehanaó200 MK (3 minutes)
Animal Fat Kakolyådi gaƒa dravyas etc.
Lekhanaó100 MK (½ minute)
Honey, Må√sa Bhasmas of gold silver and copper
Prasådanaó300 MK (4 minutes)
Milk and Ghee, Tikta Ropaƒa dravya

Compliance:
Durationó1 to 3 days
Quantityó25 ml each eye
Disposal
Absorption same as in tarpaƒa
Tissue contact time and bioavailability is also same as

tarpaƒa.

Seka Chronic and severe affections of the eyes
Å‹cyotana First line of treatment in ocular inflam-

matory  conditions. Råga, Dåha, A‹ru-
sråva, ›opha,Toda

PiƒŒ∂/Kavalikå Netra abhi¶yanda and Vraƒas
Vidalaka Inflammatory conditions,  Congestion,

Redness, Irritation
A¤jana Pakva Avasthå of Netra, Alpa ›opha,

AtikåƒŒµu, picchilatå, Alpå‹ru sråva, Alpa-
råga.  After-›ar∂ra-Sa√‹odhana and
Å‹cyotana

Tarpaƒa J∂hyata, Tamyata Ruk¶ata, Pak¶ma ›ata,
Kæconmilana Adhimantha, Timira ,
Arjuna, ›ukra, Abhi¶yanda, ›ak¶åk¶ipåka,
›otha, Våtaviparyaya, ›irotpåta.

Pu¢apåka Same as Tarpaƒa.
After Tarpana to increase the dæ¶¢∂bala.

Special treatment modalities
Tala
Talaputhachil (‹irolepa)

Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså . . .: N.P.P. Namboothiri
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Jalaukåvacaraƒa
Lekhana
Kizhisvedana
Annalepana
Eye massage
Bandhana
Mµurdhni tailam ( pichu, abhya∆ga, dhara, ‹irovasti)
Takradhårå

Tala
Keeping medicated paste over bregma

Eg : Vasa, lak¶a, yas¢hi, triphala  with vasa svarasa in bleed-
ing eyes

Jalaukåvacaraƒa
Will be good in recurrent stye, kæmigranthi, scleritis,
‹irahar¶a and ‹irotpåta.

Lekhana
Scraping gently with japå mukula or samudraphena in

the palpebral  conjunctiva
Eg .In follicular conjunctivitis ,

Kizhisvedana
It is called avaguƒ¢ana sveda in classics
Eg. Ci¤cå and haridrå svedanam  is effective in stye,
allergic conjunctivitis
Yava sveda  before tarpaƒa in some cases .

Annalepana
Apply navara paste  and doing gentle circular massage
Good  in weakness of eye lid, degenerative myopia, ROP

Eye Message
Apply medicated oil over eye lid and do gentle massage
Very effective in  våtåhata vartma, high myopia, amblyopia
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Bandhana
After keeping  jåti  pu¶pa or specific paste (sigrutvak)
and doing bandhana  for specific time period
In keratoconus, after tarpaƒa, pu¢apåka, and in eye
injuries.

Mµurdhni Taila

PICU
›IRO ABHYANGA
›IRODHARA
›IROVASTI

Takradhårå
As a ‹amana procedure
Rµuk¶a‹∂ta prayoga
Best in handling pitta raktaja abhi¶yanda
Kledaharaƒa.

Eg:
Diabetic retinopathy
Glaucoma

Management of Complex Eye diseases
ARMD

Treatment Plan (Yukti)
Macular/Retinal function simulates to that of ålocaka Pitta

(Cak¶u vai‹e¶ika).
Old age macular degeneration, dry type should be treated

on the line of våta dominating pittaja.
Wet/neovascular type should be treated on the line of

pure pittaja  disease.

Treatment
Virecana with Trivæt ghæta, Da‹amµula  ghæta
Saptåmæta loha, ›atåvaryådi cµurƒa, Åmalaki cµurƒa

Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså . . .: N.P.P. Namboothiri
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Vasanta kusumåkara rasa, ›uddha va∆ga (ca.
compound), Årogyavardhani va¢i, Basantamålini laghu
Bhallåtaka rasåyana
Dhanadarasnådi ka¶åya, Pathyak¶adhatryådi ka¶åya

DIABETIC RETINOPATHY

Treatment Plan
Largely aimed at prevention and strict metabolic control

of:
blood sugar
blood pressure
dyslipidemia

This reduces the progression of diabetic retinopathy.

Medicines for Glycemic Control
Sam∂ra pa¤caka ka¶åya
Ni‹åkatthakådi ka¶åya
Ni‹åmalaki yoga
Katthaka khadirådi ka¶åya
Phala trikådi ka¶åya
Vara cµurƒa

Medicines for control of blood pressure
Å‹vangandhå cµurƒa
›a∆khapu¶p∂ svarasa
Da‹amµula ka¶åya
Rudråk¶a
Parthåæ¶ta
Punarnavådi ka¶åya
Pravala Bhasma

Medicines for Dyslipidemic control
Varanådi ka¶åya
Rasanådi ka¶åya
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Trayoda‹å∆ga guggulu
Kai‹ora guggulu
Citrakådi va¢i
Årogyavardhan∂ rasa
Rasa Sindµura and its compounds

Exercise and Yogi kriyå
Ardhamatsyendråsana
Madhukåsana
Kapåla Bhåti Pråƒåyåma
Uttåna padåsana
Anuloma Viloma Pråƒåyåma
Våhya Pråƒåyåma
Sarvå∆gåsana

External Therapies
Takradhårå with vasa guŒµucyådi ka¶åya
Å‹cyotana with Vinayakå¤jana
PiƒŒ∂ with Åmalaki leaf, guŒuci leaf or vasa leaf
A¤jana with Candanådi a¤jana
Netradhårå with dårvyådi k¶∂ra ka¶åya
Tarpaƒa with JaŒaveda ghæta

EALEíS DISEASE

Treatment plan
Ealeís disease seems to be like that of Parimalay∂ timira-
pitta raktaja disease.
Virecana with Triphalå ghæta, Årogyavadha compound
and pitta hara treatment.

Treatment of Rakta-Pitta
Sam∂ra pa¤cakam ka¶åya
GuŒµucyådi ka¶åya
Dråk¶ådi ka¶åya
Netrarak¶a ka¶åya

Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså . . .: N.P.P. Namboothiri
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Saptåmæta loha

RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA

Normally treated at four stages
Kapha vi¶ama  dæ¶¢i
Kapha vidagdha dæ¶¢i
Kaphapittavidagdha dæ¶¢i
Dæ¶¢i hata

30ñ40 % manageable
Purely Rasåyana Cikitså

Steps:
›odhana Cikitså
Bæ√haƒa Cikitså

Treatment
›odhana cikitså involves

Snehana with Vidaryådi ghæta, Vainateya ghæta or
Mahåtriphala  ghæta
Virecana with Avipattikara cµurƒa

Bæ√haƒa Cikitså involves
›amana ka¶åyas like Dhanada rasanådi, Sam∂rapa¤caka,
Netrarak¶å etc.

External applications like
A¤jana with nakulå¤jana, Å‹cyotana with mahåpadma
ghæta, Seka with ka‹yapa ka¶åya
Tarpaƒa with Jåtaveda ghæta, Ka‹yapa ghæta.
›irodhårå with ›a‹å∆ka taila
Picu with mahåda‹amµula taila, bhuja∆ga patra taila
›irovasti with bhuja∆ga patra taila
Pu¢apåka with svarasa
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Treatment is aimed at
Relieve discomfort
Provide smooth optical surface
Prevent structural corneal damage
Restoration of natural tear film

Local
Å‹cyotana  with Dråk¶å, Candana processed and filtered
out of TaƒŒulodaka . Honey alleviates lacrimation and
burning.
Irrigation of eye with cold unboiled milk with a bit of
Saindhava.
A¤jana prepared from ›µuƒ¢h∂ rubbed  with Ghæta and
Stanya.
Ka‹å¤jana.
Nasya with K¶∂rabala taila or Anu taila.
Tarpaƒa with J∂vantyådighæta, Ka‹yapa ghæta
Pu¢apåka  with pu¢apåka svarasa.
Oral Ghæta-påna after meals, j∂vantyådighæta, Mahå-
triphala ghæta and Ka‹yapa ghæta.
Vasti with milk processed in Madhuka, ›atåvahå, Ghæta.

KERATOCONUS

Våta and Rakta  seem to be major pathological factors.
Structural changes are said to  occur in superficial type
of  våtañrakta by Åcårya Caraka.

Line of treatment
   Preventive : Antenatal and Postnatal
    Våta and Rakta vitiating diet and requirements to be

avoided
Nutritious diet along with specific emphasis on liver
functions
Vasti cikitså
Guduc∂, Åmalaki, Madhuya¶¢i, ›atåvari, Milk, Ghee, ›åli
Cåval, Må∆sa rasa.

Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså . . .: N.P.P. Namboothiri
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Curative:
Following line can be adopted as ocular therapeutic

measures from Våta-Rakta Cikitså (Caraka Sa≈hitå)

Blood letting
›odhana-SnehanañVirecana
Repeated Anuvasana and Niruha Vasti.
Pari‹eka, Pradeha (Vidalaka)
Food and Ghee made out of non-irritant drugs
Superficial type of våta rakta should especially be man-
aged by ålepa (Vidalaka), abhaya∆ga, pari¶eka, upanaha
(PiƒŒ∂)

MYOPIA

Ususally treated in the line of prathama-pa¢alagata-
timira

Treatment
Snehapana with vainateya ghæta, mahån∂la ghæta,
ka‹yapa ghæta
Virecana with Avipattikar cµurƒa
Nasya with Anutaila, K¶∂rabala twenty-one Åvart∂
Internal ka¶åya with  Netrarak¶a ka¶åya, Åk‹ab∂jådi
ka¶åya, Dhanadar‹ådi ka¶åya, Sam∂rapa∆caka ka¶åya
A¤jana  Candanad∂, Mukulå¤jana, Sunetra
Å‹cyotana
A¤jana ghæta,vinayakå¤jana
Seka with Ka‹yapa ka¶åya
Eye massage with K¶∂rabala twenty-one Åvart∂ and
Mahåkukku¢amå∆sa taila
›irodhara with ›a‹å∆ka taila,Bhuja∆gapatra taila,
A‹vagandhå taila
Picu with Bhuja∆ga patra taila, ›a‹å∆ka taila
Annalepana
Eye exercise
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Tala with Bhuja∆gapatra taila
Tarpaƒa with Mahån∂la ghæta,Triphala ghæta, Ananta
ghæta

GLAUCOMA

Treated in the line of Adhimanda
In open angle glaucoma ‹∂ta and stambhana is done
In closed angle glaucoma svedana, recana and sroto
vi‹odhana are employed
Treatment
Snehapana with Thriphalådi ghæta,Tilaka ghæta,
Vainateya ghæta
Virecana with  Avipattikara cµurƒa, triphala cµurƒa with
triphala ka¶åya, Nimbvamætådi eraƒŒa
Nasya with Anu taila
›irodhara with ›a‹å∆ka taila, Guggulutiktaka taila
›iro Vasti with ›a‹å∆ka taila

Åyurveda Netra  Cikitså . . .: N.P.P. Namboothiri
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2

Pharmacology and Pharmaco
Therapeutics of Ayurvedic Drugs

P.R. JAYA

Åyurveda is a science coming down from the Vedic period.
It is an Upaveda of Atharvaveda. °Rgveda also mentions the
practices of Åyurveda.

It comprises the philosophy of life. It was the only
mainstream health care system in early periods. It is one of
the traditional medical system of Kerala.

The definition of health/Åyurveda
It is the equilibrium of do¶as, dhåtu, mala and kriyå and

the purity and clear status of åtman (soul), indriya (sense
organs) and manas (mind) which is åroyga.

Life can be defined as the combination of ‹ar∂ra (body),
indriya (sense organs), sattva (manas) and åtman (soul).

The universe is based on the pa¤camahåbhµutas, viz. åkå‹a,
(space), pæthv∂ (earth), våyu (air), jala (water) and agni
(fire). The Ayurvedic system says that the body is also
pa¤cabhåutika and the medicines i.e. plants and animals are
also pa¤cabhautika. So the pa¤cabhautika ‹ar∂ra can be treated
with pa¤cabhautika drug.

The basic units of ‹ar∂ra are comprised of three elements
known as trido¶as. They are våta, pitta and kapha. They are
also pa¤cabhautic. Våtakado¶a is åkå‹a and våyu bhµuta
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predominant, pitta is agni and jala predominant and kapha
is jala and pæthv∂ predominant. So treating with pa¤cabhautika
drugs is a necessity to passify the rogåvasthå of a person.

The four pådas or factors to make a treatment perfect
are:

1. Bhi¶ak: Vaidya-doctor
2. Dravya: drugs
3. Paricåraka: bystander/helper
4. Rog∂: Patient

If these four pådas perfectly merge the treatment will be
a success.

Drug/dravya is an important component. A perfect
dravya had again four qualities as mentioned

1. Bahukalpana i.e. which can be made into many
formulation;

2. Bahuguƒa with many properties;
3. Sampannatå is the wealth of drug with rasa (taste),

Guƒa (qualities), v∂rya (potency), etc.
4. Yogyatå is the correct selection of drug to be used in

the apt situation.

The drug/dravya, if is properly used it is equivalent to
amæta (nectar) and if improperly used it is like vi¶a (poison).
Nåma (name), rµupa (morphology) and guƒa (quality) of
medicine should be known properly.

Ayurvedic medicine are of different types. They can be
used as single drugs, i.e. plants, metals and mineral drugs
and animal drugs used in a single. It can be used as
formulations also, i.e. a herb with a mineral or animal one
and vice-versa. Herbo-mineral, herbo-animal and mineral ñ
animal preparations can be used. All the three in
combination is also a drug of choice. On this basis the source
medicines are mentioned as ja∆gama (animal product)
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udbhida (herbs) and pårthiva (minerals).
 Ayurvedic medicinal preparation and formulation are many
in number.

1. svarasa: which is the expressed juice of herbs
2. kalka: grounded paste of medicine and when they are

dried known as cµurƒa (powder)
3. kvåtha: peapared ka¶åya
4. yavågu and yµu¶a are juices of dhånya or cereals
5. cold ka¶åya and hot ka¶åya
6. tablets and capsule
7. semi-solid lehya preparation
8. fermented preparation like ari¶¢as
9. mineral drug preparation.

The treatment principle of Åyurveda is addition to the
body with same properties as that of do¶as and dhåtus when
they are of decreased level in the body. Deletion of the
defected do¶as and dhåtus with opposite properties when
they are of excess in body.

Pharmacology
Pharmacology is the branch of medicine or biology that

deals with the action of drugs and pharmacotherapeutic is
the study of therapeutic uses and effects of drugs in the
body.

The Ayurvedic view of pharmacology and pharma-
cotherapeutics of Åyurveda drugs are as follows. According
to it dravya or drug is comprised of rasa, v∂rya, vipåka,
prabhåva and karma

According to modern pharmacology also, the drug actions
are based on tanin, resin glycosides, essential oils, volatile
oil and alkaloid, present in them.

Rasa: taste
They are six in number. They are madhura (sweet), amla
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(sour), lavaƒa (salty), ka¢u (spicy), tikta (bitter) and ka¶åya
(astringent). The different parts of the tongue can perceive
the tastes and it makes effect on the body, whether it is a
food or medicine or a level of medicines.

Guƒas: properties and qualities of drugs/dravya. Guƒas
are forty-one in number. It includes twenty ‹år∂rika guƒas
which are present in medicines also.

V∂ryas: potency is mentioned as two in number though
eight numbers are mentioned. But all these eight potencies
come under two, i.e. hot and cold. Hot potency is fully
controlled by sun and cold potency is controlled by moon.

Vipåka: is post digestive taste. They are three in number.
i.e. madhura, amla and ka¢u. After digestion the sweet and
salty food and medicine convert to madhura vipåka; sour
food to amla vipåka; bitter and spicy food to ka¢u vipåka.
From these three vipåkas, trido¶a, will be produced. From
sweet kapha do¶a, from amla (sour) pittado¶a and from spicy
(ka¢u) våtado¶a is produced.

Prabhåva can be mentioned as:

a. Serendipity, i.e. a propensity for making fortunate
discovers while looking for something else;

b. Empirical, derived from or guided by experience or
experiment

c. Or it can be mentioned as an effect of a drug which is
magical or unexpected

d. Through the rasådibhåva a different drug action is
observed and that is prabhåva.

Karmas: it is what these drugs do in the body. fifty karmas
mentioned by Caraka and twenty-two by ›år∆gadhara.

Karma: pharmcotherapeutics is the targetted action of a
drug and it includes pharmacokinetics and pharmacody-
namics.

The rasa, guƒa and v∂rya of the drug explains the
pharmacology of Ayurvedic drugs.
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The vipåka, prabhåva, and karma of the drug explain the
pharmcotherpeutics of a drug.

Of these the detailed explanation of ‹ar∂rika guƒas and
karma is essential.

›år∂raka guƒas are twenty in number.
There are ten guƒas with their opposite guƒas which are

mentioned below:

1. GuruñLaghu heavy-light
2. ManthañT∂k¶ƒa/dull sharp
3. HimañU¶ƒa/coldñhot
4. SnigdhañRµuk¶a/oilyñdry
5. ›lak¶mañKhara/smooth-rough
6. SåndrañDrava/dense-liquid
7. MæduñKa¢hina/soft-hard
8. ›thirañCala/static-mobile
9. ›µuk¶mañSthµula/subtle-gross

10. Vi‹adañPicchila/clearñcloudy

These guƒas are also på¤cabhautika and they have specified
action on the body

Guƒas Bhµutas Actions
Predominant

Guru earth, water building/bæ∆haƒa
Laghu fire, air, ether, reducing/la∆ghana

space
›∂ta water Cooling/stambha
U¶ƒa agni healing/svedana
Snigdha water Moistening/kledana
Rµuk¶a earth, fire, air absorbing/‹o¶aƒa
Mantha earth, water slowing/pacifying/

‹amana
T∂k¶ƒa fire penetrating/purifying/

‹odhana
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Sthira earth stabilising/dharƒå
Cala air stimulating/preraƒa
Mædu water loosening/sladhana
Ka¢hina earth hardening/dried
Vi‹ada fire air ether Cleansing-K¶alana

(space)
Picchila earth, water Adharing-lepana
›lak¶ƒa earth, water healing/ropaƒa
Khara air scraping/lekhana
Sµuk¶ma air, space pervading/vivaraƒa
Sthµula earth covering/samvaraƒam
Såndra earth, water solidifying/prasådana
Drava water liqufying/vilodana

Out of the forty-one guƒas, above are twenty guƒas,
another ten parådi guƒas, are as follows

1. parañsuperior
2. apara-inferior
3. yuktiñmethod of using/rationale
4. sa∆khyåñenumeration
5. sa√yoga/vibhågañcombination/diversion
6. pæthaktvañseparateness
7. parimåƒañmeasures
8. sa√skårañprocessing
9. abhyåsañrepeated use

The other five guƒasó‹abda, spar‹a, rµupa, rasa, and gandha
which attribute to the perception of sense organs. The
molecular level impact of medicines on sense organs can
enhance or counter act the effect of treatment.

The last six guƒas are ådhyåtmika guƒas. They are buddhi
(intelligence), icchå (like), dve¶a (dislike), sukha (happi-
ness), dukha (sorrow), and prayatna (effort). The phar-

Guƒas Bhµutas Actions
Predominant
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macology of drugs depends on the emotional or
psychological status of a patient and is expressed through
these guƒas.

Åcårya Caraka gives fifty karmas or actions through fifty
groups of drugs with ten each. Drugs with similar action are
combined together and mentioned as mahåka¶åya yoga.
›år∆gadharaís drug action view is with more of modern
perspective.

The fifity mahåka¶åyayoga karmas with examples are quoted
below:

1. J∂van∂yañhelps to protect life and enhance longevity.
They are vitalizing agent, eg. J∂vanti, liquorice etc.

2. Bæ≈han∂yañbulk promoting drugs which increase
body weight and helps in the formation of new cells
like kurunthotti or bala.

3. Lekhan∂yañreducing agentñreducing fatñmustha
4. Bhedan∂yañbreaking agent, breaks, accumulated

one, eg. vacå
5. Sandhyån∂yañhealing agents-aloe vera
6. D∂pan∂yañdigestive stimulantsñpippali
7. Balyañtonics like ‹atavar∂
8. Varƒyañenhance complexionñma¤ji¶¢ha
9. Kaƒ¢hyañBenfefical for throatñdråk¶å

10. Hædayañheart foricñdåŒima (pomegranate)
11. Tæptighnañanti saturative, e.g. Rasna
12. Ar‹oghnañanti haemorrhoidal, e.g. Ku¢aja
13. Ku¶¢haghnañantidermatitis, khadira tree
14. KaƒŒughnañanti pruritc like n∂mbu
15. Kæmighnañanti helmenthic like vidang
16. Vi¶aghnañanti toxins or counter poison like turmeric,

tulas∂
17. Stanya jananañlactogogogneñpromotes secretion of

milk e.g. vidari
18. Lacto depurantsñpurify breast milk, e.g. guŒuci
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19. ›ukra jananñspermatogenicñincrease sperm countñ
e.g. A‹vagandhå

20. ›ukrashodhañsperm purifyingñremoves toxins from
sperm, eg. Ku¶¢a

21ñ27 are adjuvant groups of drugs and used in
Pa¤cakarma therapy

21. Snehopagañdrugs boosting oleation of the body
22. Svedopagañboosting sudation therapy
23. Varmaƒopagañhelp in emetic therapy
24. Virechanopagañhelps in purgative therapy
25. Åsthapanopagañhelps in boosting ka¶åya vasthi and

matra vasthi
26. Anuvåsanopagañhelps in boosting ka¶åya vasthi and

måtrå vasthi
27. ›irovirecanopagañdrug action to help in nasyañnasal

dropping treatment
28. Chardinigrahañantiemeticñginger
29. Tæ¶ƒånigrahañthirst reliever and hydrate tissuesñ

nimbu (lemon)
30. Hikkånigrahañstops hiccopñela

31-35. Related with mala (stool) and mµutra (urine)  vegas
(urges). Colour to mala and mµutra by pur∂¶a
virajan∂ya and mµutra virajan∂ya group of drugs

- to stop the passing of excess mala and mµutra by
pur∂¶a sa≈grahan∂ya and mµutra sa≈grahan∂ya drugs

- to make urge of mµutra by mµutra virecan∂ya drugs
36-37. Kåsahara and svåsahara drugs relives cough and

breathlessness like kan¢akar∂, vasa.
38. ›otha harañrelieves oedema or swellingñpunarnava,

trikaƒ¢aka.
39. Jvaraharañwhich relieves fever or pyrexiañmustha,

kiratatikta, parpadaka
40ñ43. ›ramaharañto relieve exhaustion,

dåhapra‹amanañto relieve thirst of body,
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udardapra‹amanañto relieve allergic rashes of the
body, ‹∂tapra‹amanañto relieveñred pigmented
rashes of body

44-45. A∆gamardapra‹amanañrelieve bodyache, e.g.
Karpµura, ‹ µulapra‹amanañrelieves colic, hi∆gu
(asafoetida)

46-49. ›oƒitsthåpanañstopping the blood flow, e.g. Lodhra
VedanasthåpanañPain killerñguggullu
Sa≈jasthåpanañboosts brain functionñbråhm∂
Prajasthåpanañmake firm the fertilised e.g.ñvidari,
bala

50 Vayasthåpanañrejuvenate the body and promote
longevity, e.g. abhaya, dhåtr∂ (Indian gooseberry).
From vitalising agent to rejuvenating agent, 50
formulations of 10 drugsñeach is mentioned.

›år∆gadhara gives following actions of drugs:

1. D∂panañenhances agni or digestive fire
2. Påcanañenhance digestion
3. D∂pa-Påcanañboth the above factors
4. ›amanañbalances the imbalanced do¶as
5. Anulomana, ‹rama‹amana, bhedana, recanañthese four

groups of drugs act on malå‹aya and due to the function
of laxation to purgation.

6. Vamanañ‹odhana, chedana, lekhana, grahi, sthabhana,
rasåyana, vyavay∂, vika‹∂, madakar∂, pråƒahara, pramad∂,
abhi¶yand∂, all these groups of drugs are having specific
function of the body.

Effect of drug
The effect of drug is primarily due to the grace of God.

Mahåvaidya or God designs it.
The other factors areóhow the drug is collected, the

time of collection, whether clean and from auspicious part
it is collected, the month in which it is collected, place of
collection of drugs and purpose of collection. The dosage,
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time and route of administration of medicine also speak
out the efficacy. The mind and attitude of Vaidya and rog∂
also important in efficacy.

Through da‹avidha par∂k¶å, åsthana par∂k¶a, pa¤cendriya
par∂k¶å, trividha par∂k¶å, etc. the patient is examined
thoroughly and then the correct choice of medicine is
advised seeking the roga prakæti and rogi-avasthå. The quality
drug is administered in correct quantity and apt com-
pounding and is thereafter dispensed for its intake. The
drug generates effects on body by above-said ways and disease
is pacified. The pharmacology and pharmacotherapeutics
of Ayurvedic drugs bear vast scientific knowledge which
needs to be taken seriously for inter-disciplined reserarch.
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3

BålaciktsåóAn Introductory Study

REJANI. R. S.

Åyurveda, the science of life, prevention of diseases and
instrumental of longevity is the oldest and most holistic
medical system available on the planet today, which was the
contribution of India to the world. Origin of Åyurveda which
has flourished through generations cannot be determined
as it continued either in practice or from mouth to ears.
The origin of Åyurveda can only be tied up with either myths
or epics; other than this it is impossible to find out a particular
time of origin for Åyurveda. Åyurveda holds a predominant
position in Indian subcontinent. Alleviation of diseases and
retaintion of health are the aims of Åyurveda.

More than a treatment methodology, Åyurveda deals with
our routine lifestyle. The ancient wisdom of this healing
system was a part of the spiritual tradition of the Sanåtana
Dharma (Universal Religion), or Vedic Religion. ìAnything
that are related to our life is a matter of concern in Åyurveda.
That is why no other branch of science holds this immensity
as Åyurveda do.î These are the words of Padmabhooshan
K. Raghavan Thirumulpadu.

Medication in Åyurveda is still based on the prescriptions
in the Carakasa√hitå, the Su‹rutasa√hitå and the
A¶¢å∆gahædaya. But according to the geographical features
and availability of medicines there is a practice that they
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had made the contents of the books contemporary. That
means the treatments are made in to practice in accordance
with the timely needs. Based on this custom treatment,
methodology differs from place to place.

In Kerala Åyurveda had achieved a great popularity even
from the ancient times. Its magnificence reached to its apex
during the period from 5th to 8th century AD, that is along
with Buddhism. In other words Buddhist monasteries were
also used as Åyurvedic Centres. Traditional medicinal systems
were also popular in these monasteries. Some medicinal
systems in Kerala  were also included in this. For example
svedana, virecana, vamana, etc.

For convenience of treatment Åyurveda can be broadly
classified into eight sections. They are Kåyacikitså, Bålacikitså,
Rasåyanacikitså, ªUrdhvå∆gacikitså, ›alyacikitså, Vi¶acikitså,
Våj∂karaƒacikitså, etc. Each one of them has its own respective
heritage in Kerala, especially for Bålacikitså and Vi¶acikitså.
Considering the significance of  Bålacikitså in Åyurveda, Båla-
chikitsåóan introductory study has been selected as the subject
for this paper.

The Bålacikitså is a section among the medicinal books
that are kept in Kerala University Oriental Research Institute
and Manusctripts Library. There are thirty-three books in
the library on this subject. Out of these thirty are manuscripts
and the remaining are transcripts. The source of this paper
is the transcript under the register number 1201.

When we study the ancient books on this subject, an
understanding about how they analysed the matters and
arrived at  conclusions is inevitable. Commonly in the books
dealing with the Bålacikitsa often follows the subsequent
procedure, i.e. garbhakåla cikitså, prasavakåla cikitså,
bålyakåla cikitså. But this book gives more importance to
Båla-cikitså than Prasava-cikitså. Now we can have a glance
at the peculiarities of  the content  of this book.

Familiarization of the symptoms for various diseases forms
the basis of diagnosis. This familiarization followed by
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examination determines the treatment methodology. This
thinking formulates the following method in the book; first
it tells us about the symptoms of various diseases then a
description about the symptoms followed by treatment
methodology and then about the preparation of medicines.
For example we can look in to a particular context in this
book

ìjanikkummattudarathil munnam janica pillaikku math∂va kånam
pådadikesam vranamai bhavikkum samichu kolvan pani påramundam
dwarangal thorum vranamai bhavikkum kesam
kozhinjeedu matheeva vegal adåramayullava roga chihnamî.

 Then about treatment methodology.

ìPavittu Vachoru Kashsyavum nannådou kodukkamithu kerathailey
poyidumennalithukondu melle pokaikilammaikku chikitsa venamî

Then it tells about the preparation of medicine. Let us look
into it later. This is the structure of this book. We can now
see the other characteristics of this book. The book begins
with offering prayers to both deities and guru (teacher).

ìgurunadhanenikkettam thunayaivarikeppozhum
 Kavimathumithauvannam kadalvarnanumadaral
 Gurupådayugam chithe maruveeduka santhatam
 Piriyathe vasikkenam kripaya gunavaridheî.

It is quiet common in ancient books, that it begins with
offering prayers to gods. This book also follows the same
manner and then it describes about various diseases for
children.

Bålacikitså speaks about the cause and medication for
various infirmities that the children from infants to those
who are below sixteen years go through. In the first chapter
it briefly introduces the diseases that are common to the

BålaciktsåóAn Introductory Study: Rejani R.S.
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children. Åcårya finds that there are two reasons for
infirmities that happen to the children. One of the reasons
is bålagrahap∂Œås and the other one by bhµuta-pretañpi‹åcas.
Åyurveda consider bålagrahadevatåpr∂ti and mantras or tantras
for curative purposes. Åcårya believes that above all these by
performing dåna-dharma and performing offerings to gods
we can maintain a healthy lifestyle. According to the modern
science religious beliefs are included as it will create a positive
energy in human beings. It may be the reason that our Åcåryas
recorded this earlier. For example let us look into a
pratipadya.

 ìBalapeedakal chollunnu vibudadikal munname
  Balagæhangal ennonnundu peedippanoru devatha
  Oroothingalkkathoronnu perumoronnathai varum
  Balikarmangalum veere chikitsayumathanganeyî.

This means that saints had already told about the bålap∂dås.
There is a category namely Bålagrahangal. Each one of these
grahas has its own devatå and name. They have different
balikarmas and treatments also.

The Åcårya does not forget to advice the physicians too.

ì vannu chonnalavarkkorupayadikal chollanam
   Paropakaram cheyyanam vridha thanneyumadaral
   Phalasiddhi bhavicheedum mattoredathu sammadhal
   Sidhaushadangaloronne sidhamayittirikkanam
   Pånalepanamayittum balikarma vidathilum.

   This means that patients must be treated with reasons. It
must be done respectfully. For that purpose physicians must
learn the medicines by heart. By mentioning that the
knowledge he had acquired from  his teacher is  made useful
to the public by means of this book he concludes the first
chapter.
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Second chapter deals with the preparation of medicines
for the diseases related with head. The  preparation of
ointment for the heat effecting the head due to acne is then
mentioned.

1. Athikkai, ellu and thumbappoovu are with milk and
then and mixed it with butter and when is applied to
the head it alleviates the illness.
Preparation methods of more than one medicines and
ointments for a particular disease is stated by Åcåryas.

2. The ointment for acnes that are formed in our ears is
prepared by mixing vettalian koodu, aratha, chukku
together along with loose curd.

3. For puss formed in our ears, juice of thulasi leaves are
mixed with coconut oil and then is added with vayambu,
kanjirakkambu, kunthirikkam and induchoodam and
it is prepared by boiling. The resultant drops can be
used as medicine.

4. When redness and swelling happens to childís eyes,
honey mixed with the juice of  Poovamkurunnila can
be applied as drops to heal the disease.

The author following the Åcåryas then describes the
medication for dysentery. In older days dysentery and
vomiting are the main reasons for the death of children.
Even elders used to lose their immunity power and suffer by
dysentery. Hence Åcåryas describe about the medication for
dysentery in the most suited way. There are a number of
medicines for dysentery but some selected ones are taken
as examples.

1. Kottatholi boiled with loose curd (moore)  can be taken
as medicine for dysentery.

2. Jathikka mixed with curd is also a good medicine for
dysentery.

BålaciktsåóAn Introductory Study: Rejani R.S.
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Karappaƒ/pyoderma: It holds a prime position in
communicable diseases that are affecting the children.
Eighteen of its kind are mentioned in this book. Preferred
medicines are mentioned below. Åcårya warns that generally
for all types of Karappaƒ, oil and ghee must be omitted.
After that medicines for  different types of  karappaƒ are
prescribed.

1. chorakkarappaƒ: bandhooka pushpam, thechippoovu
are mixed with loose curd and then the mixture is
cooked and then filtered and can be applied.

2.  chenthekarappaƒ: root skin of thechi mixed up with
coconut milk and can be applied frequently for this
disease. This medicine is useful for all types of
pyoderma/ karappaƒ.

3. Neerkkarappaƒ:  ulli, thippali, elathari and mulaku
mixed with murukkila rasam can be taken as medicine
for neerkarappaƒ.

4. Pannikkarappaƒ: kodalurukki veru, kattu mulaku kodi,
thandu and njarinjil

The Åcårya did not forget to prescribe the preparation of
syrups for pyoderma.

Akakkarappaƒum akamundikkum koodi mukkidikku:

Juice of Amarayila, koorkkayila and pacha manjal are
mixed with per 100gm of induppu, narunadillizhangu,
veluthulli boiled and has to be taken two times daily. It is an
excellent medicine for all the eighteen types of pyodermas.

Likewise it describes the preparation of medicine that
can be applied to head for the children suffering from
pyoderma.

For example: elathari, elavangatholi, muthanga kizhangu,
puli njarambu, kurunthotti veru and vayambu together taken
in equal quantity are mixed with loose curd. Make the
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mixture dry and grind it. Nila narakathin koombu,
cherukadaladi koombu, chulli koombu are taken in equal
quantity and grind them. Both the first and second mixture
are applied to the head simultaneously.

Then Åcårya describes about the disease namely varpu
which is otherwise known as cancer in modern medicinal
system. It describes about various types of cancers namely
akavarpu, puravarpu, rudira varpu, anavarpu, kuthira varpu
etc. but the medicines are prescribed in common for all
types of cancers.

1. After grinding thulasiyila, kalankombu and thechi veru
it can be applied  for the treatment of cancer.

2. Root of ekanayakam mixed up with loose curd can be
applied all over the body and it is a good medication
for cancer.

The Åcårya says that medicines for pyoderma are also
effective for cancer/varpu.

Till now we had described about some of the important
illness. Now we can discuss about the medicines for some of
the common diseases which are not serious.

1. For healing wounds: It is common that children get
wounds. Application of forged and powdered kavidi
with coconut milk helps to heal the wound quickly.

2. Mulla koombu and kavungin pookkula ground in equal
quantity and mixed with butter is used as a medicine
for wounds which is even found effective for deep
wounds.

Bålagrahap∂Œå: This section of Åyurveda deals with the
mental health of children. Here the word graha is used in
the sense of ìsomething that effect from externalî. It is
commonly found in children whose parents are living in
places where lack of cleanliness and misconduct is in
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practice. Childrens affected by this bålagraha will cry without
any reason. Skandagraha, væk¶agraha, ›akunigraha, pµutanå-
graha are some of these bålagrahas. Treatment with reasons
and snåna bali pµujås are the medication for this disease. Some
of the normal treatments for this disease areó

1. Children having this disease are allowed to lie on the
clothes and can be shown to smoke of kaduku.

2. Bathing of children using the water boiled with skin of
pullukera maram and u∆gu.

Even though preparation of medicines are prescribed to
save the children from this disease, more importance is given
to offerings, prayers and snåna balis.

While giving instructions for these treatment procedures,
Åcårya mentions the treatment for pregnancy. The health
of the children has an inevitable relation with the health of
the mother and because of this, treatment for pregnant
women becomes necessary. In this book only general
treatment for pregnancy is mentioned. Treatment for
women at the early pregnancy and of post-delivery stage is
mentioned in this book. Båla-cikitså of Åyurvedic medicinal
system cares about a personís health from the time when he
is an embryo in his motherís womb.

Bålacikitsåóthe transcript having a prime position in
Åyurveda has great traditional value, but not yet prone to
scientific experimentation. Let us all hope that it will prove
its signi-ficance through scientific reviews and will reach to
the public as soon as possible.
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Bålatantra ManuscriptóA Study

R. GIRIJA

A casual perusal of the eight sections would itself suggest
how comprehensive is the science of Åyurveda. This has,
long before the advent of modern medical science
accomplished wonders and reached perfection in most of
the branches of medicine. It is a special feature of Ayurvedic
treatises that many prescriptions of medicines for various
diseases are also associated with the prescriptions of certain
rituals, japas and pµujås.

›r∂ Kalyå°na is the author of the Bålatantra, a Sanskrit
manuscript, which deals with various aspects of a roga. The
Bålatantra is a work comprising the prayoga‹åstra and other
‹åstras dealing with the diseases and their remedies. It is
devoted to the Vaidyaka ›åstra along with the aspects of
tantras and mantras. They are described in an attractive and
affiliated style.

The work begins with the traditional style of Sanskrit
writers. After the invocation the author begins the work
describing the a¶¢a do¶a of women and then the do¶a of puru¶a
such as raktapitta, våta ‹le¶ma, sannipåta and the like. Then
the devatåkopana, grahado¶a, abhicårika, etc.

The diseases due to våta, pitta and kapha etc. make
different types of mensus. He directs medicines for each of
the rogas. The chapters are named as pa¢alas. There are
fourteen pa¢alas in this text. Each pa¢ala is devoted to a
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particular subject. In each pa¢ala various sub-subjects are
dealt with. For e.g: iti pittåhata-pu¶palak¶aƒa-cikitså. In the
first pa¢ala there are fourty-six padyas. At the end of the first
pa¢alaóiti ›r∂kalyåƒakæte Bålatantre . . . vandhyåpratikåro nåma
pa¢alam. In the pa¢alas there are the rogaviståra, its
medicines, devatå kopa pu¶påhatalak¶ana; its pµujås are also
dealt with.

After the mensus ladies are advised to drink the milk of
cow mixed with medicines. In the second pa¢ala medicines
are prescribed. They are sådhåraƒa vandhyou¶adha. The
second pa¢ala ends with the above-said kathana. The third
pa¢ala is devoted to the men having various rogas which make
them vigourless.

In this pa¢ala general causes of barrenness in women and
impotence in men are described and it prescribes many
medicines to remove these defects. It deals with the
treatment of pregnant women to safeguard the child in the
womb. In this connection a description of the development
of the child in every month of pregnancy is given. The causes
of abortion and its treatment, diseases probable during
pregnancy and medicines to cure them, necessary
precautions for a safe and natural deliveryóall have been
described. How the mother and child are to be attended to
after delivery, food of the mother and child, medicines for
promoting the motherís milkóall these are dealt with in
details.

In the third pa¢ala puru¶av∂ryavæddhikathana is dealt. For
this, many medicines are prescribed. Then the women and
men are ready for reproduction. Here also medicines, pµujås
and bali, etc. are observed. The fourth pa¢ala is described as
garbhådhånakåla rudra snånakathanam nåma. Then the fifth
pa¢ala deals with the bali and pµujås in each month of
pregnancy along with medicines and dånas of various types.
Thus from the very beginning of pregnancy to the last month
of pregnancy are attended to in great detail.

The pregnant and pregnancy is to be guarded by various
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types of medicines, mantras, tantras, pµujås and balis. The
next pa¢ala is devoted to the act of delivery along with the
house and room, prepared for the purpose. Then some of
the medicines for lepana are mentioned. After the delivery,
from the first day onward the childís care is considered most
important. Along with this, medicines, balis and pµujås are
also observed. The dånas of various kinds to the Bråhmaƒas
have been advised. The child is cared properly every day,
every month and every year upto the fourteenth year.

Each pa¢ala is meant for a particular aspect. From the
first day to the fourteenth year several rogas will affect the
child. This must be avoided and treated in the right time
with right medicines, pµujås and balis. Thus also the
grahaharabali is prescribed. Each month and each year a
particular devatå will be worshipped.

Different medicines need to be given to the mother for
the production of milk. Then the Dhåtr∂ is introduced. The
various a∆gas of the child should be kept clean. The våta,
pitta, kapha, atisåra, hædroga, karƒa‹µula, etc. must be noticed
and treated very well.

Then the making of Ka¶åyas, Kætas, lehyas and other
medicines are dealt with care. Same  way it deals with the
making of medicines for Jvaraharaƒopåyakathanam,
atisåraharaƒam and aj∂rƒaharaƒam. One should keep the
child from all types of rogas. Kåsa, ›våsa, kæmi, påƒŒu,
svarabheda owing to various reasons must be treated in time.

Then the ›∂taladev∂ stuti is done by Lord ›iva to Skanda,
i.e., ‹∂talå¶¢akam. Then ›∂tacikit¶åthanam nåma thirteenth
pa¢ala. Netra, nåsika, karƒa, ‹iroroga, k∂¢a væ‹cikådi
vi¶aharaƒam and sarpådivi¶a etc. are noted. The fourteenth
pa¢ala is dealt within this grantha in a very different style.
This is written in samvat 1879 Mårga‹∂r¶a måsa. This is a paper
manuscript with Reg. No. 4802 and there is only one
manuscript in the Bålatrantra. The modern medical science
can empower itself on this subject with the help of the
manuscript.
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A Critical Study of
AgastyaóYogasåram Kilippa°t°tu

LALU S. KURUP

Kilippa¢¢u is one of the wealthy traditional style of writing in
Malayalam literature. By adopting this style of writing from
sixteenth to twentieth century AD, about 200 literary works
were composed. The Puråƒas and Epics were the central
theme of these writings. The Kilippa¢¢u style is also used in
other works covering the topics of medicine, history, etc.
The work  Agastyayogasåram Kilippa¢¢u belong to this category.
The theme of this poem is the preparation and the usage of
Siddha medicine.

Siddha is a form of South Indian Tamil traditional
medicine and part of the trio-Indian MedicineóÅyurveda,
Siddha and Yunani. This is nearly 10,000 years old medical
system followed by the Tamil people both in India and abroad.
This system of medicine was popular in ancient India due to
the antiquity of the medical system.

Siddha system is believed to have been developed by the
eighteen siddha in the South called ëSiddharí.1 They are
the ancient super-natural spiritual saints of India and the
Siddha system is believed to have been handed over to the
Siddhars by the Hindu God ›iva and Goddess Pårvat∂. They
are Tirumular, Ramadevar, Agastyar, Konganavar,
Kamalamuni, Chattai-muni, Karuvurar, Sundaranandar,
Valmiki, Nandhidever, Pambatti, Bhokanathar, Machamuni,
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Korakkar, Pata¤jali, Dhanwantari, Kadambai and Idaikkadar.
The Saint Agastya wrote a lot of works related to Siddha

Medicine in Tamil. Some important works are Agathiar
21000, Agathiar Paripuranam, Agathiar Nayanavidhi,
Agathiar Gunapadam, Agathiar Pillaitamil etc. The ëAgastya
yogasåram Kilippa¢¢uí narrate the medicine ëNarasi∆ghå-
m^ætamí which Agastyar mentioned in his works. A transcript
of this work is preserved in the Oriental Research Institute
and Manuscripts Library of the Kerala University (T.No. 987).
It is an anonymous work having 188 lines. This describes
various diseases of human beings and its treatments
including remedies. It is an unpublished work. Therefore
its study is more significant.

The work begins with a note on the ingredients of the
medicine, its quantity and the various methods applied for
its purification. Then the work sheds light on the usage and
benefits of Narasi≈ghåmætam. The work ends with different
types of diseases which affect mankind and how they are
treated with the use of Narasi≈ghåmæta sevå. Though there
is no evidence about the author, the study focuses on its
medicinal importance.

Contents
In Siddha there were 64 types of medicines for both internal
and external use

Internal medicine was used through the oral route and
further classified into 32 categories based on their form,
methods of preparation, shelf life, etc.
External medicine includes certain forms of drugs and
also certain applications like nasal, eye and ear drops
and also certain procedures like leech application. It is
also classified into thirty-two categories.

These medicines are prepared from plants (herbal
product), dhåtu (inorganic substances), ja∆gama (animal
products), natural plants, minerals, (lavanagal), the inner
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parts of living organisms, etc.
In this work, the method of making Narasi≈ghåmætam is

described from line number 16 to 25. Asparagus, Sugar,
Ghee, Honey, Gingelly seed, Thina seed, Herddaturased
were the ingredients of the Lehyam. The usage of
Narasi≈ghåmætam is explained in line 30 and 31 of this work.
In these lines the dosage and time for taking medicine is
also mentioned.

Pathyas
The success of Siddha medicine depends on pathya, which

is essentially a list of doís and doníts. The patient should
follow pathya for keeping the quality of medicine beneficial
in order to cure his/her illness. Siddha medicine is claimed
to revitalize and rejuvenate dysfunctional organs that cause
the disease and to maintain the balance of våta, pitta and
kapha. In Siddha medicine system, diet and lifestyle play a
major role not only in health but also for curing diseases.
But there is no pathya or conditions to be followed after
taking the dose of Narasi≈ghåm¶tam. But the mind of the
patient needs to be pure and peaceful for achieving good
results.

The work claimes that Narasi≈ghåmætam is very effective
and it was used as a medicine for all diseases like Leprosy,
Syphilis, Crysipelas and also one can apply it for headache.

Conclusion
Siddha medicine is an amulgam of Science, Medicine,

Spirituality and Philosophy. Here, importance is given to
the patient and not to his/her disease. So while conducting
the treatment physical condition of the patient is also taken
into consideration. The Siddha medicine got wide popularity
because it can cure the most complicated illness without
any side effects. Likewise the ability to recover health and
smartness to both men and women, with the help of
Narasi≈ghåmætam gained support from people. It is very

A Critical Study of AgastyaóYogasåram Kilippa°t°tu: Lalu S. Kurup
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clear that the kilipattu style of literature can be taken into
the traditional medical fields.

NOTE

1. The Tamil work named ëMaruthuva Vathayoga J¤åna ›åstramí gives
more details about the 18 Siddhars.
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6

Interpretation, Adaptation and
TranslationóProcess of Pratisa°mskara°na

K. MUTHULEKSHMI

One important characteristic of intellectual discourses in
Sanskrit is the importance given to the ëtextí. Each discipline
considers some texts to be its foundation. Sµutra texts of dif-
ferent systems of philosophy are examples. The recognition
of ›ruti as pramåƒa also points to this infallible authority as-
cribed to text. In Åyurveda, texts like the Carakasa√hitå,
the Su‹ruta-sa√hitå and the A‹¢ångahædaya together are con-
sidered to be Bæhattray∂ (three major texts) of the ›åstra.
Even the gradual steps of the learning process were also
designed as a process that progresses from one text to an-
other. So, there is enough space for making out a ëtext sci-
enceí related to intellectual discourses in Sanskrit.

Such importance ascribed to the texts of course reflects a
sense of continuity through ages. No knowledge system can
persist unless it addresses the contemporary issues and
problems. For this purpose, the fundamental texts were
renewed and reconstructed time and again. One of the ways
through which this was accomplished was through different
commentaries written on the text. These commentaries
served different functions, which included making the text
capable of addressing contemporary issues. It can be said
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that such hermeneutic engagements were always inherent
to Sanskrit tradition.

Text--Formation and Interpretation.
Since texts were regarded as authoritative in a system of

thought, specific rules were laid down for the formation of
texts. Actually, ítextí is not just the ideas contained in it.
But there are many factors which determine it. The frame
of anubandhacatu¶¢aya is one of them. The four anubandha-s
are adhikår∂, vi¶aya, sambandha and prayojana. Each one of
these components is important in its own way.  They are
indicative of the persons the text addresses (adhikår∂), the
subject matter discussed (vi¶aya), relation between the text
and subject matter or between reader and the speaker
(sambandha) and the effect that the text makes upon the
reader (prayojana). It is through these four components that
the text relates to the outer world. It is also how the outer
world determines the text. These factors fix or specify the
place of the text against a broad background of ideas. The
reader of the text, his/her responses to the text, the effect
the text makes on the readeróall these are to be taken into
consideration for assuming what a text is. For example, one
of the introductory verses in the A¶¢å∆gahædaya is the
following.

åyu¨ kåmayamånena
dharmårthasukhasådhanam/

åyrvedopade‹e¶u
vidheya¨ paramådara¨.1

(One who is desirous of obtaining åyu¨ which is the tool
for dharma, artha and sukha, he/she should show supreme
respect for suggestions of Åyurveda.)

This verse has been interpreted as pointing to the
anubandhacatu¶¢aya of Åyurveda. One who is desirous of at-
taining åyu¨ is adhikår∂ here. Åyurvedopade‹a-s are the
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vi¶aya-s, ådara¨ (respect) is sambandha and åyu¨ which gives
dharma, artha and sukha is prayojanam. Such a preconception
about the text makes the communication easier and clear.

Another text-forming method relevant in this regard is
the adhikaraƒa method. An adhikaraƒa is a self-contained
unit, comprising of the six elements of vi¶aya, sa√‹aya,
pµurvapak¶a, uttara, sa∆gati and phala. The subject-matter,
through adhikaraƒa method, gets a systematic way of
expression. And the subject-matter could be presented
against the background of different perspectives (sa√‹aya
and pµurvapak¶a). Even though each adhikaraƒa is a self- con-
tained unit, they are linked together as a text by the ele-
ment of sa∆gati. Sa∆gati is the specific order in which differ-
ent adhikaraƒa-s are arranged in a text. The order of topics
is much relevant in representing the general outlook of the
text. Many examples can be pointed out with regard to this
from the texts of Sanskrit philosophical literature. This is
also evident from the way adaptations are made out of texts.

Both these methods of anubandhacatu¶¢aya and
adhikaraƒalak¶aƒa can be used as tools for studying about
interpretations, adaptations and translations of books of
different disciplines. Even though these rules seem to limit
or fix the space of a text to a certain measure, it can be seen
that a subtle shift in these could make the text anew.

Pratisa√skaraƒam
Ayurvedic way of making the text contemporary is termed

pratisa√skaraƒa. Åyurveda-åcårya-s have always acknowledged
the need of making the text compatible with the changing
times. Vågbha¢a saysó

svånyatantravirodhanam
bhuyi¶¢ham vinivåraka¨

yugånurµupasandarbho
vibhågena kari¶yate2

(Having solved the contradictions in oneís own and also

Interpretation, Adaptation and Translation . . .: A. Muthulekshmi
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other ›åstra-s, this text is being made contemporary,
through restructuring the order of topics.)

This verse indicates both the mechanism and functions
of making the text yugånurµupasandarbha.

Following verse by Caraka also emphasizes this point.

ìAgnive‹akæte tantre Carakapratisa√skæteî3

(In this ›åstra made by Agnive‹a, which has been
pratisa√skæta by Caraka.

It is known from vyåkhyåna-s that it was Någårjuna who
made the text Su‹rutasa√hitå pratisa√skæta.

sa√skartå kurute tantram
puråna√ ca punarnavam4

(One who makes the text sa√skæta, makes the old text
renewedóSu‹rutasa√hitå.)

The process of pratisa√skaraƒa was made possible through
conscious efforts of textual reconstruction. As the basic texts
of many reconstructed texts have become extant now, we
cannot directly analyse the ways of this process.

Modern adaptations and translations
By about 16th/17th centuries, a basic shift was evident in

intellectual discourses. In the place of traditional forms of
interpretation, adaptations and translations to different
languages were brought out. These were not just a technical
processes of change in language, but one that had great
cultural, social and intellectual impact. Analysing the
mechanism of modern adaptations and translations
employing the traditional methodologies of anuban-
dhacatu¶¢aya and adhikaraƒasvarµupa will be interesting.

Important modern day adaptations of the basic Åyurvedic
texts of the Carakasa√hitå, the Su‹rutasa√hitå and A¶¢å∆-
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gahædaya are the legacy of Caraka, the legacy of Su‹ruta and
the legacy of Vågbha¢a written by Dr.M.S.Valiathan. These
adaptations address the modern day readers (a different
kind of adhikår∂) in a different context. The relation between
the text and the reader has also undergone a change from
that of the age of Carakasa√hitå. These changes surely bring
out a new prayojana upon the reader. Thus the vi¶aya itself
becomes a new one. Thus the newly formed anubandha-
catu¶¢aya places the new text in a new plane.

For analysing the mechanism of adaptation adopted by
Dr. M.S.  Valiathan, the adhikaraƒa method can be applied.
The element of sa∆gati of adhikaraƒa is more relevant in
this regard. As mentioned earlier, sa∆gati is the order of
topics in the whole text. The structure of the text reflects
the outlook of the text in general. Vågbha¢a has reminded
about the importance of sa∆gati thusó

ìteírthå¨ sa granthabandha‹ca
    sa√k¶epåya kramoínyathå.5

(The very same ideas, the very same structure,but another
order has been followed for conveying the ideas briefly.)

Here the emphasis is upon abridging the ideas. But
another order can be followed for other purposes. The
general order and division of topics in the Carakasa√hitå
etc. are in the following manner:

1. Sµutrasthånaóbasic principles
2. ›ar∂rasthånaóphysiology and anatomy
3. Nidånasthånaópathology
4. Cikitsåsthånaóstages of disease, methods of treatment
5. Kalpasthånaómanufacturing, collection etc. of medi-

cines.
6. Uttarasthånaóportions other than kåyacikitså
7. Vimånasthånaómethods of teaching, learning and dis-

cussion.

Interpretation, Adaptation and Translation . . .: A. Muthulekshmi
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8. Siddhisthånaófruits of treatment

A modern day reader might be confused to find that the
details relating to a single disease are scattered in different
chapters of the text. The logic behind this kind of division
of topics is the holistic vision the Åcårya-s had maintained.
Health was not viewed from the point of view of disease or
treatment. It was viewed as a positive state of equilibrium of
body, mind and surroundings.

For the modern day reader, this kind of holistic approach
may seem unpractical. Today, health is viewed from the point
of view of disease and treatment. So for communicating with
the modern day readers, Dr. Valiathan has restructured the
whole text accordingly. After the introductory portions
dealing with fundamental principles, he arranges chapters
on the basis of disease and treatment. He has codified the
details of each disease chapterwise. This enables the reader
to get all the details of each disease from one portion of text
itself. Here it is evident that two different orders of
arrangement of topics refer to two different approaches to
the subject. While the modern reader views health from
the point of disease and treatment, Åyurveda ›åstra views it
from the point of a positive state of life, which is beyond the
realm of medicines and treatment.

Dynamics of translation
As the adaptations of Dr.Valiathan are in English language,

they can be considered to be translations also. The shift from
Sanskrit language to English language has made a great
difference. These reconstructed texts have readers at a
global level and they evoke global level responses too.

The translation of these texts into Malayalam evokes
regional level responses and discussions. The change in
language makes a new set of anubandhacatu¶¢aya which acts
as the vehicle of cultural and intellectual transactions.

Each language constitutes a different anubandhacatu¶¢aya
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and and each of them functions as complimentary to each
other.

Continuity/discontinuity
The long and varied history of evolution of ancient ›åstra-s

undergoes phases of both continuity and discontinuity. Both
phases are important in their own way. Continuity is
important in the sense that each ›åstra maintains its own
indigenous character. It has to be understood from that
perspective. Discontinuity is important in the sense that new
knowledge in the field has to be incorporated to the old
stock, some notions reviewed and reconstructed.  The
underlying mechanism that operates behind these aspects
of continuity and discontinuity  is very much relevant in
understanding their course of evolution. Modern
methodologies are widely used for such studies nowadays.
Here, an attempt is made  to examine the aspects  of
continuity and discontinuity with regard to the discipline of
Åyurveda using traditional methodological tools.
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Vaidyaka Manuscripts in the Oriental
Research Institute and Manuscripts

Library, Thiruvananthapuram

P.L. SHAJI

The department of Oriental Research Institute and Manu-
scripts Library of the University of Kerala has got the largest
palmleaf manuscript collection in India, where almost 65,000
works can be found preserved in around 30,000 bundles,
80% of which are palm-leaves. It can very well be noticed
that there is no subject which our ancestors left out. Less
than 2% of the manuscripts are dated ones and 150-600
years old.

There are 3700 Vaidya Granthas and the languages in
which are been written are Sanskrit, Tamil, Malayalam,
Hindi, Marathi, etc. and the scripts vary from Devanagari,
Malayalam, Tamil, to even Marathi. Most of the Sanskrit
works have interpretations in both Malayalam and Sanskrit.
Different forms of literature like Manipravålam and Kilipattu
style could also be seen. Most of the Vaidya Grandhas are
seen to be written in poetic form like other works of science
and literature.

Many forms of science existed for the betterment of
mankind and they were and are still useful. ìThe
experiments and studies conducted in the foremost life
science branches like molecular biology reveal that our
ancient codified knowledge and scientific knowledge hold
good to a limit of 100%.
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Our traditional indigenous medicines have evolved from
the experiences that were collected from the surroundings
through ages. Those who want to study the system of
medicines (indigenous) of Kerala will have to go deep into
the manuscripts of those times.

Our ancestors found out cure for common ailments from
the clements available in the surroundings. These types of
traditional medicines was noted in the drawings in caves,
then in palm leaves and afterwards in handmade paper.
They wrote it down for the use of the generations to come.

When Åyurveda is being discussed here, it is important
to consider that some granthas prevailed even before
Åyurveda came into existence. There is a mention of
Åyurveda in the Atharvaveda, the Taittår∂yaponi¶ad and the
Garbhopani¶ad. Similarly, we get some indications of the
indigenous medicines in the Agnipuråƒa and in some Tantra
manuscripts.

The three pillars of Åyurveda are Caraka, Su‹ruta and
Vågbha¢a. The Carakasa√hitå system of treatment has been
divided into three. The system of treatment involving
enchantment in Mantra and Tantra is called daivavya-
på‹rayam. That involving yoga and meditations is called
satvå‹rayam. The third one is yuktyupå‹rayam, which is based
on the five elements of matter as all living beings are made
of pa¤cabhµutas.

In earlier times Sanskrit Vaidya granthas gained
popularity.The Vaidya granthas of Caraka and Su‹ruta,
prevailed in Kerala. But later the system of Buddhist disciple
Vågbha¢a, namely A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha and A¶¢å∆gahædaya
gained popularity. Different interpretations written in
different periods could be found in the libraries.

The Yogasåra and the Mahåsåra combined mantra, yantra
and medicines. The granthas prove that such systems were
common those days. Even now there is a system of visiting
priests, mantrics and sannyåsis for the cure of ailments.

The indigenous/traditional medicine system of Kerala
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includes Marma cikitså, Båla cikitså, Netra cikitså, Vi¶a cikitså
(Toxicology). Post-delivery care, etc. Medicines have been
prescribed for fracture as well.

There is only one incomplete copy for the Rasavai‹e¶ikasµutra
viz. Vaidyamanoramå a grantha with Malayalam notes which
deals with antidotes. The independent work of ›r∂.
Pullanthol Moosathu named Cikitsåma¤jar∂, contains
indigenous rogas and treatment plans. Copies of the text
are available in the department.

The Rasama¤jar∂ of ëVaidyanatha Suda Saleenatha
explains how to make rasa bhasma and it has been explained
as a medicine for maintaining youth if consumed in the
proper way. Sulphur (gandhaka) has been explained as a
medicine and procedure for obtaining pure fresh sulphur
has also been mentioned in the text.

There are nine granthas which deal with pregnancy and
its care. These works are about customary style of pregnancy
care.

The manuscripts in the library deal with the treatment
of human beings, and animals as well. There is a mention of
veterinary science. Pålakapya, Måta∆gal∂lå, Gajacikitså,
A‹vacikit‹a, etc. deal with the common diseases of elephants,
horses etc. which proves that there were treatment for
animals also. There are six interpretations and four
Manipravala kætis for Måta∆gal∂lå. Marma treatment is
another important aspect of Åyurveda. There are many
works on this subject in Sanskrit, Malayalam and Tamil. It
deals with cardinal points of the body, the ailments that can
come on these cardinal points and their treatment. There
are fifty-one works on Marma ›åstra. They are marmacikitså,
Marmalak¶aƒam ki¢ipattu, Marmalak¶aƒavum and
cikitsåsavum, Marmavij¤ånam, Marmabhikathe‹a√hithå, etc.
There are some Marma treatment granthas for elephants,
namely Måta∆gamarma, Gajamarmacikitså, etc.

The division of Toxicology has 122 Malayalam granthas.
Vi¶acandrikå, Vi¶acikitså, Vi‹anåråyan∂yam, Vi¶anå‹anam,

Vaidyaka Manuscripts in the Oriental Research . . .: P.L. Shaji
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Vi¶aharamantram, Vi¶aharaƒam trangals deal with the
treatment for the poison of snakes, lizards etc. The
Dµutalak¶aƒam deals with the subject whether a person who
has been bitten by snake will survive or not.

The eight major branches of Åyurveda are ›alya
(Surgery), Sålåkya (eyes, ears etc.), Kåyacikitså (whole
body), Bhµutavidyå (psychotherapy) Kaumårabhætya the
pediatrics) Agadatantra  (antidotes), Rasåyanatantra
(preparation and application of elixirs), Vijikaraƒatantra
(aphrodisiacs), etc.

›alya-cikitså gives importance to surgery and four granthas
are available on this subject. Su‹ruta manuscripts deal with
›alya-cikitså. There are no separate manuscript for ›ålåkya
cikitså, Våjikaraƒatantra, Rasåyana-cikitså, etc. They are dealt
in common granthas for treatment. There are separate
manuscripts for ophthalmic treatment. There are eight
granthas for ophthalmology of which two are complete.

Åyurveda will become complete only when the Caraka-
Su‹ruta granthas which follow Sanskrit tradition are
assimilated to this system. The manuscript Nirantara
padavyåkhyå is a commentary on Carakasa√hitå which is
commandable even though it is incomplete and has not been
published yet.

The A¶¢å∆gahædaya, written by Vågbha¢a, a Buddhist is
the quintessence of the works of Caraka and Su‹ruta (6th
AD) even though it is an independent work. Kerala tradition
follows the A¶¢å∆gahædaya and the A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha. There
are many commentaries in Sanskrit and in Malayalam which
were very popular in Kerala.

The Yogåmætam, the Yogasåram, Cikitsåma¤jar∂ etc. have
been published. ›r∂ Uppottukannan, wrote the first
interpretation to the A¶¢å∆gahædaya. The Cikitsåma¤jar∂ is
an old grantha, but many portions are same as in Yogåmætam.
Hence it can be concluded that the Cikitåsma¤jar∂ was
written after the Yogåmætam. In the copies, it could very well
be seen that the Vaidyas of those times, when copied/ and
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printed the text, added their views on treatments from their
own experience.

The Bhelasa√hitå of Bhelåcårya was written in second
century. This department has an incomplete copy of the
same. He had said that the portion of mind is in the brain
and that a type of juice which emanates from the heart
circulates all over the body and comes back to the heart.
This was written centuries before William Harvy found out
circulation of blood.

There are medical dictionaries also which enrich the
collection of the Oriental Research Institute. They include
Madanådi nighaƒ¢u, Au¶adhinighaƒ¢u Rasanighaƒ¢u,
RåjanigåƒŒu and  Vaidyanighaƒ¢u etc. The
Madanådinighaƒ¢u was published by this Department in
2005.

Conclusion
From all the above descriptions, it could be very well be

assessed, how rich and varied the traditional medicine system
was. There is no such disease which has not been mentioned
for its cure. How rich the awareness of our Åcåryas would
have been. It had cure for terminal diseases also even before
the discovery of modern medicines. It identified the
principles like circulation of blood, importance of our brain
and heart, cardinal points of the body, etc.

It may be noted that often this indigenous system of
medicine had combined the aspects of Mantra and Tantra,
in order to give motivation to the patient and thereby
obtaining positive results. Åyurveda prescribes veterinary
medicines also. From the medical dictionaries it is revealed
that almost all the flora and fauna has medical effects and
their easy availability had given impetus to the preparation
and practice of Åyurveda/Vaidya in this part of the country.
Even now it can be concluded that Vaidya tradition is
retained in Kerala without tampering its traditional purity
and quality.

Vaidyaka Manuscripts in the Oriental Research . . .: P.L. Shaji
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ÅyurvedaóA Vibrant Tradition of Kerala

K.G. SREELEKHA

Åyurveda is Indiaís traditional and natural system of medicine
that has been practised for more than five thousand years. It
is one of Indiaís great gifts to the mankind. The term ëåyusí
means duration or span of life and the term ëvedaí means
unimpeachable knowledge. So it is commonly translated as
the science of life or is the science of living in harmony with
nature. It is a holistic system that gives man proper guidelines
for a full and balanced life by establishing a state of harmony
and inner peace that is necessary for our integral well being.
It advises a proper code of living with guidelines for diet,
sleep, meditation, mantra and prayer, massage and oil baths,
the use of herbs and yoga practice.

The history of Åyurveda starts from the time of the Vedas.
They preach the philosophy of life. The Atharvaveda contains
the principles of healing on which Åyurveda is based. It has
influenced many of the older traditional methods of healing
including Tibetan, Chinese, and Greek medicine. Åyurveda
is considered by many as the ëmother of healingí. It is the
system of health care conceived and developed by the æ¶is
and natural scientists through centuries of observations,
experiments, discussions and meditations. For several
thousand years their teachings were passed orally from
teacher to student.

Åyurveda emphasizes prevention of diseases, rejuvenation
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of our body systems and extension of life span. The profound
premise and promise of Åyurveda tell us that through certain
practices, not only can we prevent heart disease and make
our headaches go away we can but better understand
ourselves and the world around us, live a long healthy life in
balance and harmony, achieve our fullest potential and
express our true inner nature on a daily basis.

According to Åyurveda every human being is a creation
of the cosmos, the pure cosmo consciousness of two energiesó
male energy called Puru¶a and female energy, Prakæti. Puru¶a
is choiceless passive awareness, while Prakæti is choiceful
active energy.

Åyurveda provides an integrated approach to preventing
and treating illness through lifestyle interventions and natural
therapies. It is based on the view that the element forces
and principles that comprise all of nature and that holds it
together and make it function are also seen in human beings.
In Åyurveda the mind and the body not only influence each
other, they are part of each other. Together they form the
mind-body. Ayurvedic philosophy and practices link us to
every aspect of ourselves and remind us that we are in union
with every aspect of nature, as well as the entire universe.

There cannot be good mental health without good
physical health and vice versa. In Åyurveda symptoms of
diseases that could be catagorised as mental thoughts or
feelings are important elements for diseases of the physical
body. Both are due to imbalances within a person and both
are treated by restoring the natural balance mentally and
physically. In Åyurveda your whole life and lifestyle must be
in harmony before you can enjoy true well being. Life style
interventions are a major Ayurvedic preventive and
therapeutic approach.

The ideal geographic location of Kerala and its climate
has made external purification and rejuvenation therapies
most effective for treatment of many psychosomatic disorders.
The high humidity in Kerala helps to open up the body
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pores and the medicinal oils used in massaging get easily
absorbed in the body by increasing the effectiveness of the
treatment.

The fundamentals of Åyurveda being practised and taught
in Kerala are not different from those of the rest of the
country in their essence and philosophy. But in the present
days there indeed is a notable difference in certain aspects
of Kerala tradition of Åyurveda. This difference pertains to
the importance given to Vågbha¢aís A¶¢å∆gahædaya in
preference to other classical texts by Kerala traditional
physicians.

Kerala is proud of the traditional system of medical
treatment called Åyurveda. From very ancient times
Ayurvedic treatment was very popular in Kerala. Kerala made
rich contributions to the theory and practice of the medical
science by its active research in improving the traditional
system.

The development of Åyurveda in Kerala is particularly
noted in non-brahmanical traditions even before the entry
of classical Åyurveda in the early centuries of the Christian
era. These two streams subsequently blended so well that it
gave an unique strength to the health care tradition of
Kerala. Selected few Brahmin households named generally
as A¶¢avaidyas were bestowed with the responsibility of
maintaining the Ayurvedic tradition by practicing it as a
health care service as well as by teaching its principles in the
unique gurukula tradition. The traditional practitioners of
Åyurveda considered A¶¢å∆gahædaya as a primary text.
Several commentaries of this text were written by experts
both in Malayalam and Sanskrit. The Sahasrayogam, the
Cikitsåma¤jar∂, the Vaidyamanoramå are just few examples.
These and similar other Kerala texts still remain sources of
very useful informations on formulation of medicinal plants
and therapies.

It is believed that Vågbha¢a the author of the Ayurvedic
grantha, A¶¢å∆gahædaya and A¶¢∆gasa∆graha wrote them

ÅyurvedaóA Vibrant Tradition of Kerala: K.G. Sreelekha
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when he was staying in Kerala and his disciples popularized
this system of treatment. It was the Buddhists who gave
extensive popularity to the Ayurvedic system of medicine in
Kerala. The Buddhist monasteries had dispensaries which
supplied medicines to the sick people and provided medical
aid to animals also. The temples in Kerala gave medical
preparations or oils to mentally and physically sick devotees
and thus played an important role in the popularizaiton of
Ayurvedic treatment.

The original and authentic books on Åyurveda were
written in Sanskrit. There are a number of works in
Malayalam describing the Åyurveda system of medicine and
Sarvå∆gacikitsåratnam, Vaidyamanoramå, Vaidyama¤jar∂, etc.
are the most important among them. There were plenty of
works on special branches like Toxicology, Paediatrics,
Gynecology, Opthalmology and diseases like Leprosy,
Diabetes, Tuberculosis, Rheumatism, etc.

The impact of Åyurveda is deep-rooted in Kerala society.
This system got acceptance and popularity in this region
from very early period. There exist traditional families who
engage themselves in the practice of Åyurveda. Such families
can be seen without having any caste or religious restriction.

Important works on Åyurveda were well studied and
exhaustive commentaries on them were produced by
Keralites. Among the Ayurvedic works, Vågbha¢aís A¶¢å∆ga-
hædaya is the most popular one in Kerala. Several
commentaries of this work are found in this region. Among
them Våkyaprad∂pikå of Alattur Prakeswaran Nambi, Kairalai
commentary by Planthol Moosad, A¶¢å∆gahædayavyåkhyå of
Govinda Pisharadi are a few examples. The A¶¢å∆gahædaya-
ko¶a of K.M.Vaidyar provides the technical terms of text
arranged in alphabetical order. There are many
independent works and commentaries by Kerala authors.
The Vi¶anåråyaƒ∂yam of Nåråyaƒa, a sixteenth century work
on toxicology, is an authoritative one. Hædayapriyå of
Vaikkathu Paccummoothatu is a major work and it contains
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four parts consisting of sixty chapters. This popular work is
of 1865 and published under Trivandrum Sanskrit Series
(TSS 111). The Sukhasådhaka is an abridgement of
Hædayapriya. It is written by the same author and is of 1881.
Vadakkeppat Narayan Nair brought out Anugraha-m∂ma√så
in six sections. This work deals with Bacteriology. It
incorporates some western ideas also. Another work
Bæhat‹ar∂rika in 21 chapters by the same author deals with
human Anatomy and Physiology combining Indian and
Western systems. The Sadåcåravættivardhana a work of
Åryasarman consists of 17 chapters. It discusses both Vaidya,
and Vedånta. Sarvagaralapramocana of Kuttamath Rama
Kurup is a valuable work having 12 chapters. This work deals
with the treatment of poison. The Yogasårasa√graha of
Vasudeva explains different kinds of medicinal preparations.
Årogay‹åstra of Kudungalloor Kochunni Thampuran with his
own commentary is a noteworthy publication. The Rasatantra
of A.R. Rajarajavarma and the Rasama¤jar∂ of Thaikkat
Narayan Moosad deal with Rasåyanatrantra. Cikitsåsthåna of
Keralavarma Ilayaraja of Cochin Palace, Hædayollåsa
commentary of the Su‹rutasa√hitå by Vasudeva Sarma and
his Malayalam commentaries for Carakasa√hitå. Sukha-
sådhaka, A¶¢asthånaprakå‹ikå and Yogaratnåkara require
special mention. K.M. Narayanam Vaidyarís Malayalam
commentaries on the Su‹rutasa√hitå and Sµutrasthåna of
A¶¢å∆gahædaya are very valuable. The commentary of the
Carakasa√hitå by T.C. Parameswaran Moosad, the
commentary on A¶¢å∆gahædaya by Vasudevan Moosad, the
Malayalam commentary ëPrakå‹ikåí  A¶¢å∆gahædaya by
Raghavan Tirumulpad, Sårårthadarpaƒa commentary on
A¶¢a∆gahædaya by Kaikulangara Rama Variyar, Aruƒodaya
commentary on the A¶¢å∆gahædaya by Kayikkara Govindan
Vaidyar, the GµuŒhårthacandrikå commentary by Cheppatt
Acuta Variyar, Sårabodhin∂ commentary on A¶¢å∆gahædaya
by Kochusankaran Vaidyan, a Malayalam commentary on the
same text by Sreekanta are some valuable commentaries on

ÅyurvedaóA Vibrant Tradition of Kerala: K.G. Sreelekha
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Ayurvedic granthas by Kerala authors. In addition to this,
many commentaries on the A¶¢å∆gahædaya in different
languages are popular in Kerala. A few among them are
Nidånacintåmaƒi, Bålabodhini, Hædya, Lalitå and
Sa∆ketama¤jar∂.

The Sµutikåmætam written by Kayikkara Govindan Vaidyar
is a commendable publication. His translation of A¶¢å∆-
gahædaya entitled A¶¢å∆gahædayabhå¶å is a work to be specially
mentioned. So also the Malayalam translation of the same
text by Kesavan Embranthiri is a useful contribution to this
field. There is a Maƒipravålakåvya in Åyurveda and its name
is Yogåmæta.

Prayogasamuccaya written by Kerala Varma of Cochin is
considered to be an authoritative work on toxicology. Kerala
also contributed popular Ayurvedic dictionaries like Åyurveda
Nighaƒ¢u and Åyurveda Ratnåkarako¶am. ›ar∂ram and
Årogyamårga∆gal of Dr.L.A. Ravivarma also enriched the
Ayurvedic literature. Dr. P.S. Warrierís A¶¢å∆ga‹ar∂ra and
Bæhacchar∂ra are also notable contributions to Åyurveda.

Åyurveda literature was enriched by other scholars also.
Pachumoothathu the author of Thiruvithamkoor Charitam was
an expert physician. He wrote two medical books Hædayapriyå
and Sukhasådhakam. Mahakavi Vallathol contributed
Årogyacintåmaƒi, Garbharak¶åkramam and Vaidyaj∂vanam.

In the methods of treatment also Kerala has an unique
tradition. The pa¤cakarma treatment had been resorted by
the Ayurvedic physicians of Kerala from very early days. Dhara,
Njavarakizhi, Pizhichil, Uzhichil, etc. are reckoned as special
treatments of Kerala. The Dhåråkalpam deals with the Dhårå
treatment. Vaidyamanoramå contains numerous clinical
applications. There are also a number of books dealing with
treatment such as Sahasrayogam, Cikitsåkramam, Vaidya-
ma¤jar∂, Cikitsåma¤jari, Yogåmætam, Sannipåtacikitså,
Netrarogacikitså, Masµurimalacikitså, etc. Måta∆gal∂lå deals with
the treatment of elephants.

Kerala has a number of special medicinal herbs and plants.
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There are fifty dictionaries of these medicinal plants and
herbs. During the Dutch period Henry Van Rheede, the
Dutch Governor in Kerala took interest in the compilation
of a dictionary describing the medicinal properties of Indian
plants. The result was the compilation of Hortus Malabaricus
in twelve volumes.

The practice of Åyurveda treatment was the chief
occupation of a number of families from the time of the
Sangam Age or even prior to that period. There are
references of the Velavaidyas in the Sangam works. Physicians
in Åyurveda sprang up form different communities like the
Ezhavas, Ganakas, Mannans, Brahmins, Nairs and among the
Christians also arose great physicians. The A¶¢avaidyas of
Kerala are very famous. They belong to eight Brahmin
families and they claim that they were the disciples of
Vågbha¢a who was the great authority on Åyurveda.

Åyurveda in Kerala has a particular place than all other
Åyurveda destinations all over the world. People from
different parts of India as well as from foreign countries flock
to Kerala Ayurvedic treatment centres to experience the
virtues of the best Åyurveda health packages. What makes
Kerala Åyurveda tradition unique is the special interest
people here have been taking for centuries to foster
Åyurveda in many ways. As a result, Åyurveda in Kerala has
crossed the boundary of being a mere herbal healing system
and grown into a place of interest to the researchers.

ÅyurvedaóA Vibrant Tradition of Kerala: K.G. Sreelekha
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9

Nayanavithi Våkatam

KUM. RADHA

Introduction

Sweet Tamil, I live of thee
Want not even the ambrosia of Gods

So say the scholars who enjoy and experience the penacea
of Tamil language. Tamil is known for its reputed ancient
heritage as well as modern greatness. It is rich in having a
large number of books on various subjects such as Literature,
Grammar, Drama, Music, Medicine and Prophecy. These
treasures of books were transcribed and preserved in the
form of palm-leaf manuscripts. Most of the books so far
published are based on these manuscripts. Among the
manuscripts available today mostly are medical manuscripts.
They offer the guidelines too.

Those who are wise to foresee the pain of evil
guard themselves against surprise shocks. (Thirukkural 429)

According to the words of Thiruvalluvar one can help
himself to prevent diseases before their entry.

The Tamil word noi (disease) derives from the base word
no which means pain or suffering. Disease is the one which
blocks the normal activities of the physical organs and
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instigates suffering in the body. If a person is affected by a
disease, his normal skills will become null, however healthy
he be. In that critical situation, he who cures the disease is
considered to be the life-giver. This is known by the proverb:

Physician is like father
All inhabitants are his friends.

Even the classical work Tholkappiam points out:

Paiyal and lowliness are the
meanings of disease.

Disease is common and unavoidable in everyoneís life.
Knowing the nature of diseases, men of early times
discovered medicine and followed specific methods of
treatment. It spreads its branches widely as Allopathy,
Homoeopathy, Unani, Ayurvedic, Acupuncture and Siddha
medicine.

Among the above-mentioned treatments, the most-used
Tamil medicine is todayís ëSiddha medicineí. It is said that
the Siddhars found this method of treatment based on the
prophecy of the Lord ›iva. It is said in the Northern Legends
that Lord ›iva granted Northern Language to Påƒini and
Tamil to Agathiyar. There is a proof from an old song:

Åthiyil Tamil nool Agathiyarukku
Unarththiya Måthorupåhan.

(Initially, the Lord who is the half of a woman gave Tamil
book to Agathiyar). So it is believed that the Siddhars
followed the sage Agathiyar and from him they learnt and
brought out the Siddha medicine to the world.

As the head is the greatest part of human body, so is the
ëeyeí among the senses. Whenever the body is affected with
any disease, the Siddhars follow the treatment carefully.
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They found rare treatment methods to treat the softest organ
of the body ëeyeí. They have some classifications to find out
the nature of a normal healthy eye; the changes in the eye
when it is affected; diagnosing the disease based on the
symptoms; prescribing suitable medicines, methods of
preparation, dosage of medicines, diseases which can be
cured with these treatments and the diseases which cannot
be cured.

This paper is a study based on the above details extracted
from the palm-leaf manuscript named Nayanavithi Våkatam
with No. 8867 of the Manuscript Library in the University of
Kerala.

Nayanam means ëeyeí and Våkatam means ëa book on
treatment, in the form of poetry. Since the manuscript
explains the ëeye diseasesí and their ëtreatment methodsí
in the verse form, it is called Nayanavithi Våkatam.

Format of the Manuscript
This manuscript consists of 93 poems with the opening

line Måthumai påkan chonna (The one who is the half of
Umå, the wife of Lord ›iva), sung in the presence of
Mahadoo.

Evidence
O! Lady with a carp-like eye
With dark thick locks as the nimbus.

It is found that most of the endings of the poems are
strong expression such as the quoted poem.

Evidence
Donít do like this/stop to get light.
These are the strong instructions given on the effect of

treatment.

Nayanavithi Våkatam: Kum. Radha
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Evidence
Sinus will run off without delay (48)
Pain will fly off (39)
Disease will go off clearly (28)

The language format of the manuscript is like this. The
following paragraphs give the details of the medical
information found in the manuscript.

Nature of a healthy eye
As the manuscript says, a healthy eye should be bright

like a moon; the pupil should be like a crystal in the red-
lined sclera; the sclera should be pure without any dirt; and
the pupil should reflect the image of the viewer. The
appearance and size of a healthy eye is also given. The length
of the eye ball should be of two inches, breadth of one inch
and depth of half an inch.

Causes of Eye-disease
The author narrates the following as causes for eye disease:

walking under the hot sun, walking with bare foot under
the hot sun, avoiding oil bath, injury, head loading, worrying,
excess of intercourse, constipation, depression, walking for
a long distance and anger. Besides these, some unavoidable
conditions may also cause eye-diseases.

When a man completes 36 years of his life, streaks may
appear in the eyes; and they may develop as he grows older.
In his old age when he becomes weak then many diseases
may affect his eyes in due course.

Classification of Eye-diseases
The author classified the eye-diseases into 96 types. Among

the ninety-six diseases, forty-five diseases affect the pupil of
the eye, twenty affect the sclera, sixteen the eye-brows and
15 the eye-muscles.
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Symptoms of diseases
The symptoms of the affected eyes are: the abnormal

dullness of the eye, pain, irritation and pressure. Besides
these, the symptoms of some particular diseases are also given
in detail.

Parparoham (cataract)
It is the formation of a white layer in the eye which causes

struggle in opening the eyes. Little dots may also form in
the pupil of the eye which develops dimness and leads even
to blindness.

Pillam (Sore eye):
It affects the eyelids and leads to shedding tears, irritation,

sensitivity, expelling pus, redness, injured pupil, etc.
The symptoms of diseases like aruvi neer paichal (flow of

water falls)î, ìvellaluthuî and Palakuntham are also revealed
separately.

Medicines for Eye-diseases
After diagnosing the nature of disease from its symptoms,

medical treatment is given in various forms such as packs,
mathuråthi balls, dye, tablets and kulikai (tablets to be ground
with particular fluids). Herbs, roots, gums, metals, non-
metals, organs of some animals, minerals and few
supplementary medicines are also mentioned in the
manuscripts.

Medicinal herbs
More than 50 names of medicinal herbs including licorice,

lemon, sesame seeds, cardamom, kacholam, walnut, sandal,
dry ginger, thippili, basil, karisalånkanni are given.

Evidence:
Veppilai thanai araithu veru neyyår kuzhappi kannil
Kåppura vitta pothu kanatthura valiyun theernthu

Nayanavithi Våkatam: Kum. Radha
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Seepperu thava murungaiver thåippålil theitthuk
 Koppura valaittha pothu kulirnthiru nayananthåne.

The pricking pain in the eye will be relieved when the
drops of the mixture of ground neem leaves and ghee are
applied in the eye.

Eyes will be cooled and released when a mixture of
ground murungai root with motherís milk is applied around
the eye.

Besides these, roots of lotus and korai, gums of babool tree,
and minerals like ëred soilí are used.

Also, metals and stones like arappodi, iron, bronze, copper,
copper sulphate, crystal, marble, gold, silver, brass, kåvikkal
(red stone), anchanakkal, and the nine gem stones are used
for preparing the medicine.

Along with the above mentioned medicinal items, parts
and organs of many living beings such as tortoise shell, the
teeth of dog, cow and elephant, elephant tusk, pumuku
chattam shell, human skull powder, skull of male child, chest
bone of chicken and horseís bone are used.

Supplementary medicines like motherís milk, lemon juice,
honey, ghee, cow milk, basil juice are also used.

Preparation method
The preparation of medicine by adding proper proportion

of medicinal items are explained in detail in the
manuscripts.

Evidence
Nålilontåkki padham pårtthu,
Eritthurak kåicchi,
Araitthidu nålu chåmam,
Neerilåru chåmam,
Karuppura marunthai yittuk kanatthume poosu måkil
Araitthuap puliyung chukkum athilidu kådi thånum

Eritthurak kåicchik kondu idaiyin meliduvåyåhil
Therippurach chivappu vittuth thelivudan novum pome.
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For eye disease and red-eye, boil the ground mixture of
tamarind and dry ginger till it becomes black and apply on
the eyes. The eye-disease will be cured and eyesight will
become clear.

Methods to retain the eyesight
The guidance to be followed in day to day life in order to

keep the eyesight clear is given in the manuscripts. It reveals
the intimate relation between the eyesight and body hygiene;
especially teeth, hands and legs. The methods to maintain
hygienic condition of teeth, hands and legs in order to protect
our health are also given.

The rinsing methods of cleaning the teeth and thereafter
the medicines to be used and the methods of cleaning our
limbs and massaging them are also mentioned.

The rinsing methods are amirtha yoka murai which stresses
on the Sun-worship and then the Moon-worship following a
particular method.

Evidence for mouth-rinsing and pure limbs
Minor eye problems will be cured by cleaning the teeth
with hot water. With the cleanliness of teeth, eyesight
remains clear even in the old-age.
Rinsing of the mouth with the mixture of walnut, dry
ginger, pepper, thippili, rock salt and honey in equal
proportion improves the eyesight.
Washing of the foot by rubbing it on a stone, drying it
and then applying pure ghee and sandal paste mixture
while drying it under the sun will improve the eyesight.

The method of Amætayoga
Wash the hands after meals, take three drops of ghee in

hands, rub the hands and apply it in the eyes. Then look at
the sun for sometime. It purifies the eyes and works like
ambrosia to the eyes.

Nayanavithi Våkatam: Kum. Radha
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Conclusion
From the above details, we can understand that the

eyesight and health and hygiene of the body are highly
related. We have to follow the proverb:

Wash the clothes even if it is rags
Eat after bathing even if it is gruel.

The manuscript Nayanavithi Våkatam stresses the
importance of protecting our eyes from diseases by cleaning
the parts of our body properly and protecting them.
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Poison Treatment/Anti-Dote Treatment
in Tamil Palm-leaf Manuscripts

SENTHIL N.

All living beings on earth love to live a normal healthy life.
Man being superior to all living beings identified and
discovered ways to diagnose and treat his diseases. The sage
Thiruvalluwar says:

One must treat the disease by getting into its very roots,
its symptoms, its causes and then prescribe the medicine.
(Thirukkural 948)

According to this saying, man tends to care his health from
birth to death. The result of his concern for his health is the
birth of Medical Science. Initially medical treatment was
mostly based on natural herbs. In course of time, this form
of medical science evolved into many systems such as herbal
medicine, Åyurveda, Siddha, Unani, Homoeopathy, and
Allopathy.

In order to preserve and keep this life-saving indigenous
medical systems, man puts down his findings on palm-leaves.
Though a few of them have been destroyed by termites, the
remaining palm-leaf manuscripts have proved beneficial to
mankind till today. A few of these palm-leaf manuscripts
have in them poison-treatment medicines. This paper
entitled ìPoison treatment/anti-dote treatment in Tamil
palm-leaf manuscriptsî brings out the details of the diseases
caused by poisonous beings, their remedial measures and to
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suggest methods of treatment as given in the palm-leaf
manuscripts.

Poison Treatment Palm-scripts
In the palm-leaf manuscripts that deal basically with

different types of poison related diseases, the causes,
symptoms and treatment methods have been discussed
extensively. They explain the classifications of poison such
as plant-poison, poison caused by animal bites, artificial
poison, etc. In addition, they give the details of plant-poison
caused by eating inedible vegetables and roots and minerals;
deadly poison caused by snake-bites and scorpion stings;
artificial poison caused by the admixture of chemicals and
herbs. The methods to diagnose the type of poison; the
treatment methods to be followed; the remedial measures
to be taken and the diet to be followed, have been discussed
clearly.

The Oriental Research Institute and Manuscripts Library
of the University of Kerala have preserved more than thirty
of these palm-leaf manuscripts and out of these, Åruda Nondi,
a poison treatment manuscript is selected here for a detail
discussion. This manuscript under the title Åruda Nondi with
the serial number 6347, is a part of the palm-leaf manuscripts
collection in the name Yoganathar 760 Thirattu. There is a
total of 12 palmleafs in this manuscript which opens with
the invocation and concludes with the Saranam. The middle
portion deals with the names of many poisonous beings, the
symptoms of their bites, the treatment to be taken and the
medicines to be prescribed.

Poison Treatment
One of the multi-types of poison treatments is Ahatha

Thanthiram (poison treatment). According to this
manuscript, poison is of two types: one is plant-poison and
the other is ja∆gamam, which are also known as kætrima poison
and akætrima poison. Of these, plant-poison occurs by eating
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certain types of tubers and roots. Ja∆gama poison occurs due
to the poisonous bites of animals like snake, scorpion, spider,
centipede and rats.

The symptoms of poison
When a person is affected by the plant-poison or ja∆gama

poison, symptoms such as body heat, dryness, fainting
sensation, weakness, gloom of eyesight, redness in the eyes,
irritation, swelling of the body and bleeding occur which
lead to a tremendous rise in arthritis and bile secretion that
may even be fatal to him.

Poisonous beings
In the poison-treatment manuscript, Åruda Nondi, the

names of all poisonous animals from snake to lizard have
been mentioned with a discussion on the consequent effects
of their bites.

Types of snakes
Cobra viper, russells viper, striped racer, carpet viper, rattle

snake, sand viper, sand boa, rat snake, etc.

Other small poisonous animals
Goliath spider, scorpion, lady-bird beetle, centipede,

chameleon, millipede, dog, mabuya, cougar, monkey, frog,
leech, black scorpion, spider, rat, etc.

Reasons for snake bites
Few reasons cited for snake bites are: for food, out of fear,

when it is stamped, due to excess of poison, out of anger,
out of revenge, on instigation of gods, sages and the God of
Death, Yama.

Poison investigation
The presence of poison in a person who is bitten by a

snake or an unknown being can be ascertained by the taste

Poison Treatment/Anti-Dote Treatment. . . : Senthil N.
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of certain bitter-tasting leaves or vegetables. If the body is
affected with poison, the bitter leaves and vegetables will
taste sweet. If the fingers, nails or hair is pulled, there will
not be any pain. The noise in the ears will diminish and
eyesight will become dim.

Divisions of cobras
Although snakes are known by many names, they are

basically classified into four divisions as Brahma cobra, K¶atriya
cobra, Vai‹ya cobra, and ›udra cobra.

Brahma cobra (Brahmin)
This type of snake can be seen in white, red or / and

black colours with a shell mark and dots on its hood. Mostly,
it inhabits in temples or its surroundings. It raises its hood
skywards and dances. It feeds on air, scent of flowers and
termaria. On Saturdays and Sundays such snakes can be
found roaming outside till 12 oíclock. It usually bites on the
right side and aggravates arthritis.

K¶atriya cobra
This type of snake has colours like dates, grapes and

jumplum and its hood has a shell and wheel mark. It normally
lives in the hollows of trees. It raises its hood and dances
with a balanced view. It feeds on the tuber of aruham, insects
and rats. It moves around on Saturdays and Mondays during
day time. Usually it bites on the left side but rarely on the
right which instigates bile secretion.

Vai‹ya cobra
The back of this snake has a texture of diamond and topaz

with a concoction of red, white and yellow coloured bows
like dots. It dwells in houses; and when it raises its hood it
dances on all the four directions. It feeds on garden lizards,
rats and frogs. During the day-time of Fridays and Tuesdays
it can be seen strolling outside. It normally bites on the
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lefthand side and back of a person.

›udra cobra
This type of snake has dark wheat complexion and long

dots. It inhabits in land-holes and raises its hood and dances
facing the earth. It feeds on frogs and fish only on Saturdays
and Thursdays. Like the Vai‹ya snake, it normally bites on
the left and the back.

The disparities in snakes
Although the above mentioned fourfold classification of

snakes have different qualities, they can be clubbed together
as one, namely the Divine snakes. Under this category, eight
different types of snakes are pointed out. They are Ananthan,
Vasuki, Thakan, Kårkodakan, parpan, mahaparpan,
chankupålan and kulihan.

The marks of venomous teeth
The teeth of snakes are of four types as: kåli, kalå‹r∂, yama

and yamadµuta. Based on the tooth- marks of one, two,
three and four on the bitten part, the snake-bites are known
as ¼ bite,  ½ bite, ¾ bite and full bite respectively.

The characteristics of snake bite
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Venomous Part of bite Details of Colour of Effect of Treatment
tooth bite poison flow poison method

Kåli Pulladi bite ¼ bite Like dew Affect the Chanting
skin mantra

Kaalaasthiri tringle ½ bite Yellow Affect the meditation
liquid flesh

Yemen Like hook ¾ bite Reddish Affect the medicine
liquid bone

Yemed- Like arrow Full bite Blackish Affect the All the
hoothan liquid brain above three
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The seat of venom
The whole body of the snake is full of venom like blood is

inside a manís body and the secretion of sukkilam, the venom
inside a snakeís body gets activated at the time of the bite
and rests under the snakeís tooth.

The death point
Snake-bites at certain places in a manís body results in

fatal death. The specific places are: head, forehead, eyebrow,
chin, lips, chest, palm of hands, breast, armpits, naval, male
organs, female organs and the feet.

Stages where snake poison is weak
There are times when deadly poisonous snakes lose the

effect of their poison. It usually loses its poison when it is
immersed in water, when they are afraid, during fight with
mongoose, long move through the woods, due to cold wind,
sunshine, when it is sick or hungry or sometimes thirsty and
when shedding off skin.

The venom of the Krait cobra
When bitten by a krait cobra, the person becomes

completely deaf. Moreover all the above mentioned
characteristics of snake bite will simultaneously occur. In
order to rid the body of this poisonous toxin, the tuber of
nilappanai and uppilankodi root should be ground well, made
into small balls and dried in the shade and administered in
the dosage of one ball per day for eight days.

The venom of the Viper snake
There are six types in the viper snake such as gaboon viper,

red viper, russels viper, carpet viper, water viper and grass
viper. In order to lower the venomous toxin of the viper
snake, medicinal treatments such as nasiam, smoke, powder,
oil and dyes are used.
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Medicine
Take the juice of bitter gourd leaf measuring ¼ litre and

grind well with pepper and drink on an empty stomach to
lower the strength of viper snake bite. In case the poisonous
effect is not lowered or the sore snake bite not healed, the
bitten person should be given the ground mixture of veeli
fruit with cow butter to intake.

If there is swelling in the snake bitten part, the roots of
poochimarunthu thakkali (pest control tomato) and Nåyuruvi
(devilís horsewhip) should be ground together and applied
on the wound.

To control the venom of black viper, the milk of erukku
(calotropis) and buffalo dung should be ground and applied
on the poison affected area.

If a green snake is cut into two pieces and sun-dried and
ground with equal proportion of pepper and stored in a
bamboo stick and poured into the nose of the bitten man,
even the dead body will get up alive.

All the venom of vipers will be controlled when the roots
of kommatti, måthanå, cithavaraikkodi and karanai are dried
and ground together by using a grinding stone and give a
quantity of arecanut size to the bitten man.

Common medicine
If you powder the tuber of pazhupåhaí, chanthi root,

kåttukkaranai, amukkara, cirukåndhi, soriyetti, marukorai,
sånthamåm karippål, oomathuchchåradai, meippeerkkuch cheppu,
nerinchi, beetle leaves, kanavålai, mudakundi and veeraikkum
together and add with equal proportion of rice flour and
cook and give to the bitten man as food, the poison will lose
its effects.

Black scorpion
If this kind of scorpion stings, the stung person will have

sweat, bulging of glands, swelling, sensation and his mouth
will send out froth. To inactivate this venom, cook a brinjal
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and tie it on the stung part. To remove the venom, a
combination of the ground yettikkåi seed and kånchikkåi should
be given by mixing it with honey or droppings of chicken or
extract of beetle leaves.

Scorpion
To inactivate the venom of scorpion, many methods such

as smoke treatment, medicinal bandage, application of
medicine and eye- drops can be followed.

Smoke treatment
Smoke the bitten part with the droppings of peafowl or

chicken or seetha chey kazhuneel root.

Application medicine
Grind beetle leaves and salt and apply on the bitten part;

grind the root of calotropis and vånamarunthu by using the
milk of calotropis and prepare tablets and apply with hot water
on the bitten place. (Vånamarunthu is the combination of
vediñsalt, sulphur and kiri.)

Bandage medicine
Bandaging the bitten part with crushed leaves of bitter

gourd will remove the venom.
Bandaging the bitten part with the ground mixture of

sirukeerai (a variety of lettuce) and salt will remove the poison.

Spider
These are of white and red colour with stripes at the back.

Their venom instigates cough, bile and arthritis. To control
this poison, the bitten person should eat the ground root,
bark of sangam and pepper by mixing it with cow ghee, twice
a day.

Beetle Bite
To get rid of the poison of beetle bite, the bitten person
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should intake the ground mixture of veeduch thitthin pattai
and the raw fruit of bay tree eight days.

Dog bite
In order to control the poison of pet dogís bite, there are

varieties of treatment methods such as ëapplication of
medicineí, ëbandaging treatmentí and ëintaking treatmentí.

Application treatment
Applying the ground bark of wood-apple tree or applying

the ground mixture of tamarind and ant-hill, or the ground
mixture of aeorus, root of karunkodi and garlic with water,
can be followed.

Bandaging medicine
Bandaging the bitten part with roasted cotton leaves of

light heat; or roasted tamarind leaves; or outer skin of
marukkårai root with lime; or bandaging with the ground
mixture of pepper and the othiyam bark are some of the
bandaging medicines.

Rat
In the discussion on rat-poison, it is said that there are 18

kinds of rats and their bites will be with different symptoms.
Generally, to control the poison of rat-bite, the bitten part
should be made sore by applying lime. Then a big size of
ground porusal bark should be given along with cow ghee
for eight days.

The poison will be removed even if the extract of veliparuthi
is given to drink and is applied on the bitten part.

Giving the cµuraƒa for a weight of 1¼ varåhan of asafetida
and seenthil creaper with beetle leaf extract will inactivate 18
kinds of rat-poison.

Conclusion
Indigenous treatment is the method found out to treat
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the disease of man caused by the venom of poisonous beings.
The treatments are handled differently based on the day,
star, belief, medicine, and nature of their bites. They are
used in the form of cµuraƒa (powder) or tablet or mixture or
oil based on the above said factors. Though the medical
inventions are in their peak, the ancient method seems to
be the apt one even today.
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Rediscovering the Unique Tradition of
Gynaecology and Obstetrics in Kerala

based on Manuscripts

P. Vasumathy

ìIt is not an object to be perceived; nor described, how shall;
I then tell you of it?
You know the mother only if you know the Selfî (Tripura

Rahasya)

^^vkczãdhMkUrfena fucn~?kaiqeL=khiz;ksxsu txr~leLre~a**A
(Bæhat Sa≈hitå, 7420.)

(All living things from an ant or worm to Brahma is in one
way or other connected and obliged to the female sex)

Introduction
Health care and hence the science of Medicine are of

utmost significance to humanityís well-being and survival and
takes their inception from Mother Nature. Traditional Indian
systems of medicine had been evolved from remote antiquity
by people who had a practical insight into the mysteries of
nature and harnessed its bounties for the well-being of
mankind. Taking its roots from a hoary past, medical wisdom
in India was systematized at a slightly later period and has
continued to our own period, despite the growing popularity
of western medical practice.1 As we know, the traditional
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medical systems of India have considered the individual as a
whole rather than just a disease. Hence treatment is fine-
tuned taking into consideration the individualís constitution,
susceptibility to disease, mental makeup, life style and other
factors. What is more remarkable about the Indian medical
tradition is that it has prevailed at two different levels, namely
the classical systems such as Åyurveda, Siddha and Unani
and the folk and ethnic systems consisting of several distinct
oral and Nattuvaidya traditions and tribal practitioners of
varied procedure health care and therapy.

The traditional treatment systems of Kerala had developed
in an early period even before the advent of the Ayurvedic
system from the north. An apt health care system had
gradually evolved in this southern region of India through
an amalgam of the curing methods of autonomous
communities with those imbibed from the intruding
Sanskritic Brahmins, Jains, Buddhists, Jews, Christians, and
Muslims. The symbiotic process happened mainly between
the Sanskritic Ayurvedic traditions of Caraka-Su‹ruta, the
Buddhist Vågha¢a texts of A¶¢å∆gahædaya2 and A¶¢å∆-
gasa∆graha and the Siddha Cintåmaƒi traditions with those
of the Keralite ethnic traditions and home remedies. Parallel
to those, was the utilization of Sahasrayoga, a typical Keralite
compendium of more than thousand popular formations of
household remedies and cures. It would be quite reasonable
to think that prior to the propagation of Ayurvedic works in
Kerala, there had already existed a more or less developed
system of treatment3 for distressing maladies. Based upon
these, along with the Sanskritic and Tamil systems, unique
and characteristic treatment modalities were framed in
Kerala for Paediatrics, Gynaecology and Obstetrics,
Ophthalmology, Toxicology, Marma system, Væk¶a Cikitså
(treatment of trees), Hast∂cikitså (treat-ment of elephants)
etc. Many of them are specific to the region and indicative
of well formulated curative systems that had preceded in
Kerala in all these branches of panacea. The authentic
tradition of Indian medical thought, especially the South
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Indian, the theoretical and practical issues of it, as was
formulated several centuries ago, have not yet been
presented properly to the modern mind. There are a
number of typically Keralite manuscripts and Siddha texts
specifically dealing with Pras µuti Tantra (pregnancy
treatments) and Str∂roga (treatment for afflictions of women).

The present paper is an endeavour to rediscover the
unique tradition of Kerala on Gynaecology and Obstetrics
and to have a glimpse of its effective contribution to that
sphere of medical practice. The study is made based on
certain manuscripts on the theme, preserved mainly in the
Oriental Institute of Research and Manuscripts Library,
University of Kerala. Valuable informations on the subject
have also been culled out from a few manuscripts preserved
and published by Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,
Madras and Government Åyurveda College,
Thiruvananthapuram.

Ideas and Practices on Obstetrics and Gynaecology in Indian
Traditional Medical texts

Before delving into a description of the manuscripts
mentioned above, it would be apt to have a general idea of
Obstetrical and Gynaecological knowledge and practices in
Indian traditional medical spheres. The study and practice
of Obstetrics (Garbhavij¤ånam) depend heavily on the
environmental and social factors. It, at the outset, necessitates
Str∂ ›ar∂ra Vij¤ånam or scientific knowledge of the anatomy
of woman, physical constitution during different stages of
her existence. The term Str∂ is according to Uƒå Sµutra derived
from the addition of the pratyaya dra¢ to the root Stryai and
stands for the place or the living human body where the
male sperm (sukra) and str∂b∂ja (arthava) can unite and into
which the manojava åtmå descends to form an embryo and
wherein this embryo can further grow and develop into full
term foetus. Only the womanís body has been provided with
the special organ of garbhå‹aya (uterus) wherein the union
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of the sperm and the ovum can take place and lead to the
formation of a human being.

In ancient Ayurvedic texts there was no special section on
either Obstetrics or Gynaecology though there was one on
Paediatrics (Kumåra-bhætya).4 This does not however imply
that this subject was deliberately omitted. Obstetrics did not
generally  form a branch of a physicianís duty but was
handled mainly by midwives or då∂s included within the
broad, diverse stream of local health traditions, ì the da∂(s)
traditionî could be seen as the real mainstream of childbirth
care especially for socially, economically and geographically
marginalized communities in India.5 The classical Ayurvedic
texts offer a theoretical framework for some of the
practicesóconcepts and languages of då∂s, delay in placental
delivery and importance of emotional support.6 Perhaps
owing to the social custom of the times, women did not
readily seek the help of physicians or surgeons. Both Caraka
and Su‹ruta discuss the subjects of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
at some length in their Sa≈hitås, particularly in ‹ar∂ra sthåna
and cikitså-sthåna.

Caraka concerns himself mainly with the medical aspects
of Gynaecology and with normal pregnancy and delivery.
Su‹ruta deals in addition, with surgical aspects of Obstetrics.
If we scrutinize the text of the Carakasa≈hitå, available today,
its author appears to be a brilliant prasµuti (delivery) physician.
He describes in detail in his ‹ar∂rasthåna symptoms of a lady
in full pregnancy (Cha. S. 2.22.4, 16), real labour pain (Cha.
S. 8.36), the methods and Ayurvedic medicines to reduce
the harshness of labour pain (Ch. S. 8.38-39), the after delivery
care, etc.

Su‹ruta in ‹ar∂rasthåna describes how J∂våtmå or life
principle appears as the twenty fifth principle in the newly
formed foetus. The very term Garbha denotes the
manojavåtma in the form of cetanå (life source) along with
the minute atoms of the five elements accepting a new body
in the uterus of a woman which is healthy and accepts the
union of the ‹ukra (sperm) of a healthy father and her own
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‹oƒita (ovum). Su‹ruta describes each and every stage of the
growth of the foetus in the uterus and the phases of
transformation. One most notable aspect is his depiction of
the mental relation between the mother and the child in
the womb. This type of an affinity which Su‹ruta depicted
two thousand five hundred years ago, has been noted and
analysed by Western medicine only very recently. Another
famous ancient Indian Ayurvedic compendium the
Kå‹yapasa√hitå deals principally with the diseases of women
and children and their treatment. Miscarriage and related
topics on pregnant women are dealt with in a rationalist
approach in Su‹ruta and Caraka, advising such as bed-rest
for women who bleed during early pregnancy and describing
how to remove surgically from the womb a baby which has
died. By contrast, the Compendium of Kå‹yapa approaches
the topic of miscarriage from the religious and mythical point
of view, presenting a connection with primal legend to
explain the genesis of the medical problem.7

In A¶¢å∆gahædaya and A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha of Vågbha¢a, along
with some aspects of Caraka and Su‹ruta texts, certain
alterations and additions have been made. The traditional
Gynaecological texts and practices in Kerala while following
Vågbha¢a in some fundamentals of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, have provided unique diagnosis and medicinal
preparations of their own. This fact is clear not only in the
Keralite treatises of Sahasrayoga and Cikitsåma¤jar∂, but also
in the numerous treatises composed by the traditional vaidyas
(physicians) of Kerala.

Contributions of Kerala
The history of the local medical traditions of Kerala can

be deduced from Manipravåla literature (a mixture of
Malayalam and Sanskrit) of the fourteenth, fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries. The great Åcåryas of Åyurveda in Kerala
applied very effective yogas (special preparative modes of
medicines) from generation to generation. The yogas of the
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indigenous medicine are described in works like Sahasrayoga
(thousand medicinal preparations). It is a great contribution
of Kerala to the world of Åyurveda and is a codification of
many of the traditional medicines of Kerala. It includes
descriptions of problems and maladies related to Obstetrics
and Gynaecology. The text is followed not only by traditional
physicians but by people and families all over Kerala. The
medicinal yogas prescribed in the Sahasrayoga like Kasturyåd∂,
Gorocanåd∂, Komba¤jåd∂ and Dhanvaƒtaram are alien to
Sanskrit Ayurvedic texts. The last one is especially practised
during pregnancy and after delivery.

Cikitsåma¤jar∂ is another typical Kerala treatise on
medicinal practices. It is an original work by Pulamantol Muss,
one of the A¶¢avaidyas. There are unique and special
preparations of medicines for Obstetrical and gynaecological
purposes like the one given to a woman for fever after-
delivery women.

Bæhacchar∂ram of P.S Varier contains an elaborate appendix
to Garbhavakrantiyam and Sarira of A¶¢å∆gahædaya. Here an
attempt is made to co-ordinate Åyurveda with modern
science. Similarly Vaidyamanoramå in Sanskrit, is a text of
purely Kerala origin and very popular among the physicians
of Kerala. Two other important medical works of Kerala
related to Obstetrics and Gynecology are Garbharak¶åkrama
and Vaidya Vij¤åna authorized by Mahåkavi Vallathol.

Manuscripts on Obstetrics and Gynaecology
While we delve into the contents of many of the original

manuscripts mentioned above on the themes of Obstetrics
and Gynaecology in Kerala, it can be concluded that these
typical Kerala preparations had been used through ages by
the traditional Vaidyas of the region for treatments  related
to Str∂roga (treatment for maladies affecting women), Prasµuti
Tantra (pregnancy treatment) and Sµutikåroga (diseases
affecting women post-delivery).  For example, one of the
most popular and typically Malayalee manuscripts appears
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to be that entitled Garbhacikitså. Four versions of the treatise
are kept in the ORI and Manuscripts Library, University of
Kerala.8 This old Malayalam manuscript deals with treatment
relating to Obstetrics and Gynecology which the ancient
physicians of Kerala found efficacious by experience. Though
the title Garbhacikitså is given to this work, its content includes
details of menstrual periods, conception, pre-natal care,
treatment after childbirth, detailed descriptions of the
symptoms, causes and treatment of certain infantile diseases
(especially Karappaƒ).

Similar in content as the aforesaid manuscript is an old
Malayalam work with the same title Garbhacikitså found and
published from Government of Oriental Manuscripts Library,
Madras in 1949.9 The title Garbhacikitså is given to this work
probably because it deals with the treatment from the time
of conception upto the growth of the child. The personal
details of the author of the work remains enveloped in
obscurity. The descriptions of various diseases and remedies
are almost invariably found in what are called matiris popular
among the inidigenous Vaidyas. One can therefore, only say
that this must have been one of the old books kept in strict
secrecy by traditional family practitioners. What strikes us is
the similarity in diagnosis of diseases pertaining to conceiving
of women, infantsí treatment details and special yogas
between this manuscript and the four similarly titled
manuscripts preserved in ORI and Manuscripts Library of
Kerala University.

Despite the fact that the ailments and remedies dealt with
are written in consonance with the system of Åyurveda, many
of the diseases and Mµulikas (herbs) spoken of here are not
to be seen even in the famous Ayurvedic works as those of
Caraka, Su‹ruta and Vågbha¢a. For instance, symptoms of
many infantile diseases like different varieties of Karappaƒ
and their treatments depicted in this text do not find a place
in well known Ayurvedic works. So also some medicines and
herbs such as Mµutayinha, Kallatinayakam, Kakkakodi,
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Kizhukkila, Koppiliyila etc are not found in those texts. The
description of diseases and their treatment as well as the
Tamil mixed Malayalam language used in the manuscript
would in fact lead one to the conjucture that these might
have been taken from Siddhavaidya or Cintåmaƒi Vaidya. In
this connection a pertinent question might well be asked.
How then can the description of diseases like Karappaƒ etc.
be seen in books like Årogyakalpadruma, Årogyacintåmoƒi etc
printed in the early years in Malabar? The explanation
offered is that information taken from old manuscripts like
Garbhacikitså would have been converted into Sanskrit and
Malayalam verses and printed with modification.10

There are six sections in this very useful and practical
manuscript. The first part gives details on menses,
conception, abortion, diseases affecting pregnant women
etc., the second chapter is titled Bålanidånam and deals with
conditions of newly born babies and is a general pediatrics
manual and the third part contains medicinal preparations
for infantile diseases and methods of their application. The
fourth section of the treatise is a detailed description of the
growth and problems of children from the first month of
their birth to the twelfth and then yearly occurring maladies
and their solutions upto the sixteenth year. The fifth chapter
is an indepth diagnostic presentation of infantile disease,
varieties of Karappaƒ. Detailed symptomatic cures of varied
diseases affecting women and especially expecting and post-
natal women form the subject matter of the sixth and the
last section of the manuscript Garbhacikitså.

On an ultimate analysis it would become clear that the
maladies and their cures explained in this text are not based
upon the Trido¶a Siddhånta of Åyurveda. Nevertheless it may
be asserted that it follows certain traditional aspects of child
disease and their cure. Many of the herbs are peculiar to
this part of the country and the efficacy of most of the
medicinal preparations appears to be time tested by the
Vaidya authors on personal experience. From the language
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used in the text it may be concluded that the traditional
ethnic Vaidyas of Kerala having some knowledge of Åyurveda
and Tamil Siddha systems might have evolved their own
diagnostic and treatment modes for problems in Obstetrics
and Gynaecology.

Other Manuscripts
Of the other manuscripts on the subject preserved in ORI

and Manuscripts Library, Kerala, three copies of the text
titled Garbharak¶avidhikal11 written in Malayalam are
conspicuous manuals on Sµutikå Vij¤ånam. They contain
systematic regimen to be followed during pregnancy, delivery
and post-natal conditions. Besides common Ayurvedic
knowledge, many typical Keralite yogas, practices,
medications, oil preparations and their use during pregnancy
and delivery and in Sµutikå-avasthå (post-natal condition) of
women are provided in Garbharak¶åvidhikal (systematic
protection and preservation of the foetus and the Sµutikå).

Another significant manuscript from the same source
related to the subject is titled Garbhalak¶aƒam.12 The
manuscript is primarily an astrological text with indications
to assess the symptoms of pregnancy, determination of the
sex of the child, indications of imminent delivery etc.
Though some religious and astrological beliefs are mixed
with scientific diagnosis, it is a typical text of an indigenous
system of prognostication on valuable medical aspects.

There are two manuscript volumes of the text titled
Prasavacikitså13 in Malayalam in ORI and Manuscripts Library,
University of Kerala. It contains many preparations of oil,
Ka¶åya (a systematically prepared decoction of herbs and
roots), ghæta (medicinal ghee, prepared as per specific
dictum) etc to be administered to the pregnant woman
before and after delivery. Many of these are typically Keralite,
made out of ingredients unique to the region and most
effective for easy delivery and efficient post-natal care.

A much more notable treastise on the subject of Obstetrics
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and Gynaecology kept in the same repository, is the one
titled Garbhåvakråntiyum Cikitsavidhikålam rendered in
Malayalam.14 In Ayurvedic classics the åtmå (soul) in
accordance with the karma (actions) of its pµurva janma (past
life) enters the uterus, joins or gets united with the ovum
and sperm and together make the jivåtmå in the form of
garbha (the fertilized ovum coming down the fallopian tube)
and reach the uterus. The method of attaining this
garbhåvasthå or condition of being born as a foetus by the
Cetana adhi¶¢ita mahåbhµuta (life producing great element)
is referred to as garbhåvakrånti. The Garbha avakrånti is the
reproduction of life which of course is remarkable. In this
process the two nuclei (male and female) fuse together and
the normal DNA is synthesized. These whole process or
changes may be the entry or avakramaƒam of manojava åtmå,
said in classics.15

The aforesaid text contains the details about the process
of garbha avakrånti and the regimen for garbhin∂ Vyavasthå
(antenatal care). Very effective treatment modes for a
number of diseases in connection with pregnancy, delivery
and post-natal care are systematically provided. Typical and
unique medications and yogas of Kerala form part of the
panacea presented in the manuscript like Nårikelara-
sayanam, Narikelathaila to be used as sneha dravya according
to Satmya, Kalyanagulam, Dråshadi, Kurunthotikashayam etc.
In short, it is a very precious treatise on Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, written in verses in Malayalam language.

Effective panacea for infertility due to various reasons was
known to Kerala physicians. One of the valuable treatises
kept in ORI and ML of Kerala University titled Vandh-
yatåchikitsa16 in Malayalam deals with the causes of infertility
and possible treatments. The causative factors for infertility
are keenly analysed in the treatise and treatments with
specially Keralite medications, medicinal yogas and single
herb cures like tiruthali etc. are prescribed for curing the
problems related to infertility.
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Besides the above mentioned treatises, a number of
manuscript texts on Paediatrics, Jyoti¶a (Astrology) and
Tantra preserved in the same venerable repository also have
sections on Obstetrics and Gynaecology. Unique formation
of remedies and single herbal cures known and traditionally
practised by Kerala Vaidyas for generations are revealed
through these manuscripts on various subjects.

Manuscripts published by the Patent Cell of the Directorate of
Åyurveda Medical Education

The patent cell functioning in the Directorate of Åyurveda
Medical Education, Government of Kerala since the year
2003 has published some deciphered manuscripts for the
benefit of Åyurveda fraternity. The Cell has already collected
more than thousand manuscripts and has started digitizing
them with the help of Central Government Ayush
Department. The first volume titled Keral∂ya Oushadha
Vij¤ånam has brought out four of the manuscripts.17 The
palm leaf manuscripts contain several medicinal
preparations intended for Str∂rogacikitså, garbha-cikitså,
treatment for fibroids, Sµutikåcikitså, bålacikitså (paediatric
treatments) etc. The innumeral prescriptions for pre-
paration of au¶adha yogas, stipulations for diagnosis of
diseases and the methods of medicinal applications etc are
given in simple verses in a Sanskrit and Tamil mixed
Malayalam. There are many prescriptions for preparation
and application of Siddha medicines in the form of different
types of bhasmas.

Brief analysis of native medical texts on Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Besides the above mentioned manuscripts and palm leaf

treatises on Obstetrics and Gynaecology umpteen numbers
of them are kept obscure due to ignorance or guarded off
under private custody. Much of the native knowledge in
this as well as in other aspects of Ayurvedic and Siddha system
of cure have come out through the practitioners and
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through various Vaidyå texts authored by eminent physicians
several years. Many of them are compendiums of conclusive
cures for all types of maladies, whereas  some of them deal
specifically with Obstetrics, Gynaecology and Paediatrics.
One of the earliest of such texts is the treatise titled Cµutaka
Nµul in Tamil authored by Siddha Saint Yoohimuni. It tells us
about nineteen kinds of diseases of the uterus and methods
to avoid infertility. Just like Toxicology and Ophthalmology,
Gynaecology and Paediatrics received great attention
through Kerala physicians and a major contributions were
made. Certain communities like the Veleppanikkan, the
Kaniyan, the Warrier, the Ezhavas etc produced expert
practitioners in Gynaecology and Paediatrics. Besides many
members of elite castes like the Warrier, the K¶atriyas, the
Nairs, etc. have contributed specialized treastises on different
branches of medical practices like Kalpadrumam of
Kaikulangara Rama Warrier, Karappaƒ by Kunjikuttan
Thampuran, årogyacintåmaƒ∂, Garbhårak¶åkrama and
Vaidyaj∂vana by Vallathol Narayana Menon belong to this
category. The yogas (special preparative medicine) specific
to Kerala, described in works like Sahasrayoga (thousand
yogas) include some unique medical fusion like
Dhanvantaram, Gorocanådi, Kasturyådi, Komba¤jådi, etc. which
are alien to Sanskrit Ayurvedic texts. Of these medicated
oils like Dhanvanthara, K¶∂rabålå taila etc. are special
medicines for women in pregnancy and after delivery.

Malayalam texts deal in general with ailments, their
symptoms, causes, cures, medicinal preparations and their
application regimen, while many of them contained
Obstetric and gynaecological aspects as well. In this series
come texts like Cikitsama¤jar∂, Cikitsåsa≈graha, Cikitsåsåram,
Nidanavum cikitsayum preserved in ORI and ML at
Thiruvananthapuram. Cikitsåma¤jar∂ is an orginal work by
Pulamantol Moss, one of the famous A¶¢avaidyas and the
author of Kairali. Kairali is popularly known as Putamantol
commentary on A¶¢å∆gahædaya and is an authoritative work
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on many aspects of Ayurvedic practices. Indu who wrote
›a‹ilekha, the commentary on A¶¢å∆gahædaya and
A¶¢å∆gsa∆graha belonged to Kerala. Vaidya manoramå is in
Sanskrit and purely of Kerala origin. It is very popular among
the physicians of Kerala.

Sµutikåmætam is a Vaidya text in verse written in Malayalam
and composed by one of the great Ayurvedic scholars of
Kerala, Kayikkara  P.M. Govindan Vaidyan.18 It was published
during the year 1910 and contained twelve chapters dealing
with aspects like the correct routine, do¶ådivij¤ånam,
putrakam∂yam, garbholpat∂, garbharak¶å, prasavåcåra (the
regimen during delivery), garbhåvyapat (problems during
pregnancy), prasavavai¶amyam (troubles of delivery),
bålaparicåraƒam  (care of the new born), bålarogacikitså
(treatment of diseases affecting children), au¶adhakalpanam
etc. In short it is a popular treatise and subjects of interest to
all mothers and would be mothers like Sµutikarma,
Garbharak¶å, paediatrics etc. There are a number of other
known and unknown texts and practices, native to Kerala
and which provide valuable addition to knowledge on
Obstetrics and Gynaecology. In more recent times the
Bæhacchar∂ram of Vaidyaratna P.S. Warrier, the famous
Ayurvedic physician and entrepreneur in Kerala, provides
an elaborate appendix to garbhåvakråntiyam and ›ar∂ra of
A¶¢å∆gahædaya and co-ordinates Åyurveda with modern
science.19

In short, the subject of pråjåpatyam i.e. the promotion of
life through the creation of children and keeping up of the
divinity of family life, was seen as the prime duty by the
Keralites. Keeping in tune with this idea from the time of
the Vedic sa≈hitås to Bæhacchar∂ram, details of time tested
knowledge on garbhådhåna (conception), the relation
between, prakæti, puru¶a, the five elements, the soul, mind,
God and the j∂våtmåís entry into the motherís womb during
particular junctures of garbhasambhava, the dictums for the
attainment of the best child, evolution and care of the
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embryo and the expectant mother, month by month
symptoms of imminent delivery, preparation of Sµutikagæha
(delivery home) methods of easy delivery, the diseases
affecting the pregnant and delivering woman,
Kaumårabråtya (child care and motherís protection),
K¶∂rado¶asa≈‹odhana (methods of abundant production and
the avoiding of diseases affecting breast milk), cures for
maladies affecting the newly born children as well as the
feeding mothers, paediatrics in short) and Sµutikåroga  and
care in general had been discussed in the vaidya manuscripts
and texts of Kerala as in the classical works of India like
Carakasa≈hitå, Su‹ruta Sa≈hitå, Kå‹yapa sa≈hitå, etc.

There had been physicians and ethnic curers in Kerala
interested in recording and publishing their clinical
experience, regardless of the results of the treatment. They
had been doing it in the best interest of the transference of
their practical knowledge to the succeeding generations.
Many of these treatises contain down to earth practical
guidelines to the practitioners and ample materials for
research scholars.

Specimens of typical Kerala prescriptions on Obstetrics and
Gynaecology

As mentioned earlier, there are a number of unique and
typical guidelines for regimen and yogas for women in Kerala,
the knowledge of which was transferred through generations.
Local prescriptions for pregnant women, like the smearing
of oil, taking of medicated ghee and tamarind juice etc at
proper periods of pregnancy endorse health and happiness
not only for the mother, but to the baby as well.20 Some such
distinct oils, ghee, lehya etc. mentioned in the manuscripts
and Vaidya texts of Kerala or continued to be prepared and
applied through generations as home remedies are K¶∂rabålå
taila (oil), Candanådi taila, PiƒŒataila, etc. are special
formulations of oil for heat rushes during menopause or
after hysterectomy. Kurundµu¢ika¶åya (decoction of saida
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retussa with milk) is taken by pregnant women from the fifth
month for easy delivery. Dhanvantaram oil is to be applied
by expecting mothers for swiftness of the body and relieving
of joints pain etc. Thengumpµukkulalehyam prepared out of
the flower bunch of the coconut tree with appropriate herbs,
has to be taken in prescribed measure for menstrual
problems, for the retrieval of the general health of women
after delivery, for dispelling backache and also for enhancing
the quantity of breast milk in feeding mothers. A slightly
different preparation modality is applied in the making of
Thenginpµukkula Rasåyana which is also used as a therapeutic
remedy for women in confinement; Vasundharåkaplam, an
effective cure for many diseases connected with heat and
unhealthy discharges in women; Kuri¤jikuzhampu, a lehya
medical formulation made with the medicinal herb, Kuri¤ji
(barleria priyanittis lin) as the main ingredient, administered
to women immediately after delivery to rejuvenate their
health and to cure the injuries; Cuvannullikehyam (a
preparation out of small onion and some slight herbs)
administered for the restoration of health of women after
delivery and also Ajamå≈sarasåyana (special medicated
formulation with mutton juice as the main ingredient) used
for the same purpose. Besides these immunerable ethnic
treatments, herbs and grandmaís cures are adhered to
through generations of Keralites in the preservation of the
health of women and children and especially before, during
and after delivery. In this context it can be called for how
the da‹apu¶pa (the ten herbs and flowers) used by Malayalee
women as part of their Thiruvathira festival, many of them
have curative traits in women-related maladies.

Uterine fibroid is a fairly common gynae problem which
causes a lot of discomfort to the sufferer. Ayurvedic douche
with herbal decoctions helps to reduce the size of the utrine
fibroid considerably. It is likely to be more effective if done
in the initial stages. Ayurvedic manuscripts speak of the
general judicial administering of medicines which are
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routinely administered for the treatment of Antra-vidradhi
like uterine fibroid. Physicians in Kerala have advocated
along with oral medications, douche with A‹vathapatra/tvak
(leaves and barks of ficus religiosa) and kvåtha, to be done on
a regular basis. Such Ayurvedic methods, it is argued can
gradually reduce and even do away with uterus fibroid and
thus surgical intervention can be avoided.21

Besides such manuscripts, Vaidya texts and articles, ethnic
prescriptions etc. some of the great socio-religious reformers
of modern Kerala like ›r∂ Nåråyaƒa Guru and Cattambi
Svamikal have contributed greatly to the development of
traditional treatment systems. Narayana Guru has especially
made valuable contribution related to Obstetrics and
Gynaecology through his dictums published in the text ›r∂
Nåråyaƒadharmam.22

Conclusion
A perusal of the precious Ayurvedic and Siddha

manuscripts in Kerala on the domain of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology provides valuable insights into the very creation
and existence of human kind through the medium of
woman as mother. Further as surmised earlier, even before
the advent of Sanskrit or Pali Ayurvedic traditions from the
North, Kerala had her own unique and effective treatment
modalities based on written and unwritten texts and oral
knowledge passed on to them by ancestors. It can no doubt
be surmised that the local systems and practices in
Gynaecology and Obstetrics, as in certain other departments
of health preservation, cure of maladies and therapeutics
must have influenced the structure and content of Åyurveda
in general and in turn helped its further progress in Kerala.
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Systems of Medicine in
Tantra Manuals of Kerala

S.A.S. SARMA

Kerala has had, from early times, a continuous and
comparatively rich tradition of scientific and technical
advances, as evidenced by the volume of literature on these
disciplines presently available to us, mostly in the form of
palm leaf manuscripts. The major scientific disciplines,
which have been depicted in the literature produced in
Kerala, are Tantra, Åyurveda and Jyoti¶a.

Most of the Tantric texts produced in Kerala confine
themselves to the Kriyå and Caryå, relating to temple worship
and religious rites; and they are multi-oriented as different
deities are worshipped in the land, in contrast to limiting
themselves to one school and one deity. But, there are
certain other texts of Kerala, which deal not only with rituals
but with topics other than rituals, such as architecture,
iconography, toxicology, treatment for insane, treatment
for different kinds of fevers, treatment for childrenís
diseases, infertility, etc.

The ∫‹ånagurudevapaddhati of ∫‹ånagurudeva, Yogaratnåval∂
of ›r∂kaƒ¢ha, Tantrasårasa∆graha of Nåråyaƒa and
Prayogasåra of Govinda could be taken as examples of the
above mentioned type. This paper will discuss some of the
topics related to the systems of medicine discussed in the
above mentioned four manuals.
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Systems of Medicine dealt with in the early Tantra Manuals
As attested by the early ›aiva texts the basic Tantra texts

came out of the ∫‹åna face of Sadå‹iva and the Tantras such
as Bhµutatantras and GaruŒatantras, came out of the other
four faces of Sadå‹iva, namely, Sadyojåta, Våmadeva, Aghora
and Tatpuru¶a. While the Bhµutatantras are exclusively
concerned with curing poisons and related illnesses, the
GåruŒika texts are concerned with the classifications of
snakes, treatment of snakebite, and illnesses caused by other
venomous creatures. The unpublished Kriyåkålaguƒottara
is an early ›aiva text that combines these two groups. In the
beginning of this text, Kårtikeya asks ∫‹vara to explain him
in detail the following topics:

vividha√ me ‹ruta√ tantra√ loke å‹caryakårakam /
siddhimuktiprada√ sarva√ tvayokta√ parame‹vara //
na ‹ruta√ gåruŒa√ ki∆cit sadya¨ pratyayakårakam /
tamåcak¶va sura‹re¶¢ha mama bhaktasya ‹a∆kara //
lak¶aƒa√ någajåt∂nå√ garbhotpattima‹e¶ata¨ /
rµupaka√ sarvanågånå√ vyantaråƒå√ ca jåtakam //
grahayak¶api‹åcånå√ ‹åkin∂ƒå√ ca lak¶aƒam /
bålagrahå‹ca ye krµurå¨ p∂Œyante nityanirghæƒå¨ //
når∂garbhakarå ye tu te¶å√ kathaya rµupakam /
gonasånå√ tu deve‹a væ‹cikånå√ tu lak¶aƒam //
anye ëpi vividhå du¶¢å råsabhå¨ k∂¢alµu¢aya¨ /
jvarå‹ca katidhå proktå asådhyasådhyameva ca //
j¤ånayogakriyåd∂k¶åmantrå‹cåcåryalak¶aƒam /
d∂k¶itåƒa√ ca samayåsiddhisådhanasådhake //
gåruŒa√ bhaktatantra√ ca siddhånta√ yacca uttamam /
ekatra sa√sthita√ sarva√ kathayasva prasådata¨ //1

KhaŒgaråvaƒa, Kålakµu¢a, Trottala, Trottalottara, Devatråsa,
Sugr∂va are some of other early texts of Tantra which belong
to the group of Bhµuta/GårµuŒatantras.

The four Kerala ritual manuals which we mentioned
earlier follows the scheme of Kriyåkålaguƒottara by dealing
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with topics that are discussed generally in the manuals of
Bhµutatantra and GåruŒatantra.

It is worth to note here that Våsudeva, a Kerala
commentator in his commentary on the Tantrasårasa∆graha
quotes the Kriyåkålaguƒottara, which shows that the Kerala
authors of Tantra literature might have been aware of this
early text.

The Kearla ritual texts that deals with the systems of MedicineóA
brief Introduction
(1) ∫‹åna‹ivagurudevapaddhati: The text consists of
nearly18000 stanzas in various metres and is divided into a
total of 119 palmleaves of varying length. It is divided into
four parts, namely (i) Såmånyapåda (ii) Mantrapåda (iii)
Kriyåpåda and (iv) Yogapåda. Apart from dealing with rituals
the text deals with the application for averting the evil effects
of poison; malicious plants and diseases; the use of
medicines; the properties of medicinal herbs; the science
of magic, etc.2 We could see that in the following verses the
text introduces the topics related to treatments:

vi¶agrahåmayårt∂nåm iti pµurva√ pradar‹itam /
vastunirde‹apa¢ale yasmåt tattata¨ kathyate //
abhivandya guru√ tatra någå∆‹cånantapµurvakam /
sa√k¶ipya vi¶atantrebhyo lokånå√ hitakåmayå//

vol. II, 39.1-2
atha grahacikitsåtra likhyate nåtivistætå /
tatra bålacikitsåyå¨ prakårå bahudhå smætå¨ //
te¶vådau matamå‹ritya khaŒgaråvaƒacoditam /
nåråyaƒ∂yodita√ ca mårgadvayam ihocyate//vol. II, 41:1-2

(2) Tantrasårasa∆graha: The Tantrasårasa∆graha of
Nåråyaƒa is a digest on the cure of poison and worship of
certain deities and some of the worship included there are
meant for magical purposes. Taking into consideration of
the first ten chapters dealing with vi¶a and the author being
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Nåråyaƒa it is also called as Vi¶anåråyaƒ∂ya. The author
appears to give the title Tantrasårasa∆graha for his work, as
is evident from the line ë›ikhåyogåditantrebhya¨ kriyate
sårasa∆graha¨í. From this reference it is clear that the author
has used the ›ikhå and yoga Tantras as source for this text:

yåvatsåmarthyam asmåbhi¨ sarvalokahitai¶ibhi¨ /
‹ikhåyogåditantrebhya¨ kriyate sårasa∆graha¨ // 1:2 //

The Tantrasårasa∆graha containing thirty-two chapters
and about 2100 verses besides the mantra portions is a text
on Vi¶avaidya, Mantravåda and Tantra. The first ten chapters
of the text are devoted to the vi¶avaidya or toxicology. Next
four chapters give an account of the subject grahap∂Œås
including the mental disease (unmåda) and their treatment.
Chapters fifteen and sixteen provide the bodily ailments
and Tåntrika treatment for them. Chapters seventeen and
eighteen give a description of k¶udraprayoga and its remedies.
Chapter nineteen is devoted to the Vinodaprayoga-s.
Chapters twenty to thirty-two deals on the Kåmika-karmas.

The Tantrasårasa∆graha includes the following topics
namely, vi¶acikitså, grahado¶aparihåra, rogopakrama,
k¶udropådhi‹amana, narmakarmåƒi and kåmyaprayoga which
come under the ¶a¢karma as defined by the text:

vi¶agrahåmayadhva√så¨ k¶udra√ narma ca kåmikam /
iti ¶a¢kårmika√ tantram etat siddhidvayåspadam // 1:3 //

The author himself claims that his text contains all the
topics related to ¶a¢karma and feels happy of compiling such
a text thus:

¶a¢karmåƒyakhilåni naiva kathitånyekatra tatsa√grahåt /
tu¶¢i¨ syåd vidu¶åm iti sphu¢adhiyå tantra√ mayaitat kætam//

 32:68 //
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The Tantrasårasa∆graha follows the ∫‹ånagurudevapaddhati
while discussing certain topics.3

(3) Yogaratånvali: The unpublished Yogaratånvali of
›r∂kaƒ¢ha‹ambhu contains nine chapters and deals with
different kinds of poisonous stings, snakes and snake bites,
treatment for different type of fever, rituals related to
Tripurå, Alchemy, methods for preparing fruit syrups, etc.
The text refers to twelve famous works on Vi¶atantra:

pak¶iråja√ ‹ikhåyoga√ bindusåra√ ‹ikhåmætam /
tottala√ kålakµu¢a√ ca kæ¶ƒåga√ tottalottaram //
ka¢åha√ chågatuƒŒa√ ca sugr∂va√ karka¢åmukham /
etåni vi¶atantråƒi dvåda‹åvocad∂‹vara¨ // 1:4-5 //

(4) Prayogasåra: Another unpublished ritual manual, the
Prayogasåra of Govinda written in the same style as
Tantrasårasa∆graha by one Govinda contains two parts
namely tantrabhåga and au¶adhabhåga. While the first part
deals with rituals related to different deities, the second
part deals with topics such as poison treatment, cure for
different types of disease, yoga, treatments for infertility,
methods for protecting the foetus, methods for protecting
a child from bålagraha, treatment for insane, treatment for
different types of poison, treatment for different types of
fever etc.

ådau praƒamya sarvaj¤ån gurµunåj¤åprabodhakån/
prayogasåra√ vak¶yåmi nånåvij¤ånasådhanam//
tantrasåra√ samålocya svasåmarthyånurµupata¨/
bålånå√ bodhasidhyartha√ kriyate sårasa∆graha¨// 1:2 //

Some of the important topics on systems of medicine discussed in the
Kerala ritual manuals

Toxicology: The traditional method of treatment for
poisoning in Kerala is classified broadly into two categories,
namelyVi¶avaidya andVi¶avidyå. The former, Vi¶avaidya is
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pure medical practice using medicinal plants and mineral
drugs while the latter, Vi¶avidyå includes recitation of
mantras and ritual practices in the process of treatment for
poisoning. Even though Caraka and Su‹ruta are considered
as vaidya texts, they also give great importance for mantra:

ari¶¢åmapi mantrai‹ca badhn∂yån mantrakovida¨ /
så tu rajjvådibhir baddhå vi¶apratikar∂ matå //
devabrahmår¶ibhi¨ proktå mantrå¨ satyatapomayå¨ /
bhavanti nånyathå k¶ipra√ vi¶a√ hanyu¨ sudustaram //
vi¶a√ tejomayair mantrai¨ satyabrahmatapomayai¨ /
yathå nivåryate k¶ipra√ prayuktair na tathau¶adhai¨ //

Su‹ruta 5.5:8-10 //
bhµutånåmadhipa√ deva√ ∫‹vara√ jagata¨ prabhum /
pµujayan prayato nitya√ jayatyunmådaja√ bhayam //
rudrasya pramathå nåma gaƒå loke caranti ye /
te¶å√ pµujå√ ca kurvåƒa unmådebhya¨ pramucyate //

Caraka 6.9:91-92 //

Among the tantra manuals of Kerala, the ∫‹ånagurudeva-
paddhati could have been the first manual which treated
ëtoxicologyí related matters. It describes about the different
types of snakes (chapter 39), type of bites and how it affects
a person, the inauspicious places to be bitten by a snake,
parts of body where a snake bite could become serious, the
signs of messenger who comes and informs the physician
about a snake bite, the usage of mantras to destroy the
reaction of poison, treatment for the bite of different types
of snakes, treatment for the bite of scorpion, rat etc.

The Tantrasårasa∆graha also deals with the similar topics
on toxicology as dealt in the ∫‹ånagurudevapaddhati. ›r∂
Brahmadattan Nambuthiri of Ullannoor Mana informs me
that the methods prescribed in the Tantrasårasa∆graha is
extensively used in Kerala for snake bite treatment and many
vernacular manuals in Kerala on this subject used the
Tantrasårasa∆graha as a source book. The second chapter
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of the Tantrasårasa∆graha provides a detailed description
of different types of snakes and snake bite, the sign of the
messenger etc. The text describes the inauspicious places
where snake-bite can occur:

devålaye ‹µunyagæhe valm∂kodyånako¢are //
rathyåsandhau caityatarau ‹ma‹åne sindhusa∆game /
dv∂pe catu¶pathe saudhe gahane vetrapadmayo¨//
parvatågre biladvåre j∂rƒakµupå‹makµu¢ayo¨/
‹igru‹le¶måtakåk¶e¶u jambµudumbaraveƒu¶u//
va¢e ëtha j∂rƒapråkåre da√‹a¨ sarpasya nindita¨ /

2:35cd-38ab

The third chapter of the Tantrasårasa∆graha gives details
of the treatment and also of the mantras to be used during
the treatment. The divisions of poison, details of
vipattipa¤cåk¶ara, GåruŒamantras for the vi¶astambhana etc.
are dealt in this chapter. The fourth chapter provides the
›aiva mantras to be used for the treatment. The fifth and
sixth chapter provides the details of different types of snake
(bråmhaƒa etc.) and the treatment for snakebite. While
the seventh chapter describes about the gonasa and maƒŒali
snakes, the eighth chapter describes the snakes such as råjila.
The ninth chapter is devoted to discuss different types of
rat and the remedies for its poison. The tenth chapter
describes the poison of spider and its treatments.

Thus the first ten chapters of the Tantrasårasa∆graha is
fully devoted to describe different types of poison treatment
and hence this first ten chapters are very much practised
even today for snake-bite treament.

The two unpublished manuals, the Prayogasåra (Ch. 37-
40) and the Yogaratnåvali (Ch. 1) also deals with the
treatment of different types of poisoning. Prayogasåra deals
mostly on the treatment of poisoning, which include the
symptoms of poison, detailed description of the
GaruŒamantra etc. The thirty-eighth pa¢ala of Prayogasåra

Systems of Medicine in Tantra . . .: S.A.S. Sarma
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gives a detailed description of the GaruŒamantra and
confirms that, with the usage of this mantra one could get
rid of the vi¶aó

sadya¨ sarvåtmanå ‹ånti√ prayåti vi¶ama√ vi¶am

The commentary Sarvå∆gasundar∂ by Våsudeva on
Prayogasåra elaborates many ideas mentioned in the text
with many quotations, including the Mantrasadbhåva,
Målin∂vijaya,Uccu¶mabhairava, Sarvaj¤ånottara etc.

Health and Medicine in the Kerala Ritual Manuals
The Kerala manuals of tantra also contains descriptions

related to the treatment of different type of diseases such
as treatment for insane, treatment for different kinds of
fevers, treatment for health related issues of children etc.
It seems that the health of children was given importance,
as we could see in the following verse of the ∫‹ånaguru-
devapaddhati:

atha grahacikitsåtra likhyate nåtivistætå /
tatra bålacikitsåyå¨ prakårå bahudhå smætå¨ //
te¶vådau matamå‹ritya khaŒgaråvaƒacoditam /
nåråyaƒ∂yodita√ ca mårgadvayam ihocyate //

∫‹ånagurudevapaddhati 41:1-2 //

As we could see above, the KhaŒgaråvaƒamantra seems
to be given great importance in most of the manuals dealing
with treatments for illness and treatment for poisoning. The
ninth chapter of Kriyåkålaguƒottara gives full details of this
mantra and we could see that the ∫‹ånagurudevapaddhati,
Tantrasårasa∆graha and Prayogasåra follows it as prescribed
in the Kriyåkålaguƒottara.

Prayogasåra in its twenty-eighth chapter gives a detailed
description of the reasons for infertility and its treatment:
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atha santånasidhyartha√ pravak¶yåmi cikitsitam /
tatrådhåra√ striya¨ pråyas tåsu kåryå tata¨ kriyå //
daivado¶agrahagrastå¨ striyo vandhyå bhavanti hi /
ætåvatau par∂k¶yåstå vak¶yamåƒais tu lak¶aƒai¨ // 28:1-2 //

And in its twenty-ninth chapter the methods for
protecting the embryo and in thirtieth chapter the health
issues related to new born and their remedies are discussed.

ata¨ para√ pravak¶yåmi garbharak¶å√ samåsata¨ /
ådau guhasya rak¶årtha√ devai¨ sæ¶¢å¨ kila grahå¨ //29:1 //
ata¨ para√ pravak¶yåmi bålarak¶å√ yathåkramam /
prathame ëhani gæhƒåti bålaka√ påvan∂grah∂ // 30:1 //

Conclusion
The above brief discussion on the ësystems of medicineí

in the Kerala texts of tantra clearly makes us aware that the
tantra texts were not only meant for rituals but were dealing
with topics which are useful for oneís day to day life. It is
worth to note that, the two types of treatment, vi¶avaidya
(medicine) and vi¶avidyå (mantra/medicine) are still
followed in Kerala although Vi¶avidyå is slowly disappearing.

Moreover, a survey of large manuscript catalogues reveals
that hundreds of texts dealt with GåruŒa and Bhµutatantras,
as well as different systems of medicine, including toxicology.
We currently have only a handful of non-critical editions of
texts which may come under the group Bhµutatantra and
GåruŒatantra. Such important texts deserve critical editions,
and the group as a whole deserve a survey and study. It is
essential that the scientific reasons and metaphysical aspects
hidden behind these ritual texts need to be explored and
explained. But to enable to do this study, we require more
texts on the topic since most of the ritual texts still remain
in manuscript form.

Systems of Medicine in Tantra . . .: S.A.S. Sarma
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NOTES

1. The text is reproduced here from the hand-out on
Kriyåkålaguƒattara provided by Dr. Michael J. Slouber during
the First Early Tantra Workshop (2008) held at Kathmandu.

2. Some of the the important topics related to the systems of
medicine that are dealt in the ∫‹ånagurudevapaddhati (Vol. II):
Kevalaroga‹ånti (p. 168), Sarpajåtibhedas tadutpatyådikrama‹ca
(p. 258), Da∆‹anabhedå¨ tallak¶aƒåni da¶¢asyåvasthåvi‹e¶å‹ca (p.
260), Ani¶¢asthånåni (p. 262), Dµutavåkyåk¶araniyama (p. 262),
Nimittåni (p. 263), Vipattimantrådhikåra (p. 265), Vi¶aharaƒa-
nånåmantradhyånaviniyogavidhåna (p. 267), Phaƒicikitså (p.
272), MaƒŒalicikitså (p. 274), Væ‹cikacikitså (p. 278),
Åkhuvi¶acikitså (p. 279), Lµutacikitså (p. 281), Nånå-
pråƒivi¶acikitså (p. 282), KhaŒgaråvaƒabålacikitså (p. 288),
Bålap∂Œakagrahatace¶¢å¨, tatpratikåravidhaya‹ca (p. 292),
Grahåƒå√ bhedå¨, tadåvi¶¢asya lak¶aƒa√, tadvimocanopåy‹ca (p.
298), Bhµutatantra (p. 301), Apasmåronmådacikitsådhikåra (p.
311), Nånårogacikitsådhikåra (p. 331), Åyurvardhanarasåyana (p.
393), Mætyuvijaya (p. 394) etc.

3 The relationship between the ∫‹ånagurudevapaddhati and the
Tantrasårasa∆graha are discussed in an article ëKhaŒga-Råvaƒa
and His worship in Balinese and Indian Tantric Sourcesí, (in
Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Sudasiens, 21, 1977, pp. 143-69) by
Teun Goudriån.
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13

Tamil Medical Manuscripts in the
Oriental Research Institute and

Manuscripts Library,
Thiruvananthapuram

O. PADMAKUMARI

Our ancestors led a life intertwined with nature. This is
known from their division of land into five classes with the
names of plants: Kurinji (mountaneous region), mullai (forest
region), marutham (cultivable region), neital (littoral region)
and palai (desert region) based on their lifestyle. Plants
became part and parcel of their life, since they lived with
nature and they were quite familiar containing the medicinal
qualities of the plants.

Treating the patients and saving their lives were noble
deeds to them. Tamil medicine has the scientific heritage
of more than 200 years. Hiding the medicines from others
was considered to be a malicious sin. They preserved the
names, preparation and the methods of medical treatment
in palmleaf manuscripts. Most of the Tamil palm-leaf
manuscripts are medical manuscripts with the traditional
methods followed by the Tamils.

The Keeltisai Manuscripts Library of the Kerala University
is the second greatest in Asia. More than 60,000 manuscripts
are preserved here, among which, the Sanskrit and
Malayalam manuscripts occupy the first and second places
in number respectively. On the other hand, there are more
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than three thousand manuscripts in Tamil. They are on
various subjects such as religion, medicine, praise, story,
lyrics, legends, prophecy, astrology, justice, history of places,
poetry (kaviyam), grammar, dictionary (nikandu), petite
literature (cittilakkiyam), folk-song, drama, mantra, rasavatam
(combination of metals, herbs and salt), mathematic, epics
(ithihasam) and philosophy.

Among these, the medical manuscripts occupy the first
place in number, and religious manuscripts the second. In
ancient India two classes of medical methods existed.
Ayurvedic medicine existed in the North and Siddha
medicine in the South. Tamil medicine is the natural
method of treating diseases, founded by the Tamils. The
famous sage and poet Thiruvalluvar says in his Thirukkural:

His body needs no drugs who only eats
After digesting what he ate before. ( 942)

(If one takes proper food after digesting the food he
already ate and when he feels hungry, the body wonít be
affected by any disease and no medicine will be needed.)

Tamil medicine is the one without any side effect. It lost
its individuality by the impact of allopathy. Tamil medicine
is preserved as a part of heritage in the countryside. Ancient
history states that the pepper exported from Tamil Nadu is
the Indian pain reliever with medicinal qualities.

In the Manuscript Library of Thiruvananthapuram, more
than 125 manuscripts with the message on rasavatham and
kayakalpam are found in Agathiyarís name. The manuscript
Agathia Nayanar Puranam 150 explains stack storage and
Agathiyar Purana Soothiram 216 gives the details of medicine,
mantra and attachithu. In general, the manuscripts in
Agathiyarís name comprise the details of medicinal names,
preparation methods, symptoms of diseases and methods of
curing them.

There are five manuscripts in the name of Romarishi, eight
in Pinnakku Siddhaís name, twelve in Poha Munivarís name,
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five in Idaikkadai Siddharís name, seven in Ramadevarís
name, ten in Konkanarís name, two in Kamala Muniís name,
two in Karuvoor Siddharís name, seven in Chattai Muniís
name, three in Korakkarís name, eight in Nandh∂‹vararís
name, four in Thanvantariís name and three in
Thirumoolarís name.

More than fifteen manuscripts on poison-treatment are
there with details of Poison treatment mantra yantirankal, ëanti-
venom of snakesí and ëchanting mantrasí. Also many
manuscripts on NåŒ∂ Nidånam and NåŒ∂ Susthiram (feeling
the pulse) are there with precious message:

Anaitthuyiren tenni arumpasuyevarkkumåtri
Manatthulle pethåpetham vanchanai kalavum poiyum
Chinatthaiyum thavirppåyåhil cheithavam pin verundo
Unakkithu uruthiyåna vupathesa mithuve kandåi.

(If you get rid of your partiality, wickedness, stealth, lie
and anger from your mind by thinking that all lives are
precious, there will not be a great ëtavamí (meditation) than
this. This is the strong catechism you have found).

The manuscript ëNåŒ∂ Nidånamí reveals the astonishing
truth that there are 4448 methods to diagnose the disease
by feeling the pulse. The details of pulse is explained clearly
in the manuscript ëYukamuni NåŒ∂í.

Nayanthu nee nådithån pårkkum pothu
Nalamåna puruva mucchi kandam nenchu
Kayanthu kaiyil kåladiyil muzhankai thannil
Kanakkålil muzhankålir kaikkuzhi yilåhum.

(While you feel the pulse, the diseases of eyebrows, head,
body, chest, hands, legs, elbow, ankles and armpits can be
found)

There are manuscripts on ophthalmology too. Four among
them reveal Nayanav∂thi treatment (treatment on the

Tamil Medical Manuscripts in the Oriental . . .: O. Padmakumari
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principle action of the eyes). From them, we know that there
are 96 eye-diseases and the causes are rheumatic problems
(45 diseases), Silethma (phlegm) problems (20 diseases), pitta
(bile) problems (16 diseases) and 15 diseases in the eye
muscles. The symptoms of these diseases and the treatment
for them are given in simple methods.

More than twelve manuscripts on Karpakkol (pregnancy
and conception) are available with the details of sterility and
its treatment. Agathiyar karpa soothiram says:

årappå ånmalade åhumallål
Appane penmaladu yåthumillai.

(There is the possibility of a man to become impotent but
it is impossible for a woman to become sterile.)

The manuscripts Karpakkol seems to be the revelation of
reasons for sterility as a reply of a Chinese to the ëso called
sterile womenís prayer towards Nemiyan to recover from their
sterility.

There are three manuscripts on the nature of diseases
and types of medicines, more than fifteen on the medicine
for various diseases, fifteen on the methods of medicine pre-
paration, and eight manuscripts on marunthu yokankal (fortunate
medicines). The manuscripts by name Malayaharathi
(Mountain Dictionary) offers the names of medicines. Seven
manuscripts under the title Vaidyanighaƒ¢u (medicine
dictionary), two under the title Vaidya rathina surukkam (a
brief note on medicines), and six under the title Agarathi
Nighaƒ¢u (Dictionary of Dictionary) are also found.

Status of the Manuscripts
Form:

Manuscripts are mostly found in verse (venpa) form. It
may be for memorizing and remembering easily. The
manuscripts found in prosaic form are with colloquial words.

Time:
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No information is found in the manuscripts about the time
they were written.

Place:
A few manuscripts have the details of the author along

with his native place. For example, in a manuscript, it is
written as: Written by Subbuthevar, Son of Muthuthevar of
Ramayan patti.

Authorís name:
Some manuscripts are with the name of the authorized

author.
e.g. Agathiar Vaithiyan 1500

Romarishi Gnana Soothiram.

Warnings:
Warning instructions such as: ìIf anyone takes this

manuscript with evil intention, one will be affected with
diseases like blindness, leprosy and other evilsî are found in
most of the manuscripts. From this, it can be assumed that
some households of the ancient times functioned like todayís
libraries. Such warnings are mostly found in the medical
manuscripts in order to avoid misusing them.

Conclusion
The Department is engaged in the task of preparing a

Manuscript Explanatory Catalogue with the list of medical
manuscripts in order to bring out the hidden treasure of
Tamil medicine to the world. Arrangements are also made
to transcribe the manuscripts and to publish them.
Preventive measures to preserve the manuscripts are also
taken. Through this, we can expect a revival of the Tamil
hereditary medicine.
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14

Textbook Tradition of Åyurveda

VINOD KUMAR

Åyurveda, the traditional health care system of India
flourished approximately 2500 years back as a part of
intellectual renaissance sustained at that time. The primitive
man, after being satisfied with his instinctive and basic needs
of life started observations and experimentations in the
surroundings to make out principles behind the happenings
around him. He started wondering on the diversity
maintained in the nature and the character of his relation
with his environment. Health care was one among central
themes of his thoughts. Health has been conceived as
something driven from outside, for which he symbolized
super human forces to be the abodes of health. These forces,
generally evils, entered his body to generate diseases, as
believed; the treatment aimed at putting them out by means
of prayers and even physical assaults. Along with prayers he
started to use some herbs which he found effective through
constant observations over animals.The Atharvaveda, which
includes some amount of the system of sorcery and witch-
crafting mainly addressed the problem of health hazards.
Internal use of herbs made tremendous advance in the
direction of phyto-pharmacological identification of the
flora. In that way, the Atharvaveda paved way to different
experimentations regarding the pharmacological actions of
plans in a living system. The pre-vedic evidences of Indus
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Valley Civilization excavated from Mahanjadaro suggested
high quality of health care prevailing at that period.

It was towards the end of Vedic period (2200ñ1000 BC),
India entered the new era of intellectual renaissance through
the emergence of philosophical thoughts (dar‹anas). The
analytical methodology implemented by philosophical
thought influenced the health care practices at that time.
The masters, with the help of powerful philosophical inputs,
tried to build a theoretical platform for the medical practice
then existed. Thus, the emergence of Åyurveda established
the evolution of scientific material based on experi-
mentations. When philosophy stood as mere intellectual
exercises, applied sciences like Åyurveda tried to translate
them to the need of common man. Instead of tracking to
the restricted outlook of individual philosophies, Åyurveda
tried to adopt the philosophical thoughts from different
philosophies in whatever manner they become beneficial to
mankind. Naturally, it came that, Åyurveda did not blindly
follow any particular philosophy, but, made use of the
philosophies as raw materials to build its own scientific
material. No wonder that Åyurveda took the privilege to
manipulate the philosophical inputs, solely for the
betterment of mankind.

Vedasñthe early footprints
The earliest written document of medical practice

available hail from the Vedic literature, especially  the
Atharvaveda. The great masters of Åyurveda, Su‹ruta and
Caraka consider  the Atharvaveda as the sprouting land of
Åyurveda.1 Kå‹yapa, a master in paediatrics, points out that
the origin of Åyurveda is from Upanishads also. The
Atharvaveda profoundly explains early, and definitely
primitive and tribal, medical practices in the forms of mantra,
sacrifices etc. The Atharvaveda described names related to
diseases, anatomical description of human body, disease
causing germs (commonly called as kæmi), methods for their
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eradication, healing power of sun-rays, medicinal qualities
of water and air, some surgical procedures for treatment of
urinary calculus and medicinal use of over 200 herbs.

In °Rgveda, the chief descriptions were regarding the
wonder treatments done by divine personalities like A‹vin-
twins in various diseases of divine and earthly persons. The
mantras in the form of prayers to A‹vin twins were chanted
to achieve longevity, health and drugs for treating various
ailments. Description of different kinds of poisons, germs
and many diseases are available in the °Rgveda. In Yajurveda,
especially ›uklayajurveda, description of curative qualities of
drugs, alleviation of diseases like ar‹as (piles), ‹vayathu
(edema), ‹l∂pada (filariasis) etc., anatomy of horses and
human beings are available.The Såmaveda contains many
hymns apart from those in the °Rgveda.

The main difference of approach to medical care in the
Atharvaveda and the °Rgveda was that the former tried to
heal the ailment through various procedures and application
of medicines, the latter through the result of divine powers
which were not subjected to practical analysis. The
Atharvaveda used practical ways of treatment, but the °Rgveda
tried to invoke divine personalities to get a cure from the
diseases. This vividly explains the priority in influence of the
Atharvaveda on Åyurveda; because, Åyurveda definitely took
the way of practical application.

Traditions ñ Pan-Indian and regional
The formation and development of Ayurvedic textbook

tradition could be traced to chiefly in two distinct tracks.
One is a pan-Indian, Sanskrit dominant tradition and the
other is regional traditions prevailed at different geographical
areas, mostly non-Sanskrit. These two parallel traditions differ
by way of many critical factors. (see table 1a)

Table 1a. Comparison between Pan-Indian and Regional

Textbook Tradition of Åyurveda: Vinod Kumar
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traditions

Pan Indian tradition Regional tradition

Language Sanskrit Mostly regional
language

Content Containing all branches Mostly any one of the
branches

Authorship Claimed by an author Mostly anonymous
authorship

Orientation Theory oriented Practical oriented
Structure Well structured with Not necessarily well

sections, chapters etc. structured
Influence of
philosophies Well identified Not identified
Availability Available anywhere Local availability or

concealed in familial traditions
Learning As a part of formal Mostly informal

Sanskrit tradition,  learning in families
especially Gurukula

SA°MHITÅKÅLAóTHE CLASSICAL AGE OF
TEXTUAL TRADITION

With the strong theoretical support imparted by philoso-
phies, the masters of Åyurveda tried to evolve with the theo-
retical foundation during the sa√hitå period (500 BCñ600
AD) with the emergence of major textbooks called sa√hitås.
It was during this period that the traditional medical system
was designated as Åyurveda. The initial phase of this period
was ëphase of specializationí, that means, different specialties
were practised by masters of those particular fields. For
example, paediatricians, surgeons, toxicologists etc. But, the
scenario changed by the end of the sa√hitå period. There
came the idea of comprehensive medicine which tried to
incorporate all the branches under one resort. This change
was obviously visible in the making of different textbooks
also. During this period the knowledge base of Åyurveda
got many revisions so that the scientific content flourished
under different domains separately. Mainly eight branches
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came into existence. Even then, the most popular branches
remained as General Medicine (kåyacikitså) and Surgery
(›alyacikitså), which found themselves as complementary to
each other. Other branches also got represented by different
masters and textbooks (see table-1b). Among these
textbooks, three major compendia namely Carakasa√hitå,
Su‹rutasa√hitå and the A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha got a separate su-
perior status among textbooks and became popular as Ma-
jor triad (bæhattray∂). The important features of bæhattray∂
can be summarized as follows:

1. They paved the strong theoretical foundation to
Åyurveda

2. They tried to represent all the eight branches of
Åyurveda under one resort

3. They contained all practical aspects of Åyurveda includ-
ing diagnosis, therapeutics, pharmacology, pharmacy,
different procedures, outcomes of treatment, etc.

4. They represented the paradigm shift from pure phi-
losophy to practical philosophy.

Table ñ 1b. Main textbooks in the Sa√hitåkåla

Sl. Name of textbook Author Speciality Approximate
No. period

1 Kå‹yapasa√hitå Væddhaj∂vaka Paediatrics 6th Century
(bålacikitså) BC

2 Su‹rutasa√hitå Su‹ruta Surgery, 4th Century
anatomy BC

3 Carakasa√hitå Caraka General 1st Century
medicine AD

(kåyacikitså)
4 A¶¢ångasa∆graha Vågbha¢a, the All branches 4th Century

senior  AD

5 A‹¢å∆gahædaya Vågbha¢a, the All branches 6th Century
(concised edition of junior AD

A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha)

Textbook Tradition of Åyurveda: Vinod Kumar
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Sa√hitåñproduct of many masters
Textbooks of the Sa√hitå period generally and strongly

adhered to specific patterns of teaching and learning which
prevailed at that period. Textbooks got documented in palm
manuscripts written on palmleaves, birchbarks, etc. after be-
ing repeatedly modified through a methodology which
emphasized on learning through memorizing and chanting
the material, especially in the presence and guidance of
masters. Naturally textbooks were written as reports of dis-
cussion between the master and his disciples regarding dif-
ferent topics. The master or adviser makes authentic com-
ments where disciples got ample opportunities to interact
with him. Some instances show that there were discussions
with other masters, called tadvidyasambhå¶å, regarding some
topics to rectify the incongruity regarding those topics. The
style of presentation of scientific material in Carakasa√hitå
and Su‹rutasa√hitå supports the above view. These texts con-
tain four types of verses (sµutras).2 They are:

1. Those advised by the master (gurusµutra)
2. Those in the form of queries by the disciple (›i¶yasµutra)
3. Those added by the redactor later as a part of updat-

ing the science (pratisa√skartæsµutra)
4. Those proposed by disciples as a part of discussion

which later gets settled by the master (ek∂yasµutra)

The master, often referred to as the adviser (upade¶¢å),
was regarded as founder of the specialty dealt in the textbook.
In Carakasa√hitå, the adviser was Åtreya, who was considered
to be the founder of Medical tradition, customarily known
as Åtreya tradition. On the other hand, in Su‹rutsa√hitå, the
advisor was Dhanvantari, the founder of surgical tradition.
In paediatrics, the tradition was founded by Kå‹yapa, the
advisor of the Kå‹yapasa√hitå. The author of the textbook
(granthakartå) in each tradition was the disciple of the
master. Where there was more than one disciple for the
same master, all of them wrote their own textbooks, with
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great variability in popularity. With a few exceptions, almost
all the textbooks were named after the corresponding
authors. Naturally they showed considerable resemblance
regarding structure and content. Many of them were lost
partially or completely afterwards. (please see the titleó
ëlost textbooksí)

Almost all the major textbooks were subjected to major
redactions in a later period. A redactor (pratisa√skartå)
renewed the textbook by updating it through summarizing
over explained areas and elaborating areas which needed
to.3 Redactors made major changes in the content of
Carakasa√hitå and the Su‹rutsa√hitå. In the case of
Carakasa√hitå, the original textbook written by Agnive‹a,
disciple of Åtreya, wrote his own textbook namely Agnive‹a-
sa√hitå, which was later redacted by Caraka, later became
famous as Carakasa√hitå. In third century AD, DæŒhabala
made second redaction to the textbook, with major changes.
He added forty-one chapters to the textbook, including two
sections. In the case of the Su‹rutasa√hitå, the redaction was
done by Någårjuna (second century AD), who completed
the textbook by adding the whole second part (Uttaratantra)
of the textbook containing 66 chapters. The Kå‹yapasa√hitå,
after being lost for a long period was recovered by Våtsya,
who made redaction in matter and style. In the A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha,
the latest of greater triad (fourth century AD), the author
(Vågbha¢a, the senior) claims that the textbook itself is
updated according to the need of time (yugånurµupa-
sandarbha). It was within two centuries of its creation,
Vågbha¢å, the junior (sixth century AD) published its concised
edition, A¶¢å∆gahædaya, with necessary modifications and
updating. In fact, this edition served the purpose of redaction
in a better manner. Moreover, the A¶¢å∆gahædaya marked
the end of the golden age of the Sa√hitå periodof Åyurveda.

Sa√hitå tradition: some facts
The Sa√hitå tradition of Åyurveda marked the major shift

from mystic character of health care practices to empirical
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forms. The former was sustained through tribal and folk
based know-hows regarding healing properties of plants. But,
in the Sa√hitås, the same practices got firm theoretical
foundations. Through this change, the scientific and
structured study and practice of Åyurveda became a part of
the so called ënoble traditioní sustained through the discourse
of Sanskrit. Since then, there existed two distinct parallel
streams of traditions: the tribal and the noble. Most of the
textbooks written in Sanskrit thus became assets of the noble
tradition. Then also some masters put hints in their textbooks
to admit that tribal contributions were not negligible in the
study regarding plants. A change in this structure occurred
due to the influence of the Buddhism and Jainism in health
care practices. Institutionalization of medical practice was
the major change installed by Buddhist tradition. Later
masters like Vågbha¢a were greatly influenced by Buddhism,
evidently visible in his textbook, A¶¢å∆gahædaya.

The socio-cultural standards prevailed at that period made
serious impacts on the scientific content of the Sa√hitås.
Beliefs, morals, values and code of conducts of the society
became influential not only to the scientific content but also
to the mode of presentation of the textbooks. Description
of mythological stories/characters are found to be
augmenting the credibility of the textbooks. Masters added
serious philosophical discussions (beyond all their practical
implications) in the textbooks to satisfy intellectuals. Religious
practices also got ample allocations to make it digestive to
people at large. Beyond all these ornamentations, the masters
laid the golden threads of scientific spirit, throughout the
whole content of their textbooks. So, a scholar, who
approaches seriously and critically to analyze the Sa√hitås,
should try to distinguish mythological, historical,
philosophical and scientific content in them.

›åstra and Tantra
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In ancient India, any systematic knowledge was known as
›åsstra. ›åstra was that which commands or teaches (›åsana)
some instructions related to different spheres of life. Moral
preachings (N∂ti‹åstra), instructions of law (Dharma‹åstra),
commercial and administrative rules (Artha‹åstra), philoso-
phical thoughts (Dar‹ana‹åstra), erotic compositions
(Kåma‹åstra), etc. were the famous ‹åstras of that time. In
that way Åyurveda also is a ‹åstra. Terms like ‹åkhå, tantra,
vidyå, sµutra, lak¶aƒa, j¤åna, etc. also were used as synonyms
of ‹åstra as far as Åyurveda was concerned.4 In a closer obser-
vation it is vividly understood that these synonyms meet the
scopes of different discourses of science, that is,

1. Science in totoó‹åstra, vidyå, j¤åna
2. A specific branch of that scienceó‹åkhå
3. Technological aspect of the scienceótantra
4. Literature of a particular scienceósµutra
5. Technical terminologies of the scienceólak¶aƒa

Then also, terms used most frequently to denote
ëtextbookí are ‹åstra and tantra.

Features of ideal science/textbook
A person who wants to learn a particular ‹åstra should

examine it considering the ideal qualities designed for a
‹åstra. Those qualities are related to the genuineness of the
science as well as the credibility of the textbooks.5

1. Certified by experts (sumahad-yasasvi-dh∂rapuru¶å-
sevita)

2. Rich in content (arthabahula)
3. Followed by authentic scholars (åptajanapµujita)
4. Palatable to pupils of different intellectual capacity

(trividha‹i¶yabuddhihita)
5. Devoid of repetition (apagatapunaruktado¶a)
6. Well explained aphorisms, explanations and compila-
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tions (supraƒ∂tasµutrabhå¶yasa∆grahakrama)
7. Self-explanatory (svådhåra)
8. Devoid of colloquial usage of language (anavapati-

ta‹abda)
9. Devoid of complicated terms (aka¶¢å‹abda)

10. Use of non-fabricated language (pu¶kalåbhidhåna)
11. Sequential explanation of technical terms (kramå-

gatårtha)
12. Giving importance to illustrate technical terms

(arthatattvavini‹cayapradhåna)
13. Explaining relevant theories only (sa∆gatårtha)
14. Devoid of jumbling different sub-topics (asa∆kulapra-

karaƒa)
15. Rich in definitions (lak¶aƒavat)
16. Rich in illustrative examples (udåharaƒavat)

There are fifteen defects (tantrado¶a) by which a textbook
becomes worthless for learning. They are:6

1. Use of uncommon words (aprasiddha‹abda)
2. Use of wrong interpretations (du¶praƒ∂ta)
3. Use of words with difficult pronunciation (asukhårohi-

pada)
4. Irrelevant descriptions (asa∆gatårtha)
5. Statements contradicted by its illustration (viruddha)
6. Over-explained principles (ativistæta)
7. Over-summarized principles (atisamk¶ipta)
8. Doubtful descriptions (sandigdha)
9. Repetitions (punarukta)

10. Descriptions without proper references (ni¶pramåƒa)
11. Descriptions without proper objective (ni¶prayojana)
12. Non-completion of statements (asamåptåk¶ara)
13. Statement contradictory to previously established prin-

ciple (vyåh�æta)
14. Meaningless statements (apårthaka)
15. Disordered description (bhinnakrama)
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Content and structure of sa√hitås
Almost all textbooks in the sa√hitå period tried to incor-

porate the description regarding all the eight branches then
existed in Åyurveda. The preference given to different
branches varied. (See table-1). The branches are, general
medicine (kåyacikitså), paediatrics (bålacikitså or
kaumårabhå¶ya), psychiatry (grahacikitså or bhµutavidyå),
ENT/ophthalmology (‹ålåkyatantra), surgery (‹alyatantra),
toxicology (da√¶trå-cikitså or agadatantra), rejuvenative
therapy (jaråcikitså or rasåyaƒa) and reproductive medicine
(våj∂karaƒatantra). Description of basic principles
(siddhånta), preventive medicine (svasthavætta), pharmacol-
ogy (dravyaguƒa), pharmacy (bhai¶ajyakalpana) and thera-
peutic procedures (kriyåkrama) are common to all branches,
and are described separately.

The whole content of the textbooks are divided into
different sections (sthåna). Each section deals with a specific
aspect of the science. Sections contain different chapters,
the name of which explains its contents. Chapters will discuss
principles under different contexts (prakaraƒa). Each
context contains many aphorisms (sµutra) or verses (‹loka) to
explain the proposed concept. The main sections seen in
an Ayurvedic textbook are:

1. Sµutrasthånaódealing mainly with basic principles and
preventive medicine

2. ›år∂rasthånaóembryology, anatomy and physiology
3. Nidånasthånaópathology
4. Kalpasthånaópharmacy and therapeutic procedures
5. Cikitsåsthånaótreatment
6. Uttarasthånaóappendix part for remaining branches

Vågbha¢a firmly followed the above structure while making
his textbooks. In that way his textbooks (A¶¢å∆gahædaya and
A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha) are considered to be the most structured
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ones among all the textbooks written so far. Other textbooks
show slight misappropriations in allocating chapters to
different sections. Some of them contained more sections
also (Vimånasthåna, Siddhisthåna and Indriyasthåna in the
Carakasa√hitå; Khilasthåna in the Kå‹yapasa√hitå). In fact,
those textbooks, having more sections, imparted extensive
descriptions, sometimes irrelevant for a beginner. Later,
Vågbha¢a omitted those sections by reallocating the content
to one or other of the above sections. This reductionistic
approach helped to make the content highly precise and
definitive so that the scholars found it easy to learn Åyurveda.
Even then, the higher texts like the Carakasa√hitå and
Su‹rutasa√hitå became helpful in attaining deeper
knowledge about specific topics. Putting in other words,
Vågbha¢aís textbooks, especially the A¶¢å∆gahædaya is the
learnerís manual and the higher texts like the Carakasa√hitå
and the Su‹rutasa√hitå are the researcherís manuals.

Style and Language
Majority of classical Ayurvedic literature are credited to

the Sanskrit language. Traditional textbooks available in
regional languages including Malayalam and Tamil
documented many of the regional specialties in practices.
All the textbooks of greater triad were stylized as blend of
‹lokas and prose. But the A¶¢å∆gahædaya and later texts of
the sa∆graha period used ‹lokas only to represent scientific
material. Rare textbooks like the Rasavai‹e¶ikasµutra (written
by Bhadanta Någårjuna) followed aphorism (sµutra) style of
literature. Sµutras always needed sufficient commentaries for
proper understanding. It is not accidental in a practical
science like Åyurveda that the scientific material did not
get presented in a more complicated style of sµutra, which
always needs expertsí assistance to get the meanings. In
regional practices like that in Kerala, the common trend
was to document the knowledge in regional languages, with
few exceptions like the Årogyakalpadruma (written by
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Kaikkulangara Rama Varier), a regional text in paediatrics
from Kerala.

Techniques of decoding textbooksñTantrayukti
Another peculiarity of these textbooks was use of

tantrayukti for their correct composing and interpretation.
Unlike other forms of literature, the technical language and
presentation have many limitations. Scope of imagination
should be kept minimum in scientific textbooks; where,
other forms of literature like kåvya etc. can have it at any
range. Tantrayukti helps to bring uniform interpretations of
a textbook by different persons at different point of time.
Use of tantrayukti brings appropriation of sense and sentences
(våkyayojana and arthayojana). Artha‹åstra and sa√hitås in
Åyurveda use tantrayuktis as codes for scientific inter-
pretation.

MEDIEVAL PERIODóTHE AGE OF COMPILATIONS

The classical age was followed by the age of compilations
(sa∆grahakåla, 7th Centuryñ17th century AD), customarily
called medieval period (mådhyamika kåla). This period
marked the end of original and innovative thoughts in the
science, but, sustained the reflected glory of the classical
age. Because, almost all the treatises created in this period
showed greater affinity to the content of classical texts. These
textbooks customarily called ëcompilationsí (sa∆gra-
hagrantha) were specialized in any one of different scopes
of Åyurveda, purely accepting the classical texts as
foundation. In that way these texts made an opportunity for
the advancement of individual subjects. This period,
otherwise called ëtransitional ageí, witnessed to major
transitions in dynasties and to the interactions with other
systems of medicines like Unani, Tibb and Chinese
medicines at different points of times. The advancements
mainly happened in pathology (nidåna), pharmacy
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(bhai¶ajyakalpana), pharmacology (dravyaguƒavij¤åna),
therapeutics (cikitså) and allied disciplines like alchemy
(rasa‹åstra), traditional veterinary medicine (mægåyurveda),
Åyurveda for plants (væk¶åyurveda) and siddha system. The
inter relations with other countries resulted in arrival of new
diseases, new diagnostic methods, new medicines, new
pharmaceutical formulations, etc. Thus, it became a necessity
to add appendices to classical texts in the above aspects, but,
it happened in the form of creation of new textbooks
specialized in those specific areas. These textbooks were not
independent or self sufficient, because, every time the read-
ers need to rely on the classical texts for deeper and essen-
tial understanding of principles. They only added the new
developments to the list existed in classical texts. So, major
content of those textbooks happened to be the compilation
of the information available in classical texts, with minor
modifications. Either they copied the verses from the classi-
cal texts or expressed the same idea in a different dictum.
Development of rasasåstra and siddha medicines contributed
a lot to the field of pharmacy including distillation, meth-
ods of fermentation, advancements in the making of tablets
(gulika), and use of advanced equipments.

In the light of the above transition, textbooks written in
this period fell in the following categories:

1. Textbooks of pathology and diagnostics (roganidåna)
2. Textbooks of Pharmacy (bhai¶ajyakalpana)
3. Textbooks of pharmacology (dravyaguƒavij¤åna) and

Lexicons (nighaƒ¢u)
4. Major commentaries of classic texts
5. Textbooks of rasa‹åstra
6. Textbooks for treatment (cikitsågra∆tha)
7. Pharmacopoea (yogagrantha)
8. Textbooks related to traditional veterinary medicine

and plant medicine
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The minor triadñ(laghutray∂)
Three textbooks, one each on diagnostics, pharmacy and

pharmacology, were marked as the face-books broadcast-
ing the major trends of changes in medieval period (see
table-2). They are popularly known as minor triad
(laghutray∂) and considered to be the masterpieces in the
subjects concerned. They added substantially to the respec-
tive content of classical texts, by incorporating new infor-
mation regarding their topics. New diseases were explained
in Mådhavanidåna, new processes in ›år∆gadharasa√hitå
and new drugs in the Bhåvaprakå‹a. Chronologically they
marked the whole medieval period at three intervals of
four centuries each.

Table ñ 2. Minor triad (laghutray∂)

Sl. Name of textbook Author Specialty Approximate
No. period

1 Mådhavanidåna Mådhavakara Pathology and 7th-8th
or Rugvini‹caya diagnostics century AD

(nidåna)
2 ›år∆gadharasa√hitå ›år∆gadhara Pharmacy 12th -13th

 (bhai¶ajya- century AD

kalpana)
3 Bhåvaprakå‹a Bhåvami‹ra Pharmacology 17th century

(dravyaguƒa- AD

vij¤åna)

Lexicons (nighaƒ¢u)
Lexicons are the most valuable contribution of medieval

period. They are textbooks where drugs (plants, animal
products or minerals) are classified based on their
pharmacological properties and their pharmacological/
botanical properties are summarized with maximum
precision. In classical texts, the drugs were explained mainly
as drug-groups (au¶adhagaƒas) or drug-recipes (au¶adha-
yoga). Naturally, the therapeutic properties of such groups/
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recipes goes to the clustered effect of all the ingredients in
that group. There it was very difficult to know properties of
individual drugs. In fact, classical texts also contained verses
describing individual properties of different materials,
especially food ingredients, but, they were insufficient in
explaining majority of drugs. Moreover, it became an
essentiality for practitioners to know the properties of
individual drugs to conveniently prepare new formulations
where classical texts failed to furnish sufficient guide-
lines.

Lexicons put a new trend by giving individual description
of plants and other materials having medicinal importance.
Description of individual plants includes their synonyms,
pharmacological properties and sometimes therapeutic
usages. A primitive style of lexicon is available in the
Amarako‹a, where names of plants and their synonyms are
enlisted for reference. In lexicons, plants were classified
based on some pharmacological features, and all the drugs
in such groups were explained individually. In that way,
lexicons served as ready-reckoners of practitioners in their
daily practice. Single drug remedies also became popular.
Some later lexicons added new drugs imported from abroad
and some others identified substitutes for plants which were
endangered or rare. In that way, lexicons became the most
updated sources of pharmacology. Most of the lexicons were
written as independent treatises, but, some like Bhåva-
prakå‹anighaƒ¢u were written as an appendix to the textbook
in the same name. Generally lexicons enlisted the drugs
used in treatments of diseases irrespective of speciality.
Some lexicons dealt with doís and dontís (pathyå-
pathya) related to treatments also. (see table-3). Putting in
nutshell, a physician became handicapped in the absence
of lexicons.
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Tableó3. Important Lexicons (nighaƒ¢us)

Sl. Name of textbook Author Approximate
No. period

1 Dhanvantarinighƒ¢u Dhanvantari Before 5 AD

2 A¶¢å∆ganighaƒ¢u Vågbha¢a 8th century AD

3 Siddhasåranighaƒ¢u Ravigupta
4 Madanapålanighaƒ¢u Madanapåla 13th century AD

(Madanavinoda)
5 Kaiyadevanighaƒ¢u Kaiyadeva 14th century AD

(Pathyåpathyavibodhaka)
6 Råjanighaƒ¢u Narahari 14th century AD

(Abhidhånacµudamaƒi)
7 Bhåvaprakå‹anighaƒ¢u Bhåvami‹ra 17th century AD

8 Nighaƒ¢uratnåkara Vasudev Godbole 18th century AD

9 ›aligråmanighaƒ¢u ›åligråmavaidya 18th century AD

10 Nighaƒ¢u Adarsh Vaidya Bapalal 19th century AD

11 Au¶adhanighaƒ¢u Thayyil 19th
(Malayalam) Kumarakæ¶nan century AD

Textbooks on Rasa‹åstra
Another major feature of the medieval period was deve-

lopment in the field of internal use of metals and minerals,
called Rasa‹åstra. This system developed in continuation to
the advancement in the field of alchemy. Even though the
classical textbooks mention the internal use of metals and
minerals, they were secondary to that of herbal medicines.
It was in medieval period that this branch flourished
separately as an independent system. The literature in this
system mainly focused on sources and availability of metals
and minerals and different processes for making metals and
minerals suitable for internal use. Någårjuna was considered
to be the master of Rasa‹åstra. Siddha system of medicine
shows high resemblance with principle and practice of
Rasa‹åstra. The Rasaratnasamucaya (11th century AD) written
by Vågbha¢a is considered as the most authentic textbook in
Rasa‹åstra. Important scientific descriptions like flame test
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of metals, complications of intake of toxic metals; antidotes
of toxic metals, etc. are richly available in the text books of
Rasa‹åstra. See table (table-4) for details of the textbooks.

Table ñ4: Important textbooks on Rasa‹åstra

Sl. Name of textbook Author Approximate
No. period

1 Rasaratnasamucchaya Vågbha¢a 11th century AD

2 Rasaratnåkara Någårjuna 5th century AD

3 Rasakak¶aputa Någårjuna 5th century AD

4 Rasårƒava Unknown 12th century AD

5 Rasendracµudåmaƒi Somadeva 12th century AD

6 Rasaprakå‹asudhåkara Ye‹odhara 13th century AD

7 Rasendrasårasa∆graha Gopål a Bha¢¢a 13th centrury AD

8 Rasajalanidhi Bhudev Mukherji 19th century AD

Commentaries on classic texts
The most valuable commentaries on all sa√hitås were

written in medieval period. The commentators made
enormous contributions to the correct understanding of the
sa√hitås. Commentators, flowrishing a later point of time,
made critical comments on the sa√hitås with a comparative
assessment of different authors. It was from the commentaries
that later scholars came to know about the wealth of textual
tradition sustained in Åyurveda, which were lost afterwards
(see the topic lost textbooks). Some commentators wrote
commentaries on more than one texts, exceptionally for all
of the major triad (Jejja¢a). There are many commentaries
on one text, varying in nature and content, at different points
of time. The textbooks in medieval period also got valuable
commentaries on a later period. (See table-5)
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Tableñ5. Important commentaries of major textbooks

Sl.   Name of Name of Name of Approximate
No. textbook commentary commentator  period

1 Carakasa√hitå Åyurvedad∂pikå Cakrapåƒidatta 13th century
AD

2 Su‹rutasa√hitå Nibandhasa∆graha °Dalhaƒa 10th century
AD

3 A¶¢ångasa∆graha ›a‹∂leka Indu 13th century
AD

4 A¶¢å∆gahædaya Sarvå∆gasundara Arunadatta 13th century
AD

5 Mådhavanidåna Madhuko¶a ›r∂ksn¢hadatta, 13th century
Vijayarakshita  AD

6 ›år∆gadhara- D∂pikå ÅŒhamalla 15th century
sa√hitå AD

Textbooks on allied disciplines
The mediaval age witnessed to sprouting and development

of medicine for animals and plants. From the vedic period
itself, people were familiar with those practices informally.
Increased incidence of wars necessitated separate systems
for animal care, especially horses and elephants. Rare
references in classical texts described diseases affecting
animals and therapeutic procedures applied in them. It was
later in the medieval period that hastyåyurveda/a‹våyurveda/
gavåyurveda developed with advancements. Textbooks like
Pålakåpya, Måta∆gal∂lå, etc., are considered as masterpiece
of elephant medicine. Salihotra, Bhoja, Nakula and Jayadatta
were masters of horse medicine.

Væk¶åyurveda, medicine for plants, developed separately
with specific formulations and methodologies. The
ë›år∆gadharapaddhatií is considered as the authentic
textbook of Væk¶åyurveda. (see tableñ6)
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Table-6. Textbooks on allied sciences

Sl. No. Name of textbook Author Specialty

1. Pålakåpyam Pålakåpya Elephant medicine
2. Måta∆gal∂lå Elephant medicine
3. ›ålihotram ›ålihotra Horse medicine
4. ›yainaka‹åstra Rudradeva Bird medicine
5. ›år∆gadharapaddhati ›år∆gadhara Plant medicine

 and Other text books and authors in medieval

Name Author Period Content
Cent.

Yogatara∆giƒ∂ Thrimallabhatta 17 AD General treatment
Dravyaguƒa‹ataka Thrimallabhatta 17 AD Pharmacology
Åyurvedasaukhya Todarmal 16 AD

Siddhayoga Vænda 9 AD General treatment
Cikitsåkalikå T∂sata 10 AD General treatment
Cikitsåsa∆graha Cakrapåƒidatta 13 AD General treatment
(Cakradatta)
Dravyaguƒasa∆graha Cakrapåƒidatta 13 AD Pharmacology
Paryåyaratnamålå Mådhava 10 AD Pharmacology
Yogasa∆graha Vændamådhava 9 AD Pharmacopoea
Cikitsåsårasa∆graha Va∆gasena 13 AD Treatment
Yogaratnåkara Unknown 16 AD Treatment
Bhai¶ajyaratnåvali Govindadåsa 18 AD Treatment
Åta∆katimirabhå¶ya Vaidya Balaram 18 AD Treatment
Yogaratnasamuccaya Candra¢a 10 AD Pharmacopoea
Gadanigraha SoŒhala 12 AD Pharmacopoea
Guƒasa∆graha SoŒhala 12 AD Lexicon
›ata‹lok∂ Vopadeva 13 AD Pharmacopoea
Båsavaråj∂yam Båsavaråj 15 AD Pharmacopoea
Yogacintåmaƒi Har¶ak∂rti 17 AD Pharmacopoea
Vaidyamanoramå Kålidasa 19 AD Pharmacopoea
Siddhabhe¶ajamaƒimålå Kæ¶ƒaråma- 19 AD Pharmacopoea

bha¢¢a
Vaidyaj∂vana Lolimbaråja 16 AD Vaidyak kavya
Pathyåpathyavini‹caya Viswanatha Sen 18 AD Yunani
Pathyåpathya Hikmath Prakash

Mahadev
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KERALAíS CONTRIBUTION TO AYURVEDIC  LITERATURE

Ayurvedic Textbooks written in Kerala itself broadcast the
wealth of the tradition sustained here through centuries.
These textbooks need not be counted as contribution of a
person (author) but collective contribution of tradition as such.
Most of the textbooks are anonymous in authorship and found
to be edited and supplemented through different
generations. Palm leaf manuscripts thus written were seen
concealed in traditional families for many years. The language
used in majority of textbooks is Manipravålam (combination
of Malayalam and Sanskrit) and rarely Sanskrit. Some of the
texts show vivid influence of Siddha system of medicine and
they are written in TamilóMalayalam combination. Most of
the textbooks are practicality oriented; the theoretical
descriptions if any, are taken from classic texts like the
A¶¢å∆gahædaya. The first available medical treatise in Kerala is
thought to be Alathµur manipravålam, the manuscript of which
is retrieved recently from Trissur Taikkat family and published
by Kottakkal Åryavaidya‹ålå. Later texts like Cikitsåma¤jari and
Yagåmætam show resemblance with this text. It was later in
18th century, the textbooks in Kerala was found with an obvious
authorship. Before that, the textbooks were transferred
through traditional families, anonymous in authorship. The
Rasavai‹e¶ikasµutra, written by Bhadanta Någårjuna is believed
to be of Kerala origin, which traverses a different track in
content and language. Apart from other textbooks, the same
work deals with pure theoretical discussions, that too in
Sanskrit, again in sµutra style of presentation. Generally, Kerala
traditional textbooks deal with toxicology, general treatment,
paediatrics and marmacikitså. Some of them are mere
collections of medicinal recipes (yogagrantha). Later, in 19th
century, some textbooks written in Sanskrit dealt with modern
anatomy and physiology. (see tableñ7)

Apart from the above, many valuable commentaries of
A¶¢å∆gahædaya were written by Keralites. Some examples are,
Sårårthadarpaƒa by Kaikkulangara Ramavarier, Bhåskara-

Textbook Tradition of Åyurveda: Vinod Kumar
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vyåkhyåna by Uppottu Kannan, Aruƒodayam by Govindan
Vaidyar and Hædayabodhikå by ›r∂dåsa Pandita. Some mas-
ters opine that famous commentator of the A¶¢å∆gasa∆graha,
Indu was a Keralite.

Tableñ7. Textbooks of Kerala origin

Sl. Name of Text Author Content Language
No.

1 Rasavaise¶ikasµutra Bhadanta Basic Principles Sanskrit
Nagarjuna of Åyurveda

2 Alathµur manipra- Unknown General Manipravalam
valam (a person from treatment

alathoor family)
3 Cikitsåma¤jar∂ Unknown General treatment ,,
4 Sahasrayoga Unknown Compilation î

of drug
formulations
for different
diseases

5 Yogåmæta Unknown Compilation î
of drug for-
mulations for
different
diseases

6 Vaidyatåraka C.N. NarayananPediatrics Malayalam
7 Vaidyamanoramå Unknown Practical treat- Sanskrit

ment of diseases
8 Dhåråkalpa Unknown Procedures of Sasnkrit

Pa¤cakarma
9 Sindµurama¤jar∂ Thrissour Rasa‹åstra

thaikkattu (medicinal
Narayanan application
Mµus‹ of metals and

minerals)
10 Cikitsanµul General Manipravåla

treatment
11 Åyurveda Au¶adha Thayyil Kumara Lexicon style Malayalam

Nighaƒ¢u Pharmacological
Krishna  descri-
ption of  drugs

12 Sannipåta chikitsa Treatment of
sannipåta

13 A¶¢å∆ga‹ar∂ra Vaidyaratnam Ayurvedic Anatomy Sanskrit
P.S. Varier
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14 Bæhat Sar∂ra ,, Anatomy Sanskrit
15 Sodhanacikitså Manakkodam Pa¤cakarma Manipravalam

Ksavan Vaidyar
16 Prayogasamuccaya Kochunni Toxicology Manipravålam

thampuran
17 Vi¶avaidyajyotsnikå Karattu Toxicology Manipravålam

Namboothori
18 Årogyacintåmaƒi Vallathol Pediatrics Malayalam

Narayana
Menon

19 Sarvagarala Kuttamath
pramocana Cheriya Rama Toxicology Malayalam

Kurup
20 Rasopani¶at Unknown Rasa‹åstra Sanskrit

(medicinal
application
of metals and
minerals)

21 Arogyakalpadruma Rama Varier Pediatrics Sanskrit
Kaikkulangara

Lost textbooks (Luptatantras)
Although we have rich tradition of textbooks in Åyurveda

available now, that much of the textbooks are believed to
have been lost in different turns of history due to various
reasons. Some of them were lost completely; some, partially.
Many masters who were contemporary to the authors of
greater triad wrote their own textbooks. Textbooks like
Agnive‹asa√hitå (the original version of Carakasa√hitå),
Væddhasau‹ruta (original version of Su‹rutasa√hitå), etc. were
lost after their redaction as Carakasa√hitå and Su‹rutasa√hitå
respectively. There is a reference in Su‹rutasa√hitå7 about
Brahmasaƒhitå, the first textbook of Åyurveda, consisting of
thousand chapters and one lakh ‹lokas; but, the book was
never referred to by any master in a later period.

Commentators like Cakrapå∆idatta, Vijayarak¶ita,
›r∂kan¢ha, Indu, etc. quoted richly from textbooks which
were lost afterwards (see table-8). Many of the lost textbooks
have the above references as the sole evidence for their ex-
istence. The missing of such texts might have been hap-
pened due to many reasons like lack of preservation, lack of
popularity, their similarity with famous textbooks etc.

Textbook Tradition of Åyurveda: Vinod Kumar
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TEXTBOOKS IN MODERN AGE

After the medieval period, set back of Åyurveda happened
due to the arrival of modern medicine. The trends of
Åyurveda in this period can be represented as follows:

Set back to Åyurveda by the invasion of Allopathic sys-
tem and British rule
Textbooks tried to incorporate modern knowledge
prevalent then
In the education there was a great transition from
ëGurukulaí system to Institution system which made
ample development in many ways. This change was as-
sociated with a paradigm shift from textbook study to
syllabus oriented study
After independence, ample efforts were not made to
renovate Åyurveda in its natural form.
All the above changes reflected in the nature and con-
tent of textbooks

Textbooks/Publications
The main textbooks published in this period showed a

transition from pure Åyurveda by nominally incorporating
modern principles. Among these texts, Bhai¶ajyaratnåval∂
(written by Govindadas) and Yogaratnåkara (author un-
known) stood outstanding by way of presenting themselves
in the form of classical texts in content and structure. They
elaborated almost all the branches of Åyurveda including
later developments like Rasa‹åstra. The drug formulations
explained in these texts became very popular in practice and
manufacturing thereafter. Textbooks like Siddhåntanidåna
and Pratyak¶a‹år∂ra (both written by Gananåth Sen) made
attempts to incorporate modern knowledge with Ayurvedic
description in pathology and anatomy respectively.
Vaidyaratnam P.S. Varier wrote Bæhacchår∂ra and
A¶¢å∆ga‹år∂ra in a view to make a compact textbook for learn-
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ing Anatomy incorporating relevant portions from Åyurveda
and modern anatomy, purely in Sanskrit. Commentaries for
classic texts written in Hindi and other regional languages
by various masters made learning of Åyurveda easy. Text-
books on Rasa‹åstra like Rasajalanidhi (by Bhudev
Mukherjee) tried to update the knowledge in the field.

Another major turn in this period was the renovation and
publication of the manuscript of the Kå¶yapasa√hitå, which
was thought to be lost, by the Rajaguru of Nepal, Pt.
Hemaråja‹armå in 1890ís. He wrote an elaborate intro-
duction (upodghåta) to this text which is now considered as
an authentic document of the history of Åyurveda.

Other advancements in the modern age in the sector of
publication can be abridged as follows:

Publication of Journals
Subject specific publications by various Institutions
Research Publications
Pharmacopoea
Syllabus oriented text books
Textbooks for public education

Conclusion
While examining the Textbook tradition of Åyurveda, it

is obvious that the wealth of literature in Åyurveda is
contributed by many masters at various levels of its
development. Unlike other forms of creative literature,
scientific literature needs updating and editing to a greater
extent. In Åyurveda, there was a rich tradition in the above
regards, but, essentially there were ups and downs in the
whole scenario. From all above, we can readily reach in a
conclusion that a scientific textbook is not a product, but, a
process which is still on its track.
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15

Toxicology in Åyurveda

N. SAM

Toxicology is an important branch of Åyurveda. The ancient
traditional Åyurveda practioners recorded their knowledge,
case diaries and practical experiences in palmleaf
manuscripts. The Oriental Research Institute and
Manuscripts Library in its collection 162 manuscripts related
to Toxicology. Multiple copies are available for certain works
like Jyotsnikå, Dµutalak¶aƒa, Lak¶aƒåmæta, Vi¶acikitså,
Vi¶acandrikå, Vi¶anårayaƒ∂ya, Vi‹amocana, Vi¶ahara mantras
and medicines, etc. The content of these works are the origin
of nagås  (snakes), different kinds of snakes and its
physiological features, special features and mannerisms of
the messenger like their words, position and action, features
related to time. i,e,, the day, week, lunar eclipse, etc., trido¶a
characteristics (three humoursóvåta, pitta, kapha),
peculiarities of the wound, spreading of the poison in
saptadhatus (seven elementsóskin, blood, flesh, fat, bone,
bone marrow and semen), first aid for snake poison,
symptoms and treatments for the poison of Cobra, Viper,
Karivizhala, Venthiran and Water snakes, life saving
medicines and other medicines for eradicating snake poison,
etc. In addition to snake poison descriptions are there for
the treatment of rat poison, spider poison, biting of mad
dogs, cat, scorpion, monkey, wolf, horse, man, frog, fish,
etc.
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The works start with the description of the origin of
serpants. In the beginning there were eight serpants
(A¶¢anågas) namly, Ananta, Va‹uki, Tak¶aka, KarkkoŒaka,
Padma, Mahåråja, Sa∆khapåla and Gulika. They were the
sons of Agni, Indra, Våyu and Varuƒa. ›e¶a (Ananta) and
Gulika were the sons of Agni and they belonged to the
Bråhmaƒa jåti with Agni varƒa. Våsuki and Sa∆khapåla were
the sons of Indra with yellow colour and they are considered
as royal serpents (K¶atriya va√‹a). Tak¶aka and Mahåpadma
were the sons of Våyu; they belonged to Vai‹yåjåti and are
black in colour. Padma and KarkkoŒaka belonged to
›µudrajåti and were the sons of Varuƒa. They are white in
colour. Ananta Serpent have 1000 heads, Våsuki and
Sa∆khapala have 800 heads each, Tak¶aka and Mahåpadma
have 500 heads each and Padman and Karkkodaka have
300 heads each. The other serpants are considered to be
the descendents of these A‹¢ånågas. Cobra, Viper, Rajila are
the common varieties and Venthiran is a cross bread or
mixed variety. There are twenty-six varities of Cobra, sixteen
varieties of Viper, thirteen varities of Rajilam and twenty-
one varieties of Viyanthiran.

Cobra poison will create pain and it is of Våta prakæti. Viper
poison will creat burning sensation and it is of pitta prakæti.
Rajila poison will create bulging in the wound and it is of
kapha prakæti. Venthiran is of mixed nature.

Spreading of Poison
The diagnosis of different types of poisons are made by

observing the symptoms of the wounds and also of the
patient. When a person is affected with snake poison, at
the first stage it exists only in the skin for 100 måtrås. When
the poison exists in the skin the hair of the patient will stand
on end. When it passes on to the blood the patient will
sweat. Then it enter into the flesh and the patient will feel
hot. As the poison enters into the fat (medas) the patient
will vomit and shiver. Then it passes on to the bone. At this
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stage the patient could not see anything and the neck will
get choked. When the poison enters into bone-marrow
hiccup will occur and the patient will take deep-breath. At
last the poison will enter into the semen, then the patient
gets faint and will die. At each stage there are different
kinds of medicines to treat the patient. By observing the
symptoms the physician could diagnose the positions of the
poison and could prescribe the medicine accordingly.

A‹vagandhå (Amukkuram) is very effective for eradicating
cobra poison. Sandal (Candana) for Viper, Ginger for
Karivizhala are also very effective for eradication. As
Viyanthiran (venthiran) is a cross variety, the above said
medicines are mixed up together and given to the patient
for its eradication. For rat poison, Muthanga, Madhuj∂rakam
and Velladampu are very effective. These medicines are
crushed with milk and can be pasted all over the body, then
given for drinking. Water should be poured over head
(dhårå) without any break. This will eradicate almost all
kinds of snake poisons. Nasya, påna, lepa, and dhårå with
certain medicines are the processes for the eradication of
toxicity. First aid for snake poison and specific medicines
are also prescribed for each symptom.

Toxicology in Åyurveda:N. Sam
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16

Uses of Herbal Medicine

P. PREMA

Today in this modern world competing with the
advancement of Science, diseases are increasing day by day
in lightning speed and the disappointed people are also
going behind fancy advertisements for cure of their ailments.
Even for a slight headache people are in a fix to take a
handful of tablets. The food habits, poluted atmosphere,
nature of the work they do and the life style of the people
has very much created a threat to the people about their
health fearing what will happen tomorrow. But the palmleaf
manuscripts in fact can give answer for many of the ailments,
the society face today.

Palmleaf manuscripts are the heritage of our ancient
culture. The manuscripts provide valuable treasures about
Indian traditional system of Medicine. They provide
informations about various diseases, their symptoms and the
medicines for the treatment. Herbs are the basic ingredients
used in the Indian traditional system of medicine. As we all
know herbs played a vital role as medicine in olden days.
But gradually the usage of herbals are diminished in the
society because the Vaidyas who practised this system could
not earn money even for their living. And the interest of
learning this system also is diminished even by their children
or by their disciples.
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Presently when we go through the medical manuscripts
we can clearly find that the herbals which we consider to be
the weeds, play a very important role curing various ailments
of the people. The pity is that people are not aware of the
usage of the herbals and unknowingly they are destroying
them thinking that they are weeds. They were unable to
identify the useful herbs around them. The herbal medicines
are harmless and are without any side effects. According to
the body condition there may be some unpleasant effects
which can be treated very easily by another herb or
combination of herbs.

Herbs can be used both internally and externally. They
can be used singly or in combination with other herbs. A
single drug obtained from the herbals can be utilized for
various ailments when they are given with different
Anupånas, i.e., mixing medium depending upon the våta,
pitta and kapha body conditions. A single herb also can be
utilized for different ailments depending upon their usage.

In the Siddha system of medicine which is coming under
the Indian traditional system of medicine there are thirty-
two varieties of internal medicine and thirty-two of external
medicine. Identification of particular herb is a very important
aspect here. The unnoticed herbs which we consider to be
the waste plants are the important ingredients which can
cure our primitive as well as serious ailments. So it is our
prime duty to refresh the society to gain at least a preliminary
knowledge about these herbs and their usages. Even the
herbal products in our kitchen are very simple remedies,
which can prevent serious ailments.

In this article we will discuss about a few herbs which can
be used by any one as simple remedies.

For migrane, headache: Leucas aspera, Family, Labiatae.

Five to ten drops of fresh juice of it with equal quantity of
saline water used as nasal drops will relieve the pain in short
duration.
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For fever: Andrographis paniculata. FamilyóAcanthaceae.
Sixty grams of the fresh plant made into a decoction for

three doses a day will relieve us from fever.

For Scorpion bite: Solanum melongena, FamilyóSolanaceae.
Cut a brinjal into two pieces. Tie one piece to the stinged

place so that the cut end touches the body. After some time
remove the piece and tie the other piece in the same way.

For eye (especially for contageous viral eye disease): Cleome
viscosa. FamilyóCapparidaceae.

Crush the plant and put it inside a tumbler and keep the
eyes facing that so that the volatile oil will act upon the eyes.

For removing dust from the eye: Borreria hispida, Familyó
Rubiaceae.

Take fresh root of this plant and chew it for 5 to 10 minutes.

For skin irritations or allergies by some other herbs or insects
Ocimum sanctum. FamilyóLabiatae.

Take fresh juice and smear it on the body surface.

For cough with suffocation:
1. Solanum trilobatum. FamilyóSolanaceae.

Three to four fresh leaves eaten with an interval of 3 to 4
hours.

2. Ocimum sanctum. FamilyóLabiatae.
 Coleus aromaticus. FamilyóLamiaceae.

Take five to seven ocimum fresh leaves and then a single
Coleus leaf.

For repeated vomiting: Murraya koenigii, FamilyóRutaceae.
Roast fresh leaves (handful) then little salt and add one

cup of water to it and make it a decoction as half cup and

Uses of Herbal Medicine: P. Prema
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take internally.

For over bleeding: Alysicarpus monilifer, FamilyóLeguminosae.
Crush the plant and Keep it on the centre of the head.

For Rheumatic pain: Tamarindus indicus, Familyó
Leguminosae.

Fresh leaves along with little salt boiled with more water
and do sponging.

For worms:  Aloe vera, FamilyóLiliaceae
Take fresh fleshy leaf and eat the inner succulent portion

in empty stomach for three days.

For fresh bruises: Tridax procumbens, FamilyóAsteraceae
Clean the surface and apply fresh juice of the leaves. Do

not wet until the wound is healed.

For swellings because of trauma: Azadirachta indica, Familyó
Meliaceae.

Grind tender leaves into fine paste and apply it to the
swellings.

For common cold: Santalum album, FamilyóSantalaceae.
Little powder rolled in a cotton cloth, burn and inhale

the smoke.

For anaemia:
Murraya koenigii, FamilyóRutaceae.
Moringa oleifera, FamilyóMoringaceae.
Allium cepa, FamilyóLiliaceae.
Thirty grams of the above three with five grams of

Cuminum cyminum, FamilyóUmbelliferae.
Make a decoctions for fifteen days. Twice daily.
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Hybanthus enneaspermus. Familyóviolaceae.

1. Fresh plant made into a paste applied to pimple will
give quick remedy.

2. Fresh plant made into paste and applied to nerve
dislocations created because of dislocation of bone
joints.

3. Fresh juice two to three drops applied to the eye
can cure many eye diseases.

4. Fresh plant (five gram) eaten daily for forty-one days
increase the potency of men.

5. Fresh plant made into paste mixed with water applied
to the head reduces dandruff.

Uncontrolled Urination due to geriatrics: Tinospora cordifolia,
FamilyóMenispermaceae

Take three to four pieces of mature stem of one inch
length, peel it and take internally to for one week strengthen
the bladder.

Thus herbal medicines when rightly used can cure manyt
ailments even today.

Uses of Herbal Medicine: P. Prema
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17

Varma as Therapy

T. MOHANA RAJ

Varma is a special branch of subject coming under the Siddha
syste of medicine, which is called as the Tamil Traditional
Medicine formed by the ancient Siddhars. In olden days
Varma was mainly used in martial arts. It was also used as a
therapy by a group of people, i.e., the palmirah climbers. As
per Varma therapy there are 108 main Varma points in our
body. The word Varma is also known as Kåla, Vasi, Yoga,
Uyir, J∂van, Pråƒa, etc. The word Pråƒa and J∂vana referes to
cosmic energy into the vital airóthe essential life force. We
can feel the Varma points through the sense of touch but
they are invisible to the naked eye. Varma therapy cures
nervous disorders and resultant symptoms due to trauma by
stimulating some other therapeutic points known as
Adankals.

The Varmas are inconspicuous and hence they are kept
secret. Varmas are points where we feel the presence of the
pråƒa; (life), hence they are fatal points. According to the
Siddhars in human body are there 72,000, blood vessels and
the pråƒa is circulating along with the blood through them.
When a trauma occurs to this circulating vessel in particular
points with a specific force, paralysis, formation of some
diseases, unconsciousness, or death may occur.
Therapeutically the Adankals are used to treat the impact
of Varma. If the effect of trauma is not reversed within a
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stipulated time, it may become fatal also.
When a person learns about the Varma points he is forced

to learn about the Adankals because the impact of Varma
can be reversed or treated only by stimulating the Adankals
if not one has to face unpleasant situations.

The science of Varma is developed in school of martial
arts known as Silambam, Kalari, Adimurai, etc. During fight
between two or more persons by striking a particular Varma
with force, the enemy can be paralyzed or made unconscious
for the time being. Even today the study of Varma is
important in schools of martial arts for Kalari/Adimurai for
self defense

ìUllapadi Nootiyettu thala chavahum
Unarvahi aththalangal uyirumahum

 Kallamutta aththalangal piniyumahum
Kalangamattal aththalangal sugame kanum

 Ullunarvåi aththalangal vasiyetta
Uttathinal aththalangal uruthi serum

 Pulladi pol aththalangal kandavargal
Pugalargal elloru puviyullokeî

According to the Siddhars there are 108 Varma points in
our human body. These 108 points are capable of killing a
person, make him diseased, or healthy or they can make
him to continue his life span.

Origin of Varma
The first Siddhar Lord ›iva taught Varma to his son Lord

Muruga and Lord Muruga, taught this to his disciple Agastya
and Agastya in turn taught this to his disciples and so on.
Agastya is considered to be an important Siddhar by all. He
was also called as ëKumbamunií. He along with his disciples
ëTheriarí composed Varma books. Agastya staying in the
ëPothigaií mountain region developed Tamil Siddha
Medicine and also Varma medicine.
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Bohar is also a Siddhar who is a disciple of Kålangi; they
together composed Varma books. There is a belief among
the people, that Bohar made a statue for ëPalni Muruganí
which is made with an alloy of nine minerals (Nava pashanaó
Kattu). So it is understood that Bohar also is a Siddhar who
had reverence to the ancestoral Siddhar Lord Muruga. So
Lord ›iva, Lord Muruga. Agastya, Kålangi, Bohar, Pulipani
are few persons who are given importance while we talk
about Varma.

Growth of Varma in Kanyakumari District
The Copper plate document obtained from Parthi-

pasekarapura (Parthipapuram) which is nearer to Munchirai
of Kanyakumai district in Tamil Nadu State, says that in the
ninth Century AD. (857-85) there reigned a Shepherd race
king Koharunanthadakkan who built a city Parthipapura and
constructed a temple and a University. In that University
the Varma and other martial arts were taught.

Some reasons for the downfall of Varma medicine
Varma, a special branch of science which is flourished in

the Kanyakumari District is not popular in other places. In
this District, still this branch is learnt in ëGuru-›i‹yaí tradition
or in traditional discipleship. But the downfall of the Varma
practice creates some different reactions.

The people who know these techniques were not ready
to give the knowledge to the public. Because the Gurus teach
the disciples that they will be cursed and punished if they
give this to an improper person. Because this art can kill a
person with a finger or two without anyoneís knowledge. So
if it reaches to an improper person he will misuse this
knowledge which is irreparable. And for the fear of being
cursed the diciples concealed this knowledge. Now-a-days
there are not sufficient number of disciples to follow the
Varma therapy.

Varma as Therapy: T. Mohana Raj
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Qualities of a Varma desciple
A disciple who wants to learn Varma must have a control

over sexual feelings and anger. He must be pious and respect
his teacher, he should control himself, must have good
concentration, should not have a wavering mind.

ìMuduhuvathu sandala kobathale
Munparan pinparan muraigal paran

 Kaduhuvathu ångara mathil kondu
Katta vithaiathai mathil enni

 Naduhuvathu naloor perioor thamai
Nanilathil elaikalai nadunga seithu

 Kodugava eedu seithu kolvanappa
Kodumpava avanai vanthu kurugu thaneî.

The above poetry says that only this knowledge can be
given to God-fearing people and if it is given to others the
donor will be sent to hell.

How Varma is Occuring
Hit by a stout stick or some pointed objects, by hands, by a

fall from a height, breakages etc. the created trauma causes
Varma injury when it affects the Varma points.

Varmañ108
Totally 108 Varma points were identified by the Siddhars

in our body. They are Classified as ìPaduVarma 12î and
ìThodVarma 96î. They are further classified as, in head 25,
neck to the umbilicusñ45, umbilicus to the anus 9, in handñ
14, in leg 15.

ëPaduVarmaí means that if the trauma occurs in the
correct ëmåtråí; (force) there is more chance of death to
the injured.

ëThoduVarmaí is not so dangerous like PaduVarma but it
may be fatal. Usually it will paralyse or will create some
disorders.
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Varma points in the head
(1). Kondaikolli Varma; (2) Seerumkolli Varma; (3) Pidari

Varma; (4) Suruthi Varma; (5) Porchai Varma; (6) Kutti
Varma; (7) Sevikutti Varma; (8). Poigai Varma; (9)
Natchathira Varma; (10) Kampoori Varma; (11) Mµurthi
Varma; (12) Annan Varma; (13) Thilartha Varma; (14)
Minvetti Varma; (15). Manthira Varma; (16) Nema Varma;
(17) Patchi Varma; (18) Kannadi Varma; (19) Pala Varma;
(20) Kona Varma; (21) Uthira Varma; (22) Ottu Varma;
(23) Urakka Varma; (24) Sanguthiri Varma; (25) Sumai
Varma.

Varma points between neck and umbilicus
(1) Kakattai Varma; (2) Kathir Varma; (3) Kama Varma;

(4) Puthi Varma; (5) Sakthi Varma; (6) Thivalai Varma; (7)
Eanthi Varma; (8) Piratharai Varma; (9) Kuthu Varma; (10)
Ulputta Varma; (11) Mari Varma; (12) Amathu Varma; (13)
Munkamunthan Varma; (14) Kanthari Varma; (15) Athi
kanthari Varma; (16) Thµusiga Varma; (17) Asta Varma; (18)
Koombu Varma; (19) Ner Varma (20) Urumi Varma; (21)
Adappa Varma; (22) Mundellu Varma; (23) Periya
Athisurukki Varma; (24) Siriya Ahisurikki Varma; (25) Mun
surithi Varma; (26) Pin surithi Varma; (27) Pallai Varma;
(28) Udal surukki Varma 29) Kareeral Varma; (30) Veleeral
Varma; (31) Thumpi Varma; (32) Kaiketti Varma; (33)
Sadapira Varma; (34) Kilipira Varma; (35) Kilimega Varma;
(36) Puya Varma; (37) Vilangu Varma; (38) Suliyadi Varma;
(39) Sulikki Varma; (40) Poonool Varma; (41) Natellu
Varma; (42) Katchai Varma; (43) Kaikottu Varma; (44)
Vaiyu Varma; (45) Anna Varma.

Varma points between umbilicus and anus
(1) Mµuthira Varma; (2) Kalladai Varmam: (3) Valampuri

Varma; (4) Edampuri Varma; (5) Vellurumi Varma; (6)
Vallurumi Varma; (7) Narankutti Varma; (8) Ani Varmam:
(9) Ånthai Varmam.

Varma as Therapy: T. Mohana Raj
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Varma points in the hand
(1) Mozhi Varma; (2) Thetchanai Varma; (3) Soondothari

Varma; (4) Chundothari Varma; (5) Vellai Varma; (6) Kavali
Varma; (7) Manipantha Varma; (8) Ånthai Varma; (9)
Visamanipantha Varma; (10) Mudakku Varma; (11) Muttu
Varma; (12) Mundakathu Varma; (13) Kaisulukku Varma;
(14) Asaivu Varma.

Varma points in the leg
(1) Kalvellai Varma; (2) Uppukutti Varma; (3) Kuttikai

Varma; (4) Viruthi Varma; (5) Soondathati Varma; (6) Pada
Varma; (7) Kannupugai Varma; (8) Kuthikal Varma; (9)
Viguthi Varma; (10) Kuthiraimuga Varma; (11) Komberi
Varma; (12) Konasanni Varma; (13) Kalmuttu Varma; (14)
Kåri Varma; (15) Urumi Varma.

Injury to Varmas are immediately treated by stimulating
certain other related Adankal. i.e., after a forced trauma or
Varma, to safeguard the life of the injured, some immediate
massage techniques are adopted. Some special massage
techniques are applied to certain related Varmas along with
pressure, striking, tapping, rubbing, shaking, fondling and
squeezing with the palm and fingers which is known as
ëAdankalí. Ilakkumurai and Adankal (corrective treatment)
is a technique used by manipulation and stimulation of some
other Varmas by the above said special massage techniques.
After regaining consciousness, the person should undergo
special massage. There is internal medicine for trauma to
each Varma and also as per the symptoms of the injured.
The massage is done by specially trained persons by expertly
moving the palms over the body after applying oil with varying
degree of force. Different methods of massage are being
done for curing different Varma injuries.

This valuable art must be popularized among the medical
experts thereby preventing unnecessary death and paralysis
of organs.
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Vikæti Vij¤jåna-Samk¶epa:
Impish Knowledge-Concise

SARAMMA VARGHESE

Various traditional branches of medical science existed since
much before the onset and development of modern
branches of medical science. Åyurveda system of medical
science, which developed much later, has received seminal
contributions from these traditional branches of medical
sciences. Detecting the disease merely by reading the
symptoms, diagnosing the disease by assessing the pulse rate,
sveda, virecana, vamana, uzhichil, etc. are some of the methods
of these traditional methods of treatment.

Åyurveda has divided all the elements of the human body
into three categories namely do¶as (bad things), dhåtus
(minerals) and malangal (excreta). The knowledge
(ëvij¤ånamí) of mischief making (vikæti) of these three
elements in an Ayurvedic pattern is known as Impish
Knowledge (vikæti vij¤åna). Since the intention of both the
vaidya (Åyurveda doctor) and the rog∂ (patient) is to cure
the vikæti (trouble) caused to the body and restore its
normalcy, the awareness of vikæti vij¤åna (impish knowledge)
is equally vital for both the doctor and the patient.

We can understand vikæti vij¤åna (impish knowledge) only
by relating it to health and in a relative fashion. So before
considering the painful troubles caused, we need to have
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an understanding of the precise symptoms of health. Åcårya
Su‹ruta has exquisitely pointed out the following symptoms
of health: the balance or state of equlibrium in the actions
of the bodily elements do¶a, dhåtu, mala, agni (Fire) and the
consciousness of well-being , i.e. the happy state of soul, mind
and the senses. It is worthy to note here the fact that no
other branch of medical science defines health in such a
balanced or holistic fashion (the word used in Sanskrit is
samyak which cannot be translated into Englishóthe
dimensions of the word go beyond the dimensions of
translation).

The Vikæti-vij¤åna-samk¶epa (impish knowledge-concise)
deals with the prediction of the days remaining for a personís
demise, chiefly by reading the symptoms of the disease. The
paper has been prepared on the basis of the manuscripts
Thaliyolas preserved and kept tagged with the register
numbers 10985-E, 10955-C, and 5791-B in the Manuscripts
Library of the University of Kerala.

Constitution of the Grantha (Book)
The work starts with a benediction to God as seen in most

other Granthas of this kind. The symptoms arising out of the
changes occurring in shape, colour, sound, action and the
five senses proclaim the day of death. Key facts like the name
of the author (Sri Ramadasan) and that the manuscripts
are multilingual are evidently inscribed in Grantha 10985-E.

Contents
The work starts by showing the changes occurring in the

five senses:

Eyes: If the eyes move fast and stops, bulges, then draws
inward, narrows, then expands and if they are red like
those of a dove, or like those of a fire-brand, with eyebrows
bent and bow-shaped, and to looking a dazed manner as
if nothing can be seen, and moreover if there is a dripping
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or tears oozing out, then death is sure to happen.

Nose: The nostrils expanding, pimples surfacing out of
small swellings, bursting and getting worn out on the nose
and weakening it are collectively an indicator of death.
Tongue: The left-prone twisting of the tongue, perhaps
growing and parching and then not knowing the tastes,
feeling a numbness, feeling the prick of a thorn,
darkening and increasing in size, feeling the uneasiness
of something pasted to it, speaks largely of an impending
death that is certain.

Ears: Death is sure if clouds, conches, musical instruments,
like v∂ƒå, kuzhal(flute) etc. are heard when they are not
producing sounds, and not heard when they are really
producing sounds. When one closes ears with hands
because of jarring sound from inside and along with it
when the tongue looses its discretion for tastes, and then
the nose losing the capability to sense the stench of wick
burning without any oil are sure signs of death.

Skin: Death is sure to take place in six daysí span when
the body after a dip, like the leaf of a lotus plant, feels
zero wetness or touch of water. If the vein on the body
turns turmeric yellow, gleaming dust accumulates on the
eyebrow and smoke-like thin air rises from atop the head
the healthy will be dead in six days and the unhealthy in
three days, time.

Lips: If the lowerlip curves downwards and the upperlip
curves upwards, and both the lips acquire a vivid dark
reddish purple colour of a Njara fruit death is sure to
occur.

Teeth: If the teeth is covered with decay-moss, turns black
and dark, as if mud-smeared, and if one by one teeth
ejects out without any reason, death is sure to occur.

Vikæti-Vij¤jåna-Samk¶epa: Impish Knowledge . . .: Saramma Varghese
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Veins: If the veins become clearly visible on the forehead
and the rest of the body unlike they were in yesteryears
death is sure in six months.
Body Parts: Numbness of real physical pain, shape-alteration
and the body acquiring a brownish hue, feeling of coldness
just after sweating, feeling of vigour just after depression,
sneezing and coughing with a strange change of sound
are all signs of death.

Breath: If one struggles to breathe, and if the breath smells,
and if the taste of such breath draws in flies and ants death
is sure to occur.

Body: Unprecedented ups and downs in body
temperature, sweating even after cooling the body, feeling
cold in the bosom while feeling a rise in temperature in
the stomach, feeling thirsty after emptying the bowels,
and if all the excreta ejects out together death is sure.

Sight: Seeing sky as earth and earth as sky, brightness as
darkness and darkness as brightness, wind as fire, varied
colours having the blackness of discontent, seeing several
moons, and without any black spots on it augurs death.

Sound: If the sound lowers, and one speaks the never
intended, body losing vitality, sound reflecting the
depression of the mind, always complaining, death is sure
to occur next morning itself.

Death is sure to occur if the legs get bowed because of
falling down, body losing energy even after consuming food,
occurrence of dysentery even after mild intake of food etc.
Death will occur easily for the diseased and it will occur in a
delayed fashion to the healthy if the aforementioned
symptoms are sighted.

The diseases that commonly occur in the ancient times
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are mentioned: jvara (fever), raktapita (tuberculosis), piles,
dysentery, pressure, swellings, stomach ailments, påƒŒu roga,
respiratory ailments, etc. Their symptoms, seen from the
changing features of the body are detailed. Diseases are of
two kinds: one that leads to death and the other that will be
cured if treated in the right manner. The Vikæti-vij¤åna-
‹amk¶epa reveals precise ideas about those diseases which
lead to death (determined through the various signs of illness
suffered by the patient); it also details the patientís longevity.
The changes in shape, body, colour, sound, actions, five
senses etc. are closely observed and the time of death is
determined with the aid of the ideas inferred from an
assessment of these changes.

All the medical sciences existing in various forms in various
parts of the world deal with the nature and symptoms of
vikæti (ailment) and svåsthya (health) according to the kind
of logic described in each of them and hence each one is
unique. The ultimate aim of all medical sciences is health
preservation but the way of treatment devised for it is
different in each case.

Vikæti(ailment) manifests itself generally through strange
signs and symptoms. During the time of diagnosis based on
the conditions and features specified the causes of an ailment
have to be found out. A skilful Vaidya doctor should have an
indepth and precise knowledge of ëvikæti vij¤ånaí which in
the cases of specific diseases needs various experi-mentation
and analyses to find out the signs symptomatic of each disease.
Åcårya Su‹ruta has identified six stages for Vikæti: Cayam,
Prakopa, Prasåra, Sthåna Sam¶raya, Vyakti and Bheda.
According to Su‹rutha, Vikæti appears in its real form in the
stage of Sthåna Sa√‹raya and so it is the most important
phase. Since it is easier and effective for modern medical
science to diagnose and find curative methods of treatment
through various experiments with diseases Vikæti Vij¤åna-
Sa√k¶epa becomes inevitable for the study of medicine..

Vikæti-Vij¤jåna-Samk¶epa: Impish Knowledge . . .: Saramma Varghese
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Traditional Medicine System in India

In December 2010, the Mission organized a seminar on
manuscripts related to Indian traditional medicine system
at ORIML, University of Kerala. The seminar dealt with
different aspects of Ayurveda and its importance to modern
society. The main focus of this seminar was on Ayurveda
practiced in Kerala, the state which has its own ethnic style
of Ayurvedic treatment.

The seminar gave ample opportunities to the experts to
put forth their views and share their research-oriented
knowledge with others.
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Foreword

Indian system of treatments and application of medicine
are as old as the age of °Rgveda. Lord ›iva was addressed as
doctor of doctors. fHk"ko~Qrea Roka fHk"ktka o`.kksE;ge~- He was also the
doctor who applies only water. There was only medicine of
herbs/vkS"k/k] which is medically used even today. But in the
process of evolutions the introduction of rasåyana/jlk;u
alchemy by Någårjuna; the great Buddhist sage brought
revolution in Indian medicine. The use of mercury in as
early as fifth century AD (by Någårjuna-jljRukdj and jly{;iqV)
in unbelievable even today; when alchemy is a developed
science.

Kerala has developed a lot in the domain of traditional
treatment which is known as 'kq¼fpfdRlk- Manuscripts thereof
are plentily available. The manuscripts of ekrÌyhyk in
Trivandrum Library is quite interesting for the treatment
of elephants. Moreover eeZy{k.ke~ for acupressure and texts
like lglz;ksxe~] fpfdRlk;×tjh] /kkjkdYie~] oS|e×tjh] ;ksxke`re~]
lfUuikrfpfdRlk are quite striking and they deserve to see the
light of the day.

Besides the interesting texts in Tamil there are thousands
of Ayurvedic texts available all over the country. They are
kept with the families of traditional practitioners of
medicines.

Not only that there are many types of treatment by
different strata of the society. It is curious to note that like
Buddhists, Nåthayogis have developed rSyfpfdRlk where
application of oil is important. Al these types of treatment



brought together shall prove how rich our country is without
any insurance etc. for treatments. The most important aspect
of these texts are; that, the treatment is within the reach of
any ordinary person vis-a-vis in the age of costly treatment
of corporate world.

PRAFULLA KUMAR MISHRA

New Delhi Director
20th May, 2014

Forewordviii
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The Oriental Research Institute & Manuscripts Library is
a department of the University of Kerala, which has crossed
its centenary. This department was born out of tutelary
interests since the Kings of Travancore were always patrons
of art and literature. Ours is the second largest collection of
its kind in Asia and there are around 65,000 works out of
which around 3000 are Ayurveda Manuscripts.

India is a country which is full of medicinal plants and
famous for indigenous medicine system. This system of
indigenous medicine prevailed in India in times when
modern medicine was not emerged. The famous Ayurvedic
physicians Charaka & Susruta lived in India and Vagbhatan
is believed to have been lived in Kerala and he wrote
Ashtangasamgraha and Ashtangahridaya, which are still
considered to be basic texts of Ayurveda in Kerala. Kerala is
a state which has its own ethnic style in Ayurvedic treatment
which has been found to be the most effective compared to
other parts of the country. Now Ayurveda has emerged as a
stream in the study of medicine which is considered to be
as good as modern medicine. Ayurveda is preferred by
people since it has got no side effects and hence becoming
more and more important day-by-day. It provides cure for
almost all kinds of diseases including terminal diseases.

Hence our attempt through this National Seminar on
ëManuscripts related to Indian Traditional Medicine Systemí
is to probe into the different aspects of Ayurveda and its
importance in the modern society. We are hoping that the
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deliberations and discussions will throw light into many
hidden areas which have not become so popular; but needs
attention.

I take this opportunity to thank all scholars who
contributed the seminar us in response to our invitation.
My sincere gratitude goes to National Mission for Mauscripts
for all the support rendered to us. Special thanks goes to
Dr. Sangamitra Basu, Co-ordinator, Publication for her
cooperation in publication of this volume. I also express my
gratitude to the Hon. Vice Chancellor & Kerala University
authorities for their support.

  DR. K.G SREELEKHA

New Delhi Project Co-ordinator ORIML MRC &
14th May, 2014 Prof. & Head, ORI & Mss. Library,

University of Kerala, Kariavattom



Key to Transliteration

VOWELS

v a vk å b i bZ  ∂ m u mQ µu
(but) (palm) (it) (beet) (put) (pool)
_ æ ,  e ,s ai vks o vkS au
(rhythm) (play) (air) (toe) (loud)

CONSONANTS
Guttural d ka [k* kha x ga ?k gha Ä ∆a

(skate) (blockhead) (gate) (ghost) (sing)
Palatal p ca N  cha t ja > jha ×k ¤a

(chunk) (catchhim) (john) (hedgehog) (bunch)
Cerebral V ¢a B* ¢ha M@M+ Œa <*@<+ Œha .k* ƒa

(start) (anthill) (dart) (godhead) (under)
Dental r ta Fk tha n da /k dha u na

(path) (thunder) (that) (breathe) (numb)
Labial i pa iQ* pha c ba Hk bha e ma

(spin) (philosophy) (bin) (abhor) (much)
Semi-vowels ; ya j ra y la o va

(young) (drama) (luck) (vile)

Sibilants 'k ‹a "k ¶a l sa g ha
(shove) (bushel) (so) (hum)

Others {k k¶a =k tra K j¤a G* l _* ¿
(ksåtriya) (tri‹µula) (j¤ån∂) (play)
va  (ó) ≈ or √ amusµura (nasalisation of preceding vowel) like

  sa≈skæti/or so√skæti
v% visarga = ̈  (aspiration of preceding vowel like (pråta¨)

¿     Avagraha consonant #' consonant (like-imé vasthitå)

Anusvåra at the end of a line is presented by m (e~) and not ≈
*No exact English equivalents for these letters.



In December 2010, the Mission
organized a seminar on manuscripts
related to Indian traditional
medicine system at ORIML,
University of Kerala. The seminar
dealt with different aspects of
Ayurveda and its importance to
modern society. The main focus of
this seminar was on Ayurveda
practiced in Kerala, the state which
has its own ethnic style of Ayurvedic
treatment.

The seminar gave ample
opportunities to the experts to put
forth their views and share their
research-oriented knowledge with
others.


